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'tier progressive loadeFf cam
~ it Is volume loading yoU're after
a DILLON.
The DILLON RL-450 is the least expen

sive. fastest-selling progressive reloader
on the market today. The RL-450 is
changing the way shooters reload. In
the past, only the professional reloader
could afford a progressive machine,
Now the DILLON RL-450 puts efficient.
progressive reloading of both rifle and
pistol calibers in reach of most shooters.
Production rate of the RL-450 is in
excess of 400 rounds per hour. If you
hate to waste time reloading, the
DILLON RL-450 is the machine for you.
Comes complete for one caliber, with
powder measure a~d large and small
primer feed, (except dies). $365.00

"The reloading mach
shooters
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is the Inost consistentlygrouping
aInInO onthe Inarket..:' Mark Duncan: Duncan Gun Shop

North WLlkesboro, N.C.

, ."It is seldom that a gun dealer is fortunate enough to handle a
Hornady' s.Fr~ntLer product superior to all others on the market at a competitive price.
Am~lubnlLt~on LS now I am referring to your Frontier Ammo. My shop sights in over 100
aVaL a e Ln more d·.c.c t'fl U . 11 f' d th t t b
g h th ver. Iueren rI es every year. ruversa y, we In e same s ory 0 e

un sops an e ... t F t' . th t . t tl' hthis letter gives some rue. ron Ier IS e mos consIs en y groupIng ammo on t e
of the reasons why. market. At first, most of my customers were a little skeptical about

buying anything but their normal brand. But, after they try that
first box of Frontier, they are hooked on it just like I am. Most
customers report excellent performance on game. As for myself, I
have achieved eight one-shot kills on whitetail bucks."

Insist on Frontier Ammunition and get
top quality performance you can consistently depend
on. Frontier is available in 61 load combinations
for 19 calibers. See your Hornady dealer for more
details, or write: Hornady Mfg. Co., Dept. AH-ll
P.O. Box 1848, Grand Island, NE 68802

H Team up with
I~I orI1a.dy for the fun ofa gun.
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Making the best better.
The evolution of Colt's 1911 Government Model.

In the rest position the firing pin is blocked
from forward motion by the firing pin plunger.
Pulling the trigger disengages the firing pin
plunger, enabling the firing pin to move
forward for ignition.

1949
More compact, slightly shorter and lighter version of the

Model 1911 A1 is introduced. It has an aluminum alloy forged
frame and is called the "Commander L.w."

1911 The Model 1911 Semi-automatic pistol is adopted by the U.S. Ordinance
Department. Commercial models are made available to civilians.

I
1923 Model 1911 is refined: trigger width is decreased; back projection of the grip
safety is increased; arched main spring housing is installed. New military designation is
made: Model 1911 A1.

1931 Model 1911 A1 chambered for 22LR. Designated "The
Ace", it incorporates a "floating chamber", which almost duplicates
the recoil associated with the 45 ACp, using 22LR ammunition.

1957 "Gold Cup National Match" is introduced. This model
gives the competitive shooter a pistol which, "out of the box", can
be used in major competitions. It incorporates a select match
barrel, handfitted and honed parts, and adjustable rear target sight.

1970 MK IV series 70 Model 1911 A1 is introduced. It incorporates a new spring-type
bushing and barrel system to improve accuracy. Chambered for 45 ACP, 38 Super and
9MM parabellum. I

1983 Colt introduces the MK IV Series 80. This new series has the original standard of excellence associated
with the MK IV Series 70, and in addition allows the option of carrying the pistol fully loaded, "cocked

and locked". Since its adoption by the U.S. Government, the Model 1911 has earned the reputation of being the
most reliable automatic pistol ever produced ... the benchmark of its time.

The Model 1911 incorporated a grip safety, a manual thumb safety,
and a slide stop which automatically holds the slide rearward after the last
round. Now, with the addition of a firing pin lock, Colt has gone one step
further in improving the oustanding performance of the Government Model.

Carried "cocked and locked", the MK IV Series 80 pistol gives you
consistent single action accuracy from the first round to the last, without the
awkward heavy trigger pull found in conventional double action pistols.

The new MK IV Series 80 pistols are the safest, most effective Model
1911 pistols on the market and still retain the same rugged features of
the original.

For over 70 years, through four major wars, the Colt Government Model
has had a reputation for reliability and excellence. Which is why we never
stop trying to make the best even better.

An Investment
in Precision

Hartford, CT 06101

Be a safe shooter-Never chamber a round until you are ready to shoot.
Always read and follow the instruction manuals which accompany each firearm.
Free instruction manuals are also available from the factory on request.

@~J
--------



MASSAD AYOOB

coprAUC
THREE MORE COPS ARE ALIYE
THANKS TO AUTO SAFETY FEATURES

on the street every year. One of the latest
comes from one of my students, Mike Tay
lor of the Leon County (Florida) Sheriffs
Department in Tallahassee; Taylor took
the Lethal Threat Management course
through my Lethal Force Institute last
June in Michigan. He writes:

"Just a note to add a little more 'ammo'
to your contention that the .45 auto is
sometimes safer than the (double-action)
revolver.

"Abou t six weeks ago, our Vice I
Narcotics Unit, backed up by agents of the
Florida Department of Criminal Law En
forcement, was making a cocaine buy in
the parking lot of an apartment complex.
Somehow, the bad guys tumbled to what
was happening and tried to run for it in
their van.

"The (primarily involved) deputy drew
his Colt Commander and jumped into the
van with thell1. As the newspapers say, a
desperate struggle then ensued, during
which the deputy tore hell out of his new
$300-plus leather jacket; had almost half
of his scalp ripped off (some 260 stitches),
and looked down the barrel of his own gun
twice.

STRUGGLING OVER A GUN
"The gun never left his hands, but at two

points, one of the dealers forced the barrel
180 degrees towards him.

"Four hands and two good-sized men
struggling over a gun for 15 to 20 seconds,
full out ... you tell me what would have
happened with a revolver?

"The deputy had the presence of mind
to leave the thumb safety 'on' during the
fight, and distinctly remembers the bad
guy pulling the trigger at least once while
the gun was pointed at him (the deputy).

"End result? Two dealers in jail under
heavy bonds, three wrecked vehicles, and
one injured but alive narcotics officer, who
credits his survival to a cocked and locked
.45 auto and the training-I'm proud to
say-I gave him on how to properly use it!

"I cannot take credit for teaching him to
jump into a moving van with two cocaine
dealers who could have been (but weren't)
armed. But I don't believe he'll do it
again!"

Shortly before this incident, and about
1,500 miles away, a similar incident oc
curred. A drug buy enacted by two agents
of the Illinois Department ofLaw Enforce
ment's Division of Criminal Investigation
went down badly. According to Ordnance
ChiefSebastian Ulrich, a six-foot-plus sus
pect got both hands on the pistol of an
agent barely more than five feet tall.

As the compact narc felt his issue pistol
(a Smith & Wesson M439 9mm auto
loaded with hot Federal hollowpoints)
being ripped from his hand, he hit the
magazine release button with his thumb.
This dropped the magazine just enough in
the frame to actuate the magazine discon
nector safety and. prevent the pistol from
being fired.

Condnued on page 26
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Crossfire

police officers killed with their own guns in
a recent period of 10 years would have said
the same thing, if you'd asked them just
before it happened. Remember, most gun
fights occur at distances under seven yards,
and often at arm's length-within easy
grabbing range.

Confirmation of the safety-locked auto
matic's advantages in this respect are seen

/IIIODI!L 530 HOL8T!R GCIDIl
QUI'f /IIIODI!L BBL
Beretta 81. 84 3-3/1f'
Beretta 92 5"

=;E"- 4-24J~
ChaIter 5 Shot .38 '1:'
ChaIter Anna 1IIIget & PoIce If'
Col Commander 4-1/1f'
Col AS Auto-AA't ....... 5"
Col DeL Spec. & Cobra SerIes '1:'
Col P:vIbori 'hoper 2·1/'1:'-If'
H&KP-7 If'
Ruaer Speed 6, SenIc:e 6 2-3/If'-If'
S&WJ-Fnune 31. 33. 34, 36. 37. 40. 42, 51. 60 '1:'
S&W K·Fnune 2·1fZ'-If'

C8II ToB Free

(Ex~2.t7~

6

One advantage of the automatic as a
defensive or police service weapon

has always been that, in a struggle, a sus
pect who gained control of the gun would
have a tough time making it work if the
safety was "on" and he couldn't figure out
how to get it "off."

Most cops say, "I'll never let any street
punk get his hands on my gun." The 138

MODEL 550 HOLSlER GOlDE
GON MODEL BBL
Beretta 92 5"
I5rownIng 45 BOA 4-3/8"
BrownIng H1-Power 4-21/32"
Charter Anna (aD) 2".4"
Colt ColIIIIWICIer SerIes 4-1/4"
Colt Qovt. .45. QoId Cup-AMY Han:lbllier 5"
Colt DeL Spec.. Agent 2"
Colt Pythori-Colt ltooper 2·1/2".4"
Ruger SenIce 6, Speed 6 2·3/If'·4"
S&W J·Fnune 2".3"
S&W K·Fnune 2·1/'1:'.4"
S&W L-Frame-S&W I'I·Fnune 4"
S&W 9mm Auto 4"

llIIODI!LSlOc:aoeaDIL\WlWe maclethls holsterof
double Boed fuI gnIIn leather. The retaining spring Is
designed to allow • smooth dnIw. For IICIdecI secudl;y
we IuIw: 11C1dec18II11djustab1eSlIfel1strap. The duIII bel
loop cIeaIgn keeps butt of gun c:Iose to your body far
COIICelIIabIay. AVIIIabIe plain brown~

SAFARILAND
1941 S. Walker /we., Dept. AM,

MonrovIa. CA 91016
(213) 357·7902

Send $1.00 for our 4 color pocket size C8tlIIog.



• Perfect for
Duty Issue

• Control Inventory
Costs

• Easy to Distribute

• Low Cost

18 Round Duty Box
By Super Vel@

Trust Your Life to
Super Vel'

Minimum Order One Case. Freight Prepaid.

How to Order: Send FFL or Dept.
Order Form with Check to:

Super Vel~

P.O. Box 757, Salem, NH 03079
1·800-432-8800

or Can 603·898·9372

SUPER VEL

" -- -.. ~
~ ,.5f'E'Vd. "_"::-::::

'-
.., ==--

NEW!

Cartridge Bullet S/Box $ICase

38 + P 110JHP '5.45 '109.00

38 - P 125JHP '5.45 '109.00

357 MAG 125JHP '5.95 '119.00

357 MAG 150JHP '5.95 '119.00

Test-firing pointed up the excellent
manner in which the AMT barrel
"hangs"-an important factor in
metallic silhouette shooting, for
example.

Price of the uni ts- barrels and
receivers-is $1l0 for each of the two
shorter barrels and $120 for each of the
two longer barrels.

For more information, write AMT at
536 North Vincent Ave. (Dept. IIIIIM
AH), Covina, CA 91722. ~

Other barrel lengths are 6\-2 inches,
10\-2 and 12\-2 inches.

Rear sights are fixed. Front sights are
ring or ramp (latter on the bull barrel
models).

Fitting the receivers and barrels to
the Ruger frames is a snap-no
alterations are required. Just follow
AMT's simple assembly and disassem
bly instructions.

All models are grooved for standard
one-inch tipoff rings, for scope
mounting.

INFO 'QUICKIE'

By Len Davis

T he Arcadia Machine and Tool
Company (AMT) has introduced

fine stainless steel receivers and barrels
in four different lengths-both bull and
tapered-for Ruger .22 autos.

I test-fired an 8\-2 inch model (bull)
on a Mark II pistol at 10 meters, using a
one-hand hold with standard velocity
ammo. Two IO-shot groups were fired;
each measured a little more than a
quarter of an inch.

The heavy barrel sits out there beau
tifully, in perfect balance-a great
accessory for a great pistol.

Remington Arms Company is the
oldest of all U.S. firearms makers, hav
ing started in business in 1816. Today,
many think of Remington as a man
ufacturer ofshoulder arms only. Not so.
It produces a single-shot, high-powered
pistol: the XP-100. Two other Remi
ngton handguns were made in the 20th
century: the venerable M95 double
derringer in .41 caliber, and the M51
autoloading pistol in .32 ACP and .380
ACP calibers, conceived by John D.
Pedersen, the famous gun designer.

AMT HAS BARRELS
FOR RUGER AUTOS
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FREE!

591 Camino de la Reina- Dept. 118
San Diego, California 92108

If you order now this colorful aU-fabric GUNS
TEAM MEMBER PATCH Is yours with each paid
subscription.

Use the adjoining postage paid order card or write to:

THIS OFFER IS VALID for only 3 months from cover date

CALL TOLL FREE
800/824-7888

Operator 40.
Charge your subscription to

your Visa/BAC or
MasterCard

Great reading ... thafs what GUNS Is all about Great
reading about guns and only guns. It's the firearms
publication that the experts read ... and the ex
perts write. And GUNS covers the total firearms
field like no other magazine. Ifs the only one where
you'll find regularly featured articles on handload
lng, bench resting, black powder, airguns, knives,
handguns, rifles, and outstanding engraving.

Great coverage ...the most complete ever. The very
next Issue may Include Just the article that you've
been looking for. An article that could save you
many times the cost of a subscription. You can't
afford to be without it.

Great value ... SAVE up to 53% by subscribing now.

One year $14.95 (you save $9.05)
Two years $24.85 (you save $23.15)
Three years $33.45 (you save $38.55)

Foreign subscribers add $6.00 per year.
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.



THE RUGER 1022 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM

SILENCERS IN THE 1980S
Great Desisns, Greil Desisners

by I. D..id Truby
Now. an in-depth, fully illustrated report on the newest
developments in suppressor technology. J. David Truby
provides all-new info on the innovative designs of loday's
suppressor designers, plus explosive data on those who
use them. His investigative research gives definitive
comparisons of models, prices. features, kits. indepen
dent manufacturers, and silencer technology. You'll not
read this privy info anywhere else! 81,7 x 11, softcDver. 132
photos. 120 pp. $12.00

UP YOURSI
by George Hayduke

All-new, advanced revenge tech
niques and original dirty tricks
from the author of Get Even. Here
are the meanest, nastiest pranks
for snakelike salesmen, nagging
relatives, nosey neighbors, and all
those people you love to hate.
Read Up Yoursl and start getting
even today! 5'h x 8'h. hardcover,
175 PP. $12.95

THE AR-7 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
A comprehensive home workshop guide forthe gun buff
and hobbyist machinist. Over fifty working machinist's
drawings, photos, and full-scale templates show exactly
how to convert the AR-7 .22 survival rifle into a full-auto
silenced machine pistol or rifle. Step-by-step instruc
tions detail how to modify the weapon's original receiver,
fabricate new sear and safety, as well as make a simple,
efficient silencer group assembly. 9'h x 12, softcover,
machinist's drawings, photos, full-scale templates,
72 pp. $12.00

GET EVEN:
The Complete Book of Dirly Tricks
A hilariOUS overview of the meth
ods people use to get even with big
business. government. and ene
mies. More sophisticated and in
volved tricks are included. such as
ones devised by CIA and Mafia
members and political dirty tricks
ters. Over 80 sections present dirty
tricks ranging from slmple'to elab
orate in nature. 5'h x 8'h. hard
cover. 180 pp. $11.95

Here's a conversion you can bet your life on! Now you can transform your Ruger 1022
into a selective-fire, close-quarter combat gun you can trust. We know you'll neit fihd a
design to match this one! With simple handtools, you can build the parts that will convert
your trusty Ruger 1022 into a selective-fire weapon that can fire over 1,000 rounds per
minute on full auto-all without modifying the receiver or trigger in any way. Just snap on
the conversion parts, and you're ready for whatever-or whomever-comes. Over sixty
explicit photos, machinist's drawings and full scale templates accompany the detailed
instructions for making this conversion foolproof. Unlike some lightweight Ruger con
version plans, this plan really works! The Ruger 1022 is the workhorse of the gun world
dependable, inexpensive, with good availability of ammo and accessories. And now
yours, too, can be readied to take on all comers! 9 x 12, softcover, illus., 86 pp. $12.00

S.W.A.T. TACTICS
by Jellrie Jacob'

"It's better to have a S.W.A.T. team and not need it, than
to need it and not have it," writes Jeffrie Jacobs. Here is a
practical manual for police departments having or form
ing a S.W.A.T. team. Police typically work with limited
manpower. low budgets and few training facilities. This
book shows how these obstacles can be overcome. illus
trated with diagrams and 130 photos. topics are equip
ment selection, organizing a team, fitness, climbing and
rappelling. tactical training and more. 8'h x 11. softcover,
illus.. 98 pp. $10.00

SECRETS OF THE NINIA
by A,hida Kim

This is the rilal thing-one of the
few complete, hardcover studies
of this terrifying and deadly mar
tial art. Text and photos illustrate
Ninja principles of invisibility, co
vert entry, escape and evasion,
assassination, sentry removal,
meditation, mind clouding, and
much more. A riveting, all-new
selection. 5J,7 x 8l,7, hardcover, 200
photos. 168 PP. $16.95

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF
COMBAT HANDGUNNING

by Chuck Taylor
All aspects of combat handguns
and their use are covered in this
complete manual. Hundreds of il
lustrations show using survival
handguns. preparing the handgun
for combat, caring for handguns.
and handgun stopping power. An
important firearms book for sur
vivalists and combat handgun
owners. 8'h x 11. softcover. ill us..
200 pp. $12.95

THE MINI-14 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM

Use this new home workshop guide to convert your Mini
into a selective-fire, silenced, SWAT-type weapon! Pro
vides complete workshop plans. 50 close-up photos.
and full-scale templates. This conversion process re
quires no machining or special tools. Once completed. it
takes just five minutes to drop in the Automatic Connec
tor (the book's secret!) or remove it as needed. Also
includes detailed plans for a quick-and-easy caliber .223
silencer. The finest selective-fire conversion manual
Paladin has ever published! 9 x 12, softcover. photos,
templates. 72 pp. $12.00

THE DEATH DEALER'S MANUAL
by Bradley Steiner

Tells the true story of how profes
sional killers go about their busi
ness. Of special interest is a com
plete Dim Mak anatomy chart with
time reference guide. publishea
here in English for the first time.
Contents include: vital points.
edged weapons. handguns. and
unarmed killing techniques. For
informational purposes only! 5'h '(
8\\. soltcover. IIlus.. 112 pp. $10.00

REMINGTON 1100 EXOTIC WEAPON SYSTEM

Need more firepower? How does a twelve-gauge
machine gun sound? Now you can convert your Reming
tOri 1100 semiauto into a selective-fire assault shotgun
that will blow any other small arm off the map! This
detailed manual has over. 70 close-up photos. machin~

lSI'S drawings. and full scale templates. The conversion
process retains'all original parts (except for safety) and
can be accomplished with hand tools. Only 11 new parts
are required. Equipped with a ten-shot magaZine and
assault stOCk. your full auto 1100 will be a survivalisfs
shotgun without peer. 9 x 12. illus.. softcover. 88 pp.

$12.00

THE PERFECT CRIME
and How to Commit It

by Dr. P. Jekel
Reveals tares of unsolved c;;rimes
and dispels the myth that crime
doesn't pay. Arsonists. shoplifters.
iewei thieves. murderers. and top
criminalists contributed to this
startling expose of crime and crim
inals. Dr. Jekel dissects and ana
lyzes crimes of fraud. forgery.
arson, and of course-murder. 5'h
x 8'h. hardcover. 208 pp. $14.95

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

THE GERMAN SNIPER 1914-1945 .. $49.95
HOME WORKSHOP GUNS, VOL. I '" $10.00
HOME WORKSHOP GUNS, VOL. II $10.00
SPECIAL FORCES OPERATIONAL TECHNIQUES $14.95
HOT CARS . . .. $ 5.95
COMBAT SURVIVAL....... . $14.95
NINJA DEATH TOUCH $10.00
SURVIVAL POACHING .,. $14.95
GET EVEN II $11.95
THE REVENGE BOOK $ 8.00

HOME WORKSHOP SILENCERS I

Fantastic, large-format guide to making an smg or pistol
silencer in the home workshop. Over 50 9" x 12" working
machinists drawings are presented. all of superb quality.
Shows step-by-step construction for three different fire
arm silencers, all of very advanced design. Improvised
materials and machining techniques are suggested, and
the text is written clearly and concisely. An excellent
addition to your silencer bookshelf' Note: Home Work
shop Silencers I is for entertainment and historical pur
poses.only 9 x 12. sottcover. ill us.. 72 pp. $12.00

p-----------------·.~M~.1 t PALADIN PRESS Send $~~(~~:'"

1 PO BOX 1307-BPM . CATALOG.

BOULDER, CO 80306 fIIII!!III'~
I Phone (303) 443-7250 ~~

1 Call TOLL FREE for credit card orders: 1-800-824-7888;1 A'k for Operator #249. Ala,ka & Hawaii, 1-800-824-7919.

1 Please 'end me the following titles:

1-------- --------,
1 --- --------,I Bill my: 0 VISA 0 MasterCard Exp. Date--- ----------------,

1 ('ardNo.____________________ SUBTOTAL 1
Please include

I NAME $2 postage
ADDRESS and handling. ,

I CITY STATE ZIP___ TOTAL _I._--------_.-------_._-------_....---...---------------_..
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Bianchi's worth lightin' over!·
These are some pretty tough words, but the fact
remains Bianchi is the best darn gunleather you'll
ever draw a six-iron from.

Bianchi remains the absolute leader year after
year in developing the finest quality leather
money can buy. Bianchi's complete line ofleather
products is designed and produced for sports
men, police and military worldwide. Bianchi
boasts well over 3,000 variations of hand-crafted
belts, holsters and slings - all from the best cut
prime leather available. But don't just take the
word of these wranglers here in this picture - get
on down and see the complete Bianchi line at your

10

nearest authorized Bianchi dealer. You'll be
fightin' for more Bianchi gunleather just as soon
as you strap on that first rig.

Send $1.00 for complete full color 1983 pocket
edition catalog to:

"The world standard by which all gunleather is judged."
100 Calle Cortez, Dept. AH11/83 Temecula, CA 92390

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1983



DAN ConERMAN

HAND10ADING

IS THE .45 LONG COLT MAX•. NEXT?
MAKING, LOADING THE 7MM T. C. U.

The need, principally among silhouette
shooters, to move massive bullets at

higher velocities is what continues to nour
ish a constant quest for more capacious
handgun loads.

Perhaps that's why reader Delbert G.
Brewer of Vassar, Michigan suggests a
wildcat .45 Long Colt Max.

"Have you considered using the 5.6 x
61R Vom Hofe Super Express case in the
.45 Long Colt?" inquires Brewer, "the
cartridge is listed in Frank Barnes' book,
Cartridges of the World, on page 240;
DWM lists the case as 431M in its line-up.
With a stronger case, maybe higher pres
sures would be possible in strong guns
such as the T/C and Ruger."

The Vom Hofe in question, in case you
don't stay awake nights reading up on Ger
man rifle cartridges of the mid-1930s, is a
shouldered brute that shapes up to the di
mensions of the .45 L.C. at the primer end,

and winds up small enough to handle bul
lets of .22 caliber at the other. It comes in
rimless and rimmed versions; it is the latter
that Brewer is suggesting as a candidate for
handgunning immortality.

Taking this .45 L.c. Max idea into the
realm of serious consideration, we find ac
ceptable comparison in the head measure
ment of the Vom Hofe: Y.H., .476 inch; .45
L.c., .480 inch. (This is even closer than it
looks, since the .45 L.c. cases I have
checked with a micrometer average .4768
inch at the head.) It is important to note,
however, that the V.H. tapers to a diameter
of .450 inch at the shoulder. This it does
over a span of 1.730 inch.

The .45 L.c. is essentially a straight
sided cartridge, maxing it through the use
ofV.H. brass faces a differential ofapprox
imately .019 inch of taper, when the stand
ard 1.285 inch length of the .45 L.C. is
maintained. If we were to lengthen our .45

L.c. Max by .315 inch to 1.605 inch, we'd
have a taper of just over .024 inch. Too
much for honest wildcatting?

TAPER PROBLEMS
Another factor to consider is case wall

thickness, which diminishes nearer the
mouth. If we are to be able to seat .451
inch-.452 inch bullets without having to
get into the hassle of inside neck reaming,
the .45 L.c. Max should be long enough to
have its mouth out beyond the overly-thick
wall area of the Y.H. At such a point,
however, we are bound to encounter taper
problems.

Rim diameter may present still another
problem. The Y.H. rim is shown to be .533
inch in diameter, while the rim of the .45
L.c. is nominally .512 inch.

All (or none) of the foregoing may
squelch the oncoming of a maxed .45 for
super-power handgunning, Remember
Casull's .454? It used modern, solid-head
.45 L.C. cases within a substantially
beefed-up revolver cylinder and obtained
great power from duplex and, I under
stand, triplex power charges. If that's pos
sible, through the use of standard
handgun-cartridge brass, the case of the
5.6 x 61R Vom Hofe Super Express may
provide a boiler room sufficient to the
launching of a new era.

The 7mm T.C.U. (Thompson/Center
(Wes) Ugalde) round, and how to make it
the easy way, is the subject of a letter from

Continued on page 12

THE HANDGUN
.THAT ALTERED
THE GAME!

CONTENDER
Pistol Shootin' was once a close-up thing. Way down range was fifty yards and most
handgun cartridges had lost their "zap" by the time they made the journey. Designed

specifically for hunting, Contender has totally altered the history of handgunning.
Its superb accuracy, coupled with its unique interchangeable barrel system and

wide selection of meaningful calibers has extended the range of the hunting hand
gun to over 200 yards. Whitetails, Mule Deer, Antelope, Grizzly, Elk, you na~e

the North American big game animal and Contender has the trophy to show for It.

The first "out of the box" production pistol to shoot a perfect score in Metallic
Silhouette, Contender Is now available In .357 Rem. Maximum.

IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT HANDGUNNING write for our new
free, 34 page catalog. One glance through the Contender section and you'll

>4 see why Contender is the leader in down range performance.

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS Farmington Road, PO. Box 2426, Dept. TAH11
Rochester, New Hampshlre.03867
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stuck in its gullet. This is the "weird look"
to which Oliver alluded, the look that
would disappear-following fire-forming.

''I'll go for anything that takes the
tedium out of a great pastime, such as
handloading. My finding in this instance,
however, is that it's better to follow the ad
vice of those who make it their business to
do it right. I wound up having to expand
the little .223's mouth, first to accept .257
bullets, then to accept 7mm bullets.

HEAVY BULLET
Speer has a 260-grain jacketed hollow

point available for the .45 L.e.-a boon for
those of us who go for the heavies. And a
bonanza when and if the .45 L.c. Max gets
off the ground.

The Speer people are a viable force
in the hand-loading market by keep
ing themselves on top of cartridge
innovations.

Take the 7mm T.e.U., for example. On
August 6, 1981, I was mailed two tables of
loads for the 7mm T.e.U. and 7MM '08.
There was, upon reading the tables, cause
to question a charge such as 48 grains of
IMR 4895 in the 7mm T.C.U., as well as
other equally impossible charges. Then, on
August 13, 1981, the Good 01' Boys
having caught sight of the printer's error
mailed me a second set of tables with the
explanation: "A mistake at the printer re
sulted in some 7mm '08 data being printed

Continued on page 77

Upper left comer shows
Double Ammo Pouch on

'optional 2nd half harness.

FINE WILDCATS
Having worked with numerous wildcats,

whose cold and fire-forming took me into
operations the tediousness ofwhich caused
me to wonder why I bothered in the first
place, I decided to try this reader's shortcut
method. I'll give you the results of my tests.
First, however, I should explain that the
7mm T.e. U. and its siblings, the 6.5mm
T.C.U., are a couple offine wildcats, whose
making involves nothing more than ex
panding the neck of the .223 case. When
preparing .223 hulls for the 7mm version,
it is necessary to stretch good brass a total
of roughly .060 inch. Cartridge brass, a 70
30 combining of copper and zinc, respec
tively, is-in unhardened condition-a
quite malleable and cooperative metal. I
found, however, that neck-length stretch
ing the .223 to 7mm, even with a boattail
bullet, was too much. Chamfered mouths
of freshly-annealed cases too often re
sulted in curled-under lips, and the bulge
that resulted presented a picture that was
akin to a snake with a half-swallowed meal

Val J. Oliver of Smyrna, Tennessee. Oliver
writes, "I think a lot of people who would
enjoy the excellent 7mm T.e.U. Contender
have been scared off by experts trying to
impress someone with their explanation of
the case-forming process; just stuff boattail
bullets into the .223 case and go shooting.
They will shoot straight, and the weird
look will be gone when you eject the case."

DeSantis manufactures a complete line of holsters and
accessories, creatively designed to fill the specific

needs of gun enthusiasts and law enforcement personnel.

51£
Available at your favorite Firearms or Sporting Goods Store,£ -:"I .or mail $2 for catalog. Dealer inquiries invited.

,..."'.£Z'~ HOLSTER &LEATHER GOODS Dept. AH-11
&I, ''''~ .., 155 JERICHO TURNPIKE· MINEOLA, NY 11501·516-742·7900

$14.95
Hard cover

$19.95 Hard,
autographed
and numbered

$9.95
Sofl cover

CLASSES FORMING

Add $2.00 per book or $1.00 per item for
postage and handling on all lSI logo
products. Money order, Visa, and Master
Card, (send number and expiration date)
shipped immediately. Personal checks
allow 3 weeks for delivery. Ca. residents
add 6%% sales tax.

World champion handgun shooters
Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton teach
you how and when to shoot. Enhance your
ability to survive. Areas covered: safety
• marksmanship • tactics • legal •
women • technique • crime. guns and
equipment. ammunition • 150 photos.

• DRY-FIRE KITS
PRACTICE AT HOME
IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS

lSI LOGO PRODUCTS
Dry Fire Kit 3.95
Hat Pins 4.00
Hats (Baseball Type) 6.00
T-Shirts 7.00
Belt Buckles

Gun Belt 13/4 - 2" 12.95
Dress Belt 1-1%" 12.95

lSI Patches 2.00

2 day and 5 day courses in self-defense or
competition available. These international
experts and combat masters will teach you to
fire fast controlled shots, with the mental
conditioning to obtain pin-point accuracy, and
fulfill your personal goals!

Send $2.00 for complete BPage
Brochure and Information Packet

to,.,...."..~.'"oon'" ..,
DEPARTMENT A.H.

P.O. BOX 5254. MISSION HILLS. CA. 91345
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THE FASTEST
NON-PROGRESSIVE PRESS MADE.

LEE TURRET PRESS $63.98
LEE TURRET PRESS, complete with
AUTO-INDEX factory installed ... $78.98
AUTO-INDEX only, to add on the Lee
Turret Press . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $30.00

LEE AUTO-DISK POWDER MEASURE,
complete with 4 charge disks $24.98

Special powder through die expander with
7/8-14 threads $10.00

Expander dies available in all popular pistol calibers,
usable with most brands of presses.

THE INNOVATIVE LEADER.

LEE PRECISION, INC.
4275 HIGHWAY U HARTFORD WISCONSIN 53027

AVAILABLE NOW! Ifnot at your dealers, order direct
or send 50' for IZ-page catalog jammed full ofreloading
bargains!

NEW! LEE AUTO-DISK POWDER MEASURE

NEW! LEE AUTO-INDEX

The new Auto-Disk powder measure
automatically dispenses an exact
charge that is more uniform than any
other powder measure. The case
itselfactuates that measure while the
neck is being flared. The powder
measure is actuated during the
presses' greatest mechanical advantage.
This insures a smooth even action ofthe measure. A built in
powder baffle and charge disks precisely molded from
glass reinforced engineering grade plastic, all contribute
to the previously unattainable uniformity of charges.

Each Auto-Disk measure comes complete with four
charge disks containing six cavities each; a total of 24

cavities! Charges from 2 to 24 grains.
Disks are changed in seconds. They slide right through

when the measure is raised.

The Lee Turret Press has been made even more versatile with
the addition ofan automatic index feature. Near the bottom of
each stroke, the turret automatically rotates to the next die

station. This is a rugged, simple
and dependable device. Safety
override prevents over
stressing, should the turret be
prevented from turning. Greatly
speeds reloading as no time is
required to index the turret.

Two new inventions make the LEE TURRET PRESS the fastest
machine for reloading pistol cartridges. Now the turret

automaticall rotates to the next die station and automatically
charges thcase through the neck expanding die.

*Big Max is a registered trademark of Omark Industries.

vi

The LEE TURRETPRESS has
greater mechanical
advantage than any reloading
press made withouta handle extension,
includingtheBigMax.*It is three times as
strongasneededto full length size/he
largest cases. You can do large case
forming, bulletswaging, andnormal
reloading with no fear ofdamage to your
press. We guarantee it for 2 fullyears, in
writing.
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AIR PISTOL SILHOUEnE MATCHES
MAY HELP BOOST IHMSA MEMBERSHIP

From your dealer or from
COBRA GUNSKIN. SHARPEN YOUR IMAGE WITH
Complete with Clip-on Sheath.
$35. Ea. + 10% Shipping.

1865 New Highway. Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735 • (516) 752-8544

handgun silhouette competitor, agrees that
the NRA course is too tough for most
shooters, and that it should be an indoor
sport. He goes further, noting that most in
door ranges are 50 feet long and sugge&ts
that the targets be scaled down even fur
ther for use at l2.5, 25, 37.5, and 50 feet.
The look of the big-bore game would be
preserved, and it would allow shooters to
keep their hands in during the long, mid
western winters. Lisbeth suggested that
Daisy develop an air pistol accessory bar
rel for the TIC; he urges all shooters who
like the idea to write to Daisy.

Keith Whitworth of Affton, Missouri,
feels indoor, IHMSA-style air pistol sil
houette competition is definitely promis
ing. He now uses his air pistol to practice
during the week and finds it helps him feel
more at home on the big-bore range
come match day. Whitworth agrees that
the ranges should be shortened, all
IHMSA positions allowed, and production
pistols should be separated by price-or
accuracy potential-into sportsman and
match classes. He also suggests that
an unlimited class be created for the
experimenters.

LITTLE SILHOUETTES
Glen Schnegg of Powhatan Point, Ohio

supports the idea of an indoor IHMSA
style air pistol game, noting that there are
quite a few potential shooters who don't
like the noise and recoil of .22s and .44s.
Glen says developing a sport that would
appeal to such folks would lead to a large
number of people joining IHMSA. "Let's
shoot silhouettes;' he says, "especially little
ones!"

Jack Kruckmeyer of Tucson, Arizona
didn't write; instead, he sent a long tape.
He's been shooting airguns for more than
50 years and is an experienced high-power
rifle silhouette and handgun combat
shooter. Kruckmeyer says he likes airguns
as they are "a good way to practice for
other shooting sports"; he particularly
likes the "social aspect of shooting, having
been involved in rifle silhouette matches,
in the early days." He sees indoor air pistol
competition as an opportunity to hold
matches that are part competition, part so
cial gathering. Kruckmeyer cautions that
the rule must be structured, so as to keep
the sport from becoming an equipment
race; else the average shooter won't be
able to compete, or will become dis
couraged from even starting, by the "fancy
pistols."

I'll be sending this column, my original
one, and copies of letters to Elgin Gates,
President ofIHMSA (International Hand
gun Metallic Silhouette Association) for
his review; maybe the idea will take root
there, with his help.

Who knows, perhaps we can stir up
enough interest to get Daisy and Beeman
to hold a demonstration shoot at the 1983
Internationals (Black Canyon range, north
of Phoenix, Arizona, Nov. 5-12).

If you have any further thoughts on the
Continued on page 28
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PHILIP C. BRIGGS

Quite some time ago, in this column, I
wrote about the potential for air

pistol silhouette competition and asked for
your thoughts. Several of you wrote; all of
you supported my proposal and a few of
you came up with some excellent
comments.

Philip Braud of Gonzales, Louisiana has
shot air pistol silhouettes under both the
NRA rules and distances, and the shorter
5-l0-15-20 meter distances I proposed. His
experience shows that the game is indeed
easier (that was intended, to encourage
more to shoot). His top scores were 13X40
and 35X40 over the shorter course. Braud
said he finds the game an excellent way to
practice for the cartridge versions, and
keep in tune during the winter. His scores
were shot with a Daisy M717 and he, too,
feels that available pistols should be segre
gated into separate classes.

John Lisbeth, longtime mid-western
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From The GOOD OL' GALS
It Crow. Cit,Irms ...
Survivalist Accessories

P.O. Box 1126, Dept. AH
Cortland, N.Y. 13045
Information: (607) 753-8238

Orders Only (24-Hours a Day):
Toll Free (800)847-6703

19.50
34.95
42.50
11.25
18.65
29.95

19.95
11.50
9.95

11.25
5.95
9.95
7.95
4.95
9.95
7.50
5.95

8.50

12.50
83.95
34.95

76.95

90.95

97.95

76.95

9C.95

97.95
5.60
9.95
9.95

9.95
5.95

12.70
13.20
15.05
54.40
21.00

7.50
17.85
4.95

6.95
3:95

.75

.75
17.50

PRICE
$ 97.95

9.25
52.15

66.60
7.50
4.50

PRICE
24.95
24.95

Copyrighl1983by Crown City Arms. Inc.
All righls reserved.

Illustrations reprinted by permission 01
Garth Choate, and Colt Industries

M-16 Hammer
M-16 Firing Pin
M-16 Trigger Spring
M-16 Hammer Spring
Shell Catcher (Vetcro Bottom)
M-16 Dust Cover with Pin and

Spring
long Combat Handuard

(Round)
M-16 Barrel Wrench
CAA-15 Gas Tube
AA·15 Gas Tube
Bipod (Universall
Bipod (Universal!
Bipod (Universall
Conversion Pin
Scope Mount
Scope Mount
Scope Mount

DESCRIPTION
AR-15 lower Receiver
Receiver Extension
AR-15 Upper Receiver
M-16 Upper Receiver (Forward

Assistl
Bolt Assist
Cam for Bolt
Forward A!'sist Complete

{Tear-d' '0\
Shorty Front Section tComplete}
Shorty BUl1stock
AR-1520" Standard Barrel with

Sight Threaded
AR-15 20" Heavy Match Barrel

with Sight Threaded
AR-15 24" Heavy Match Barrel

with Sight Threaded
AR-15 20" Standard Barrel ...... ith

Sight Crowned
AR-1520" Heavy Match Barrel

with 8ight Crowned
AR-15 24" Heavy Metch Barrel

with Sight Crowned
Delta Ring (Aluminum)
CAR-15 Flash Supressor
long Flashider
Slip-Over Flashider (Adds 1/4"

Overall)
M-16 Trigger
Magazine (5-rd)
Magazine (20-rd)
Magazine t30-rd)
Bolt Carrier
Forward Assist
Magazine (30-rd)
Magazine (40-rd)
M-16 Safety Selector

DESCRIPTION
Barrel 10·1/4"
Barrell 9-1/4"
Barrel Shroud 16" (Comes with

Barrel Nut Welded On)
Barrel Shroud 16"
Barrel Shroud 10-1/4"
Flash Hider
Magazine (32-rd)
Magazine t40-rd)

MFG.
SGW
GI
Colt
Colt

GI
GI
GI
GI
GI
GI

Black
Warrior
SGW
SGW
SGW
Drasen
Feather
Ram-line
GI
Leatherwood
Feather
Aam·line

GI
Colt
Colt
Colt
Colt
Col
Adventure
Adventure
GI

Drasen
Drasen
SGW

SGW

SGW

SGW

SGW

SGW

SGW
SGW
GI
GI

Gi
GI
GI

AR-15 - M-16 Parts and
Accessories

1513

STOCK
NO.
8000
8020
5300
6227

1518
1521
1522
1523

1525
6301
6210
6232
6224
6226
1530
1540
1535

1515

1516

1514

1517

1543
1545
1550
1551
1555
1560

1565

1570
1575
1576
1580
1581
1582
1585
1590
1591
1592

14.95

14.95

22.50
7.50

22.50

22.50
8.25

18.95

PRICE

PRICE

PAICE

69.95 UZI53.50

118.95
79.95
16.95 STOCK
16.45 NO. MFG.
11.50 1650 Coronet
12.50 651 Coronet
14.95 1654 Fed.Ord.

5.95
9.95 1655 Feather

12.95 1656 Feather
20.95 1660 Feather
9.95 1632 Bingham

24.95 1640 Bingham

DESCRIPTION
PP or PPK/S .32 or .380

Magazine w/finger extension
(post-war)

PPK .32 or .380 Magazine
w/finger extension (post-war)

M-1 Carbine

DESCRIPTION
M-l022 Scout Folding Stock (As

Illustrated)
MK III Folding Stock
Falcon (Side·Folding) Walnut

Stock
Folding Stock
Magazine (25-rdl
MagaZine wI Adapter (30-rd)
MagaZine Body Only (30-rd)
Flashider
Muzzle Brake/Flashider
Ventilated Handguard
Magazine (30·rdl
Window magazine f30-rd)
Military Sighting System
Plastic Handguard (Snap-On)
50/22 Magazine (50-'rd)

*@

Ingram/RPB*

for each additional. $4.00 maximum. UPS 2nd Day Air add
$1.50. Alaska/Hawaii/Puerto Rico/Guam double shipping
amounts. DISCOUNT $1.00 IF YOU LIST ALL CROWN
STOCK NUMBERS IN ORDERING. Supply street address
for UPS delivery. Send current F.F.L. for Fame or Gun
orders. Prices are subject to change without notice. Prices
in effect at time of shipment prevail.

MFG.
Bingham

Bingham

NO.
Black
Warrior
Fed.Ord.
Feather

Ram-line
Eaton
Bingham
Bingham
Feather
Blk.Warr.
Feather
Aam-line
Ram-Line
Feather
Blk.Warr.
Mitchell

~_iU

("1022' is a Registered Trade Mark of Strum, Ruger & Co.)

Ruger 1022 Auto

910

STOCK
NO
900

STOCK
NO. MFG. DESCRIPTION PRICE
1300 Fed.Ord. M·llI Folding Stock 53.50
1301 Bingham Folding Stock Walnut Original

M-1Style 76.95
1305 Bingham Magazine (5-rd) 3.50
1315 Bingham Magazine (15-rd) 3.25
1330 Bingham Magazine (30-rdl 4.50
1350 Bingham Jungle Clip for 30-rd Carbine

Magazines 2.75
1310 Fed.Ord. Flashider {Clamp On} 10.75
1311 Fed.Ord. Muzzle Brake 10.50
1320 Fed.Ord. Handguard 5.75
1325 Fed.Ord. Scope Mount (No Drilling or

Tapping) 10.50

•Subject to Availability

1023
1024

STOCK
NO.
1022

1025
1029
1026
1027
1030
;031
1032
033
034

1035
1036
050

STOCK
NO. MFG. DESCRIPTION
616 Bingham Ingram/APB MAC·11 .380

Magazine (16-rd)
632 Bingham Ingram/APB MAC-11 .380

*650
Magazine 132-rd)

Bingham Ingram/APB MAC-l1 loader
732 Bingham Jngram/RPB MAC-l0 9mm

Magazin 2-rdl
740 Bingham Ingram/APB MAC-l0.45

*750
Magazine (40·rd)

Bingham Ingram/RPB MAC-10 loader

1500
1502r -1*'503

1505
1507
1512

15.75

PRICE

5.00

5.00
4.50

3/12.00

DESCRIPTION
Executive letter Opener tFiber

glass· filled Plastic Combat
Knifel

Stinger (Short Fiberglass-filled
Plastic Combat Knife)

"The Knife" (High Strength
Plastic, 3" Blade, Plastic
Sheathl .

Steel Combat 5" Blade'

Lansky

Choate

Am. Btade7027

"Letter Opener" Knives

STOCK ~~::::::=> .....i';.'.-••.•••.••
NO. MFG.
1600 Choate

Send Money Order or Cashier's Check only. Company and
parson/il checks clear. Sorry no COD orders unless accom
panied by a 25% deposit. MC/VISA orders ere welcomed
- supply complete card information. MC/VISA charges
are subject to a 4% handling charge. NY State residents
add 7% Sales Tax or send Resale Certificate. Add shipping:
$2.00 for first item ($3.00 if rifle stock or barre!), 50 cents

!oOrderFrOID TheGOOD OL' GALS

Mini-14 Parts and Accessories
("Mini-14" is a Registered Trademark of Strum, Ruger & Co.)yt----r=t.-

STOCK
NO. MFG. DESCRIPTION PRICE
1400 Choate Folding Chief Stock {Side

FOlding as Illustratedl Blue $ 85.00
1.401 Choate Folding Chief Stock (Side

Folding as Illustrated) Nitex 95.00
1402 Fed.Ord. MK III Folding Stock (Clears

30- rd. Magazine) 53.50
1460 Ram-Line Folding Stock (Side Folding with

Premium Walnut) 99.00
*1461 Marksman Combat Stock (Non-Folding,

Cycolacl 42.50
1403 Fed.Ord. Handguard Ventilated Steel 6.75
1404 Fed.Ord. Handguard Ventilated Nickel

Finish 9.50
1405 Choate Handguard 8.00
1406 Drasen H.andguard (Copy of Factory) 6.50
1407 Fed.Ord. Flashider (Clamps On) 11.25
1408 Fed.Ord. Flashider Permanent Blue: 12.75
1409 Fed.Ord. Flashider Permanent Nickel 13.95
1410 Feather Assault Sight (HK/Valmet

style - fits on any Feather
flashider with front sight) 6.95

1411 Choate Flashider and Front Sight
(Cage S~ylel 30.00

1412 Choate SS Flashider & Front Sight (Cage) 33.00
1413 Feather Flashider (M-14l with Front

Sight 19.50
1414 Feather SS Flashider (M-14) with Front

Sight 25.25
1415 Feather Flashider (M-14) with Front

Sight & lug 23.75
1416 Feather SS Flashider (M-14) with Front

Sight & lug 29.50
1417 Drasen Flashider 6.50
1418 Feather Flashider Blue w/lug 20.95
1419 Feather Flashider SS w/lug 26.~5

1420 Fed.Ord. Magazine (20-rd) 7.25
1421 Fed.Ord. Magazine Nickel (20-rdl 9.75
1430 Fed.Ord. Magazine (30-rd) 9.25
1431 Fed.Ord. Magazine Nickel (30·rd) 11.50
1440 Fed.Ord. Magazine (40-rd) 17.85
1441 Fe<t.Ord. Magazine Nickel (40·rd) 20.95

*'442 Ram-line Open Rear Sight 1.50
*'443 Ram-line Ventilated Handguard 7.50

1445 Bingham
M~~~zi~~r~po;:re~I~;s:AlIOWSuse 8.75

*'446 Ram-line Clip Charger 3.95
1450 Fed.Ord. Scope Mount (No Drilling or

Tappingl 14.95
1451 Feather Scope Mount See- Through 34.95
1452 Feather SS Scope Mount See-Through 41.95
1453 Ram-line Sight Adjustment Kit 14.95
1455 Drasen Target Rear Sight Aperture .95
1456 Feather Hooded Rear Sight Aperture 1.95
1457 GI Sight Adjustment Tool 5.95
1458 Feather Sight Adjustment Tool 5.75
1459 Feather Break-Down Tool 3.50
1472 GI Sling Silent Black 2.50
1474 GI Sling Padded 5.95
1473 GI Sling Green 1.95
1475 GI Shell Catcher with Handguard

(Velcro Bottom) 29.95
1480 Feather Ventilated Barrel Shroud 27.95
1481 Feather SS Ventilated Barrel Shroud 29.95

SHOTGUNS

;r ao=3l l&iillD

* 489 Pachmayr Vindicator Fore-end and Pistol

*'6'0
Grip Rem. 870 39.95

Choate Fore-end and Pistol Grip

*'611
Rem. 870 32.00

Choate Fore-end and Pistol Grip

*1612
Win. 1200 32.00

Choate Fore·end and Pistol Grip
Ithaca 37 32.00

*'6'3 Choate Fore·end and Pistol Grip
Mossburg 5-600 Series 32.00

*'60'

*'602
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Buy One IDBII Book, Get One Free!

1984 GUN DIGEST 38th Edition

#GD1046

$1395

Edit8d by Ken Warner

The perennial best seller for firearms
fans struts its stuff! Roy Dunlap again
remembers, this time the post-World War II
gun scene, when the world sent its surplus
guns here; Ed Matunas puts his decades of
ammunition experience into a handgun
power-rating system that works for all
cartridges at all levelS, and even explains the
anomalies of other systems. There's the.
story of the Colt Sharps by Les Bowman; the
confessions of a mobile rtu,Jzzleloader by
Rick Hacker; some considerations of the
Benelli 76, the thinking man's 9tjlm pistol,
by both Donald M. Simmons and Ken
Warner; a new view of pre-Winchesters
for collectors by James E. Serven; the
characteristics of the scout rifle by Jeff
Cooper. Jack Lott, Ray Ordorica, Francis
Sell write on rifles for serious shooting - Lott

on stocks to stand heavy recoil, Ordorica
on rifles for rough Alaskan use, Sell on butt
stocks for snap-shooting. Dave Reynolds
shows how to shoot mini-revolvers
accurately; Claud Hamilton tells how to
get 2000 FPS from a revolver. For those
seeking to build a gun library, learn how from
James Handcock, whose library became
a book shop~ not way back, but lately.
Reports on rifles, shotguns; handguns,
metallic sights, black powder guns, chokes
and brakes, scopes and mounts. The catalog
section is once more revised and
remodeled to hold its position unquestioned
as the best compact catalog of firearms
and guns gear available in the world. 472
8'12" x 11 " pages (including 8 pages in
full color).

Edited by Robert S.L. Anderson
For the active hunter, the man who
wants to improve his hunting skills in

. whatever games he pursues. Share the
hunting experience with the great
shooter/writers of today: Leonard Lee
Rue III, Ed Matunas, Frank Petrini,
Sam Fadala, Rick Jamison, Dick Eades,
ted Gorsline, Gene Hill, Don Lewis, Jim
Woods, Hal Swiggett, John Amber, Clay
Harvey, Jack Lott - we've got 'em all
from Adams to Zutz in this brand new
annual covering all the game from
aoudad to zebra and the firearms,
cartridges and loads needed to bring
them to harvest. A truly well-balanced $11'
book that's sure to become a collector's 95
item in this its first edition.
224 8'12" x 11" pages. ,

SUCCESSFUL DEER
HUNTINGBy Sam Fadals ~~"'~'. '.
Sam Fadala's 30 years of personal ~
experience in bagging deer combined
with what he has learned from scores .
of other liuccessful hunters adds up to
literally hundred& of years of experience
Which he now passes along to the '
reader. Fadala is a direct man, not one
to shy away from debunking much of
the pure nonsense which has been
repeated in book atter book. Recognizing
that there is no one way to bag a qeer
and no one rifle that will po the job, :
Fadala tells what has worked best for
him and for others of proven skills. /
He covers it all, from habitat, hunting ,
techniqtJes, guns and eqUipment, to #AP4716
butchering in the field and preparing the
harvest for the table. A trUly useful boo~ $1095that will guide the reader to a more '
successful hunt. 288 8'12" x 11" pages.

1984 GUNS
ILLUSTRATED
16th Edition
Edited by Harold A. lVIurtz
A look at the epitome of parabellums,
a "baby" Luger; an investigation of the
varmint rifle as a specialized gun in all its
applications; shooting comparison of
the WW II and current production
P-38's; much more. Gun tests on
the Thompsdn-Center T.C.R. 83 single
shot, Browning's neW Lighting Bdlt,
the Sterling Mark 6 Police Carbine, Bill
Ruger's Redhawk, Remington's new
Model Seven, many more. Extensive
cataiog section of guns al}d accessories
with current retail prices and specs. 344
8'12" X 11" pages (inc. 8 pages in full
color).

Gun Digest Book Of

AUTOLOADING
PISTOLS
By Dean A. Grennell
Comprehensive study of the rapid-fire
handgun from 1893 to the present.
Explores and illustrates the various oper
ating principles of autoloading or
"automatic" pistols. Covers rimfire, com
pact, military and police, competition,
hunting/high performance, assault and
some classic autos. Chapters on bullet
making, wildcats, reloading, holsters,
sights, ammo, firing techniques, auto
magazines. Value trends in auto pistols.
How to improve a riot-so-great auto
with add-ons and more. The complete
catalog section contains all currenlly
manufactured autoloaders available in
the U.S. and abroad. 288 8'12" x 11"
pages.

16 USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!--~
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Send These

, FREE!
$

Book # Book #
$

Bpok# Book 'It
$

Book # E}ook#

Name ~----

Address _

Column "B" Total $ _
PLUS postage,
insurance and
handling fee
($2.00 for each $ _

TOTAL ENCLOSED $
1o-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
Al,LOW 4·5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY..

OBI BOOKS. iNC. Dept. K435
One Northfield Plaza, Northfield. IL. 60093

PART I: AUTOMATIC PISTOLS

:~~~6ll~REVOLVERS' $1 0.9~
#FR8626, $10.95
PART HI: 'RIMFIRE RIFLES
4FRR8636 S9,95
PART IV: CENTERFIRE RIFLES
#CR8646, . : S,.95
PAR1V:SHOTGUNS '
#SR8656 ~ ....... , , . '..... StU5
PART VI: LAW ENFORCEMENT
WEAPONS 4FLE8666.....•9.95

;.~, GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
\ -\.\..> ' SHOTGUNGUN$MITHI~G
~ ." , ' By Ralp-h Walker

,. One of the nation s premier
shotgun sPecialfstl! explains
the principles and prllctices
of repairinB, -individualb:ing
lind accurizmg modem scatter
gunS.. '~uch her!, never
covered pefore. 256 SW' x
1I",pages. - ,

#S02916 $9.~5

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/
DISASSEMBLY
. By J, B, WQod

Field-stripping and complete
takedown and 'reassembly of
201 Popular firearms' with
photos and. text describing
each step. Each book con
tains 288-320 81'1" x II"
pages. ' '

O~DER INDIVIDUALLY

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
RIFLESMITHING

By Jack Mitchell
Covers locltingsystems, "roven
designs. tri&.llers. safetie:s.
b!lrrt;1 riflinBlcro~ninl\, ,bed
dms, b,olt jewelhog, mstal
linS scope mounts and sling
SWivels. metallic rifle sights.
stocks and foreanris. much
more.' 256 8W'x II" pages.
#RCi2S'16 $9.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
PlSTOLSMITHING '

By Jack Mitchell
Covers smoothing, turiio&.
timing, joining. metal temper
ing. rebarrelling, troubleshoot
ing, accurizing. installinRlal
tering sights...making repface
ment parts. I\.its fora 45 auto
rebuildingajlinkerpistol. 2118
S\2" x II" pages.
#PS9546 '9.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
MODERN GUN VALUES
4th Eciition By Jack I.,ewis
Greatly expanded to inClude
all non-militafY.: J~uns intrO
duced between I9O!J lUId 1981.
Thousands of listings and
riearly 2000 photos. Current
values, full specs and descrip
tions. 400 8W' x'll" 'pages.

#MG5S46 .... $12.95

Buy One IDal1 Book, Get One Free!
~~\
~~,

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF GUNSMITHING: THE CARTRIDGES OF THE
EXPLODED FIREARMS TRICKS OF THE TRADE WORLD. 4}h Edition
DRAWINGS,3rd Edition By J. B. Wood By Frank C. Barnes

Edited by Harold A. Murtz Usil\g ordinary workshop Completely up-dated, this en-
Expanded to over 400 fire- tools, Wood explains how to cyclopedic work covers the
arms. New drawings from Mar- replace lUId r-epalfbrokenp~rts dimensions. performance pailJ_
li ll • 'Jnterarm~' Weatherby. Without welding; repointflrillg ",~t~rs. physical characterist-
Savage; the ~harter AR-7; pinslauto pistol strikers; ics for over 1,000 different
UZl's s\lbmachine gun. 44~ tighten shotguns/revolvers; cartiidges in one, well-or-an;
8Wx lI"pages. more. 256 SW'x 11" pages. izedbook.3848W'x lI"p;.s.

4FEX9336 ,. $12.95 4FOS5166 $9.95 4FCW5046 112.95'
r-~------::-:=:-:-:--:-::-::--:-::-=-=-:---r-""------"'-:Ri::E:=:L:=::O~A7.D=:I;':'N~G;;';';:FO:ii::::R-:;"::":"="::~:r--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ...

METALLIC CARTRIDGE SHOTGUNNERS TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE
RELOA~~~c:, S.L. ~~~:~s~~ EditedbYAobertS.L.Anderson OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!
How-to articles by experts. The psychology of trap apd Buy one of the OBI boo!<s shown in this ad and
plus over 200 pages of load Skeet reloading, wildc'atting. get another OBI book FREEl
table data on approx. 70 rine Iiome defense and slug reloads, (a) Buy any bool«s) in this 'ad at retail price.
apd pistol calibers, Erriphasis patterning. milch more. Ph,!s (b) For each book you buy, you may select Ii
on modern rifle & handgun over 70 pgs. of load data for secondbookfromthisadofth...~.p~~
cartrid.8es; selected obsolete 10. 12. 16.20.28 and .410 or I... FREE! '
ones. 320 S\'z' 'x II" pages. bore shotguns. Catalogsection. (c) Please include $2.00for each FREE bookyou

224 SW'x II" .pages. order to help us cover postage, insurance,
4FMC2706 .. ,. $12.95 4FRS2606 ,$8.95 packing and handling.

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST (d) This offer is restrict~ to purchases made by
ABC'S OF RELOADING mail order from this ad only.'
2nd Edition 9th Edition A B '

By D~a,! A. Grennell Edited br Ken Warner I'm Buying !'letail
Step-by-step instruction on Loaded with al -new how.to These Price
powders. shells, shot and articles on every aspect of
loading density. COvers loading rifle:'j)istol' aod
handgun, rifle and shotshell shotgun ammo. Covers tools.
procedures. New ballistic technil\ues and materials.
mfo and reload testing tech- ExtenSive directory of com-
niqujls. 288 SW' xII" pages. po~nts. 320 SW'x II" pages.

#AB5636 $9.95 4FHA2096 $10.95
PISTOU; OF THE MILITARY SMALL ARMS
WORLD. Revised Edition OF THE 20TH CENTURY

4th Edition
BylanV,Hogg & John Weeks ByIan V Hogg & JohnWeeks
Fully revised authoritative Fully revised comprehensive
encyclopedia of over 20Q0 iHustrated ellcyclopedia of
handgun descriptians and 600 II I'b d b
illustration,S, covering every sma ca I er arms use y,

the world's armies today.
model worthy of 'note intro- those used in two ,!"otld wars.
duced since 1870. 304 8\7" and those sure to be used in
x f I" Pllges. the 'SO·s. 288 8Y1"x II" pages.
4FPW8226..... '12.95 4FME9146 ..... $12.95
GUN DIGEST SOOK OF GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
THE HUNTING RIFLE HOLSTERS and other Gun

By Jack Lewis Leather '
A thorough and knowledge- Edited by Roger Comp~
able presentation of today's Extensive examin3tion ofthe City ~-_
hunting rifles, the pros and past, present and future of
cons, from single shot to semi- carrying apparatus for all State Zip, _
auto. Calibers. Siptting. ltinqsof firearms: mili.ta.ry; ,
Stocking. Trigg~rs Tralectory h ul" 'dd1 U.S. & Canada only. Sorry, no APO's or FP9's
Much more. 256'S\2'1 x II'; so ..er;sa e,comp,etjpon, 2for10fferexpiresin60daysiCheckormoney
pages. ' more. 2:>6 8W' x II ' pages.

order must acCC!mpany order. Please do not
L- ~#~H~R~,3~9~26~.~.~..~.~$~1~0~.~9~5~__~----~-#-H-L4--8-16_._._.._.._.~$_9_.~9_5_~~~~~~~ ~ ~
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COM8Ar SHOOriNG
MICKEY FOWLEII

FOWLER GIVES TIPS ON SELECTING
IPSC REVOLVERS, D·A SHOOTING
Editor's note: Mickey answers four ques
tions here, received from readers of his reg
ular column in this magazine. If you have
any you would like him to field, send them
along and we'll forward to him. (L.D.)

Q. I'm a revolver shooter and avid
handgun hunter. I own single-actions in
.357 Magnum and .44 Magnum calibers. I
am now interested in shooting IPSC (Inter
national Practical Shooting Confederation)

practical matches. I know my single-actions
are not suitable for this kind ofcompetition.
I do not wish to shoot an auto pistol. Which
revolvers are your personal favorites for
IPSC match shooting? What modifications
are necessary?

A. Due to match designs, which put a
premium on fast reloading, IPSC has
made the revolver uncompetitive in most
of its matches. This is unfortunate because
a good wheelgun is a reliable, accurate and
powerful handgun. Since you seem to be
intent on using a revolver, I will give my
favorite models. The .357 Magnum and .45
ACP are major calibers and brass is readily
available.

In .357 Magnum, the Colt Pythons in
blue steel and the Smith & Wesson "L"
frames in blue or stainless ar~ excellent.
Ruger's double-action in .357 Magnum,
with adjustable sights are durable and ac
curate. In .45 ACP caliber, the Smith &
Wesson M25 would be my choice. I prefer
a six-inch barrel on my competition re
volver. You get a longer sight radius and
added velocity over the four-inch barrel
models.

Modifications to the revolver are fairly
simple and inexpensive. A narrow trigger,
with the grooves' polished out, gives a good
feel when firing double-action. The action
should be smooth and free of any roqgh
spots. I do not shoot double-action re
volvers single-action, so I dehorn the ham
mer. Install a set of grips which fit your
hand, and make sure they do not interfere
when using speedloaders.

There are some other calibers and mod
els of revolvers which could be used for
competition combat shooting, but the ones
I recommend are my favorites for IPSC
shooting.

Q. I want to learn to shoot a handgun
well enough to defend my family. I would
like to start competing in matches which
would help prepare me if I needed to use my
gun for protection. What organization
should I contact about finding a club to join
and a place to shoot?

A. There are a few good schools avail
able to the law-abiding citizen which can
teach you how to increase your chance of
successfully surviving an armed confronta
tion. There, you will learn some basic
gunhandling and shooting skills and, more
importantly, the right tactics to employ if
an actual confrontation were to occur.
Good survival tactics and winning com
petitive practical shooting matches seldom
go together. .

I believe IPSC competition is your best
bet for learning to shoot a large-bore
handgun effectively. One of the founding
principles ofIPSC is D.V.e.: initials for
Latin words that mean accuracy, power
and speed. IPSC does not design cham
pionship matches to primarily test survival
tactics; instead, courses are designed to de
termine who is the best at shooting a
powerful handgun-fast and accurately.
Competing in practical shooting matches

Continued on page 57
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ORDERlNGr',:C, .
Write all information down·=.
on separate paper 110.00 ,."
Min. order Dius $3 p.ostage, ins. 8. ''-'" ,.
handling ($5 foreign). CA res. add 61h~V ~

sales tax. All major credit cards accepted. "".
Sorry No C.O.D.'s. SEND TO: ..
SHERWOOD INTERNATIONAL,18714 Parthenia ~

De.l!.tAHII Northridll..e,CA 91324 OR CALL .
TOLL FREE 800-423-5237.

OVER 3,000 shooting accessories,
parts & gear for just $1. Free with your
order and a refundable $1 without. Our
catalog includes parts for Colt, Walther,
Smith &Wesson, Browning, LAHTI, .'
Webley, also rifle parts , :" .
& much "~ .. '"
more!

Extensive use of any .22 Short car
tridge is not recommended in a gun also
to be used with .22 Long Rifle ammo.
Short cases in firearms chambered or
the Long Rifle cartridge will eventu.. y
cause chamber erosion in front of
where the Short case ends, causing ex
traction difficulties with Long Rifle
cases.

INFO 'QUICKIE'

The topbreak design is opened by
depressing the fixed sight to deactivate
the strong T-bar lock. Opened, the 4140
investment cast hinged frame and barrel
expose the spring-loaded extractors that
ease removal of spent cartridges and
facilitate insertion of new ones.

"We have no intention of being a one
gun company;' said Tim Benedict,
operations manager. "We are committed
to quality and safety, and plan to
continuously improve these aspects of
our product and introduce new firearms:'

Suggested retail prices for the M422
are $149.95 for the .22LR and $159.95 for
the .22WRM, in any of the three finishes.

For further information, contact
Benedict at Advantage Arms USA, Inc.
(Dept. AH), 840 Hampden Ave., St.
Paul, MN 55114.

Designated M422, the topbreak has a
rotary firing pin, contoured American
walnut grips, weighs 15 ounces, is 4\02
long (width is less than an inch), has
fixed sights, a ventilated rib and is
available in blue, nickel or QPQ finish
(QPQ is a new finishing and metal
treatment process; it provides a rich
black cosmetic finish with greater
corrosive resistance than nickel plating,
and gives increased wear resistance over
nickel or hard-chrome plating).

The M422 contains few moving parts
and carries a five-year warranty.

Advantage Arms, a new firearms
company, has introduced a U.S.-designed
and manufactured four-barrel, double
action handgun in .22LR and .22WRM
calibers.

Unique pistol oHered
by Advantage Arms

. ...-Co

- r ~'t . It .. 09 'r. .
• c5 AUT<?hMAGS• 1 Barrel New C~/t Mtg .. . . . .$45.iiiI

ompa~e Wit 2 Bushing barrel .. B.OO
COLT MFG. pnces! ~':. : 3 Bushing stock screw .75Latest issue-extruded 5 Cap mainspring. . . .75

(seamless) one-piece 6 Catch magazine. 6.00
body made to exacting 7 Dlsconnector. . . . . . . . . . . . 4.00

U$'6S'9GS°vt10' sfPec$s4'Z50 ~ ~f~~;o; . .... lt~
. • or ., 10 Guide recoil spring 7.25

50 for $212.50, 11 Hammer ... 12.50 wide spur ... 14.50
100 for $375.00. 13 Housing, mainspring jarched) .. 12.00
MISCELLANEOUS 14 Housing, mainspring lat 14.00
. ACCESSORIES 1~ t~~:~lcaiCti : :: : : : :: : : ::. 1:~

Holster Hip New G.I. 18.50 17 Lock safety (thumb) . . . . .. 10.00
Holster shoulder M3 (new) 19 Mainspring. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00
Import 12.00 20 Pin barrel link . .75
Holster shoulder M7 new G.l.19.95 20A Pin retainer lanyard loop. . .50
SCrew driver .45 Auto 10 for. 2.00 21 Pm ejeCtor .75
Mag pouch set 2mags 22 Pm flnng 2.25
& h'· 1450 23 Pm hammer 75 strut ....75

canvas pouc 25 Pin mainspring cap .75 housing .75
Brass bore brush 2/2.00 27 Pin sear .75
Bristle bore brush M6 36 Sight front 2.00 rear.... 2.50
w/wire hdl 2/2.00 43 Spring, sear 1.B5

. 6 . Technical manual TM9-1295 . 5.00 44 Stocks (griPS}.WOOd .,' . . . Jll1<1.
> • ,._. .... 46 Stocks (gnps) wood dlal1]O

"<:{,:. . :~.... ..:.-.

CORRECTION
The cover photo of the Redhawk

Grand Master Deluxe, in the
September/October issue of American
Handgunner, was taken by Walter
Leonard of San Diego: California, not
Nick Karras (as table of contents cap
tion stated).

IIancIguns for deer
now legal in Cal.

Californians may use handguns for
deer hunting this season, according to
Reports/rom Washington, a National
Rifle Association publication.

Calibers are restricted to .357 Mag
num, .41 Magnum, .44 Magnum and
other handguns having a muzzle energy
of at least 698 foot pounds in factory
ammunition.

No special permit other than the
state's big game tag is required.

Previously, California hunters could
use only rifles or bows; bow hunters re
quire a special tag.

Californiajoins a growing number of
states which allow big game hunting
with handguns. Currently, more than
3S states have big game hunting hand-
un seasons.
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REDUCE RECOIL & MUZZLE JUMP

1\

RR8.2
HANDGUN

COMBO
The amazing RR8-2
handgun combo opens
from a compact 4Y." to a
full 7%" stainless steel
cleaning rod. The RR8-2
handgun combo comes
complete with .22, .38,
.45 caliber phosphur
bronze brushes and
brass jags, and a delrin
bore guide in a heavy
duty zip-lock plastic
case.

Once piece solid stain
less steel cleaning Rods
also available.

Write for our complete catalog of
Gun Maintenence Products.

RIG'" PRODUCTS, DEPT.HG·ll
P.O. BOX 1990

SPARKS, NEVADA 89432·1990
© 1983 MITANN INC.

Insist on the Original Mag·Na·Port@ Process

Contact Your Dealer or Write:
30016 South River Rd. • Mt. Clemens, MI48045

or Call: (313) 469·6727

BURST OF ENERGY
The important lesson for U.S. marks

men is that sugar gives a large burst of
energy to the competitor-but at a cost.
Simple sugars can cause reactive hypo
glycemia, a condition that is detrimental to
shooting; it induces tremor (the "shakes"),
altered states of mind-including
irritability-and decreased endurance,
according to Dr. Keyes.

Simple sugars are contained in soft
drinks, Gator-ade (and its clones) and
many candies and foods, which a shooter
may be tempted to snack on during a long
day of shooting.

DR Keyes said the rapid influx of large
amounts of glucose causes the body to
pump out a large amount of insulin. When
the sugar is gone, the insulin remains,
lowering the blood sugar level below nor
mal and depriving the brain and nerves of
nutrients.

To avoid this, he added, a shooter should

Russian shooters have
'secret fonnula' drink

By Len Davis

Shooting habits change over the years.
During my Marine Corps Rifle and

Pistol Team days at Camp Perry-back in
the Iron Age-many a champion shooter
nipped from a flask in his shooting box,
just before going on the line to fire. Some
will admit they did; others will not.

Some admit, others deny, that a couple
of swigs of good booze-downed at the
appropriate time-will do wonders for that
old bugaboo: match nerves; better known
as the "shakes;' or the inability to shoot
good scores under pressure.

Perhaps the best match shooters are the
Russians, who are dedicated, well-trained
and self-disciplined-to a man (or
woman).

They are mentioned in Shooting Sports
News, a new bimonthly publication of the
International Shooter Development Fund.
(For information about this new publica
tion, write to Michael J. Keyes, M.D.,
Suite 300, Dept. AH, 121 21st Ave.,
Nashville, TN 37203.)

Seems that at this year's World Cham
pionship, according to Shooting Sports
News, the Russians were observed drink
ing a "secret" substance prior to the
matches. Since they did this clandestinely,
and since they became upset when the
matches were not started on time, some
amateur sleuthing was done by unnamed
members of the U.S. Team.

This resulted in obtaining a small sam
ple of the substance. It was sent off to be
analyzed in the Federal Republic of
Germany; after great expense and furor, it
turned out to be a "glucose" (a form of
sugar) solution, laced with unnamed
substances-none of which were on the
shooters' "forbidden list."

DYNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICA INC
105 Stonehurst Court, Northvale, New Jersey 07647

Phone (201) 767-1660 Telex 134-405

RWS Olympic
Quality

Ammunition

DI&lI~II·1~~EI i'Rif /1_ ~
EI ~VY~ /1.. ~
EI ~
EI RWS MEISTERKUGELN ~
EI MATCH PELLETS EI
EI "Tum Lead into Gold, tI
EI just ask the Chomps" ~
EI RWS Meisterkugeln Match Pellets ~
~ are the most respected name in ~
IilI\!CiI World Class Competition. Since 1973 IilI\!CiI
~ nearly 800/0 of all medals won, were ~
IilI\!CiI by shooters using these quality pel- IilI\!CiIm lets. At the first three World Air Gun m
~ Championships, Meisterkugeln Pel- ~

P!iI lets stand out as the favorite with in- ~

~ dividual medal winners ... captur- ~m ing 19 out of 24 Gold, 22 out of 24
~ Silver, and 1S out of 24 Bronze. EI
EI EI
EI ~
EI .~
~ yellow boxes for the air blue boxes for the air ~
~ rifle competitor. pistol competitor. ~EI Ask for them by name - there are no '!i"

substitutes - just ask the Champs IilI\!CiI

EI II

.EI~I .EEI i'Rif EI
EI ~VY~ EI
EI RWS PERCUSSION EI
EI EIEI i M1!SKET .CAPS ... EI
EI ConsIStency. ~
EI Makes them the ~
EI choice of Chompions. EI

Non-corrosive, non-mercuric,EI and they ignite black powder EI
m substitutes. RWS Percussion &
~ Musket Caps have been put to EIm the test, and billions of consis- m
IilI\!CiI tent ignitions since their intro- IilI\!CiIm duction in 1926 prove they're the m
IilI\!CiI best. World Champions use IilI\!CiI'!i" them ... of the 13 World m
IilI\!CiI Championship Matches where IilI\!CiI'!i" percussion caps are used, '!i"
IilI\!CiI rec ords in 11 of IilI\!CiIEI them were set ~

by shootersEI using RWS EI
m Caps.

~ EIEI Ask for them by name - there are no m
substitutes - just ask the Champs IilI\!CiI

EI EI
EI II_~ EI
EI Dqnamit Nobel EI
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Send me tape sets
Amount _

6% Sales Tax (Calif. only) _
*Add $2 Postage
Total Enclosed _

Payable To:
Mike Nielsen AH-1
Shooter's Institute
19585 Pine Valley Ave.
Northridge, CA 91326

"The Advantage Grip System was part of my
equipment I used to win the Bianchi Cup and
the Steel Challenge. Its screw on weighted
grip reduces recoil by 17%, allows qUicker
sight picture alignment and speeds up shot to
shot recovery."
Complete Advantage Grip System with checkered walnut
stocks $40,00 - Add $3.00 postage and handling. Calif.
resideAts add 6V2% Sales Tax. I ship immediately upon receipt
of money order or certified check. Allo~ 2 weeks for ,all o.t~er
checks to clear. Quantity discounts available. Dealer Inquiries
invited. Write for additional information, brochure and mathe
matical calculations to prove the recoil reduction.

P.O. BOX 828, WHITTIER, CA 90608 (213) 695-4134

________Apt.# _

COMPETITIVE SHOOTERS! This is important to you! The Russians use it and the East Germans
use it Now you can learn to control your nerves and shoot higher scores like they do.

John Pride, 2nd place, 1983 Bianchi Cup, utilized this method and now he's $10,000
richer. "I used these tapes and felt confident; and I didn't get nervous!"

Order today! This two-cassette tape program, produced by John Pride and Captain Mike
Nielsen of the Los Angeles Police Department's investigative hypnosis unit, will guide you to
success.

For much less than a few boxes of factory ammo you can get started and shoot better
scores now.

To order your tape set: send $45.00, check or money order (plus postage and handling)
or use your MasterCard or Visa Card. Also makes a nice gift

Address

City State __Zip _

Name _

Exp.__

Card Holder's Signature --;=-.::-:;=.------
(Must be signed)

-Advantage Grip System competition proven

by MICKEY FOWLER

Illegal use of guns
brings death penalty

"M ac Arth ur took the Philippines,
with the help of God and a few
Marines," went a well-known World
War II saying.

But life in those faraway islands is
changing these days.

Take gun laws, for example.
Philippines President Ferdinand

Marcos has ordered the death penalty
for illegal use of guns in "crimes of re
bellion, insurrection or subversion" a
part of a stiff crackdown on firearms
violations.

A presidential decree makes theille
gal possession, manufacture or sale of
firearms or explosives punishable by up
to life imprisonment-or death.

The death penalty is imposed if a
weapons violation involves a m~rder
case or "is in furtherance of, or IllCldent
to, or in connection with (the aforemen
tioned crimes):'

And that's the way it is, in one of our
former U. S. possessions. CL.D.)

Exciting articles for the guns enthusiast
including: Black Powder Review, Ac
cessories for Military and Assault Rifles,
a Book Length Report on How to Buy
Used Guns, Airgun Review, plus a com
prehensive Handgun, Rifle and Shot
gun Catalog section. For your copy,
send this ad along with $4,95 to: GUNS
ANNUAL, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, San Diego, CA 92108,

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The American Handgunner is the

only publication of its kind pertaining
to firearms.

Published six-times-a-year, it keeps
its readers abreast of the latest world
wide developments in pistols and re
volvers and their use.

Your constructive criticism is wel
come, at all times.

ingest only complex sugars and carbohy
drates before and during a match. This
includes bread, grains and potatoes.

"The most likely sugar in the Russian
'secret formula' was fructose, a similar
sugar but one which does not cause the in
sulin reaction," said Dr. Keyes, editor of
Shooting Sports News.

"Such a solution is available from
Amway Products. The ideal substance
should give you complex carbohydrates
and potassium, without filling you up:'

As to booze, that's a no-no .......
today-in most cases. ~
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PlsroLSMlrHING
JOHN G. LAWSON

READER WANTS A SELF-COCKING
'AUTOMATIC' REVOLVER, AGAIN

Here are several questions from my
mailbag, and my answers:

Q. With all of the current interest in
double-action revolver shooting, it occurs to
me that it wouldn't be all that hard to de
velop a self-cocking revolver action that
would require only a single-action pull; it
would be a faster cycling gun than the
double-actions. Are any of the revolver
makers working on this sort ofa design?

A. The self-cocking, or "automatic;' re
volver, goes back to the tum of the century
when an American gunsmith named Ed
Spatz developed a workable design by
modifying a Smith & Wesson model then
in current production.

S&W tested the self-cocker, shown in
the photo, for 7,ODO rounds. Although it
performed without a malfunction, the
Massachusetts arms manufacturer decided Side view of unusua' automatic.revo'ver.

that the design was too awkward in ap
pearance ever to be popular with the
shooting public. Spatz, a friend and
teacher who had a profound effect on my
gunsmithing career, did not patent the
mechanism. Webley-Fosbery and Union
Arms marketed its versions of the design,
with the predicted lukewarm reception
from the shooting public. Arms of this
genre are, today, collectors' prizes-a
lasting monument to emotionalism vs en
gineering in arms design.

Q. I have the problem you outlined con
cerning use of bifocal glasses and a fuzzy
sight picture. I have not been able to find a
Merit aperture locally. Can you supply the
company's address?

A. Merit Gunsight Company is now lo
cated at POB 995, Sequim, WA 98382. No
telephone is listed to this company.

I have used a Merit aperture on my
glasses since the 1950s and have a T/ C
Contender and several rifles fitted with the
aperture diaphragm rear sight. But a new
device I tested recently has become my
clear favorite for pistol shooting. It's the
Clearsight, available from the company of
the same name at POB 8245, West Palm
Beach, Florida 33407, for $38.95 in clear,
or $48.95 in yellow; it comes with three
lenses that can be used in a variety of light
ing conditions. The loupe style device at
taches easily to most eyeglass frames,
swings up out of the way, positions so that
the shooter does not have to cramp his

standard, vent and ven eavy
Remember, Dan Wesson is fa

mous for out-of-the-box accuracy
in all calibers-stainless or blued
steel-.22 LR" .22 Mag, .357 Mag,
.38 Special, .41 Mag, .44 Mag.
Write for our catalog.Dan Wesson Arms, Inc., 293 Main Street, Monlon, MA 01057, (413) 267·4081,

When you own one Dan Wesson,
you can have an arsenal of re
volvers at the cost of only chang
ing barrel assemblies. Go from
2W'to 15:' lengths depending on
your caliber. You have as many
as 21 barrel assembly choices in
some ofour .357Magnummodels,

The Dan Wesson

ARSENAL
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DESIGN YOUR OWN PERSONAL .45

23

GRIPS
D Herrett Skip Line
D Colt
D Pachmayr

SIGHTS
D Wichita
D Bo-Mar
D Millet
D Quick Draw
D Patridge
D Smith & Wesson
BEAVERTAIL-GRIP SAFETY
D Safari blue or stainless
D Colt wide type HAMMER
D Swenson
D Stock D Spur Colt modified
RECOIL SYSTEM D Commander lightened
D Stock Colt BARREL BUSHING
D 2 piece with buffer D Colt
HARDWARE D Fitted
D Ambidextrous Safety blue FINISH
D Ambidextrous Safety stainless D Super blue upper
D Extended Safety blue D Metaloy lower receiver
D Extended Safety stainless D Metaloy whole piece
D Ambidextrous slide stop blue D Half and ~alf

D Ambidextrous slide stop stainless TRIGGER
D Extended slide stop blue D Long Skeleton aluminum
D Extended slide stop stainless D Stock Colt with over travel
NEW GUN D 4#
D New Government Model D 3#
D New Colt Commander MAG BUTTON
RECEIVER TREATMENT D Colt
D Stipple front strap D Safari
D Open mag well D Blue
MAINSPRING HOUSING D Stainless Steel
D Pachmayr flat BARREL
D Pachmayr hump D Colt welded & fitted
D Stock Colt D Clark (Add $85)
D Colt flattened & stippled D Bar Sto (Add $85)

In addition to your choices, we wll do the following:
1. Deburr all internal surfaces and parts
2. Precision fit slide to frame - you select combat/match
3. Throat 81 polish
4. Open "jection port and dimple
5. Modify extractor
6. Engrave your name, date, title, etc. with our logo.
7. Test target at 50'
8. Mag fitled with slam pad
9. Serrate rear of slide

10. Silver solder front sight
11. Hard blast top of slide, super blue on sides

••• All or any of these items may be done to your gun for only $1075. - Call for details •••
10% down with order ... Balance COO
Delivery-approximately 28 working days.

For lesser modifications than those listed above. call or write for price quotations.

"GREEK" VANIADIS
TARGET WORKS

. 38 N. Harvard
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74115

(918) 835-4545

neck and gives the clearest, sharpest ·sight
picture I have ever seen. I now carry two
Clearsight sets in my pistol box-one to
use, another for a loaner. Every shooter
who has had a fuzzy sight problem and has
used the Clearsight has commented on the
sharp sight picture.

Q. My new Government model match
barrel seats the .45 case deeper than the old
barrel I am replacing. What is the reasonfor
this?

A. Match barrels are made slightly over
size in the hood, to allow precise fitting for
uniform contact with the slide face. The
.45 ACP cartridge should, ideally, seat with
the case head flush with the face of the
hood, as in the accompanying photograph.
If your particular barrel is chambered
deeper, or if it is shallower, it may still per
form accurately by careful selection of the
bullet you use and remedial bullet seating
depth.

Q. My Colt Python revolver has a heavy
double-action pull. What is the best way to
lighten it without risking misfires?

A. First, clean out each primer pocket
before you reload your brass. A cushioned
primer, a high primer and a tight primer
pocket may cause misfires. There !!.re two
common methods of lightening the
double-action pull. The first is to remove
the grips, insert the point of an old G M
firing pin between the leaves of the ham-
mer spring and cock the piece a few times,
checking weight of pull after each "treat-
ment." The second method is to install a
bullseye Spring Kit #7, available from
Brownell's, Inc., Rt. 2, Box 1, Montezuma,
IA 50171. If you don't have a copy of
Brownell's catalog, s~nd $3.25 for one.

Q. Some pistol and revolver sights, such
as the Millett line, have white or coloredpat
terns around the rear sight notch and on the
front blade. What is the purpose of the
patterns?

A. There are two methods of aligning
pistol or revolver sights. The first, and
oldest, is to focus on the sights, carefully
centering the blade in the notch while let
ting the target fall into a blur.

Continued on page 56
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HANDGUN HUNTING

HUNTING WITH A HANDGUN AnRACTS
MORE AND MORE SHOOTERS ANNUALLY

J.I.).JONU

E ach year more and more handgunners
take to the field in pursuit of big game.

Their goals vary. Some hunters find a
pleasant day in the woods satisfactory.
Others go with the idea of putting meat in
the fr~ezer. Still others are trophy hunters.

The definition of a "trophy hunter" var
ies from individual to individual. Some are
content with harvesting only game of such
quality for an attractive mount. Others will
not harvest an animal unless it surpasses
their personal best of the same specie. Oth
ers will only harvest an animal if it is large
enough to "get in the record book." Still
others must be sure an animal will rank
well up in the book, prior to harvesting it.
Other trophy hunters may also be collec- .
tors, harvesting only species of animals
they have not previously taken.

Variations of the above are almost end
less. The point is that all hunters are not
guys who go out and shoot the first game
they see.

The true trophy hunter is selective in
what he shoots. He spends a great deal of
time, money and effort pursuing his
chosen sport. His equipment is usually of
good quality and shows a little wear. As an
enthusiast he pursues his sport relentlessly.

Record books of trophy animals exist to
document the sizes of the animals and the
individuals who have harvested them. Ro
land Ward and Boone and Crockett are
well-known record books. Lesser known to
the general public are Safari Club Interna-

-,:'':::'';''''-:-----------------:

":~. '1e.L ~~, i,' .
Larry Kelly shot this rhino with his scoped .375 JDJ (J. D. Jones) TIC Contender;
and a Hornaday 300-grain fMJ bullet. Muzzle energy: about ~,OOO foot pounds.

Model 84, Double-Action

Caliber: powerful
..380 Auto (9mm Short)

Call toll-free for nearest Beretta Dealer. ,4 3

800-638-1301 i:
Monday through Friday. 8 AM to 4:~O PM. Eastern Time. 7 8 9:0

Maryland residents. call301-283-?191.

Walnut or
plastic gripsAmbidextrous

. safety

13-round, staggered magazine

THE BERETTA



tional's Records Of Trophy Animals, and
Thompson Temple's Records of Exotics.

The Safari Club is the foremost hunting
organization in the world today and its
chapters and trophy measurers are wide
spread. Its scoring methods and mini
mums are realistic. That means that an
individual who wants'to "make the book"
can do it if he works at it, and has a little
luck. "Making the book" is an attainable
goal for the serious hunter in this ,case; not
a matter of 99.9 percent luck, as making
the Boone and Crockett book seems to be
in many cases.

Handgun Hunters International has re
cently become affiliated with Safari Club
International for the express purpose of
strengthenihg both organizations and be
ginning a record book for trophy animals
taken with a handgun. HHI has adopted
the SCI method of scoring trophies, trophy
minimums and official scorers in total. All
existing forms for record purposes are to
be used. The only difference is that the
submission for record will go to Handgun
Hunters International, instead of Safari
Club.

Handgun trophies taken since January
I, 1970 will be considered eligible for the
book. They must simply be measured by
official SCI-HHI scorer, and the proper
submission made. The record fee is $15.
The book will be pUblished when enough
submissions have been made to make it
worthwhile.

How many trophy hunters are going to
be using handguns? I think the number
will be relatively small, compared to the
total. But I feel certain more and more rifle
hunters eventually will switch to hand
guns.

For more information, contact Safari
Club International, 5151 East Broadway
(# 1680), Tucson, AZ 85711; Handgun
Hunters International, POB 357 MAG,
Bloomingdale, OH 43910, and Records of
Exotics, Texotic Wildlife Inc., POB 181,
Mountain, TX 78058.

Let's help promote the sport of IIIIIM-
handgun hunting, worldwide. ~

JDJ introduces rubber
bird I animal targets

J. D. Jones, president of SSK
Industries and recipient of the

Outstanding American Hal1dgunner for
1983 award, is in the rubber birds and
animals business.

He's developed a set of "somewhat
self-sealing" silhouette targets that are
scaled to NRA specifications (.22 rifle
size).

"They are durable, lightweight, do
not require painting and withstand 40
to 60 hits per squa.re inch;' Jones told
the American Handgunner.

He added that they eliminate
ricochets with .22 ammo and "are great
for practice, plinking and long-range
shooting with high-powered guns."

A set of four-chicken, pig, turkey
and ram-retails for $15 (plus $2
postage).

They're available from gun dealers
or directly from SSK (Route I, Della
Drive, Dept. AH, Bloomingdale, OH
43910).

INFO 'QUICKIE'
Handgun shooting sports are pro

liferating nationwide and include firing
at paper targets, steel plates, metallic
silhouettes and bowling pins. Ranges
vary from seven yards to 220 yards.
Calibers range between .22 and .45, in
both revolvers and autoloaders. The
sports appeal to men 'and women of
virtually all ages; youngsters, too.

SURVIVAL KIl:. . ..' . ..

Beretta sportsmen and sportswomen are born survivors.
They know that Berettas are great values. Police and mil
itary personnel specify them for protection. Collectors

lock them behind glass simply to exhibit. Our Model 84
is exceptionally reliable. safe, and delivers tremendous
firepower. '

But only if you need it.
The 84 teams together beautifUlly with a line

of Beretta knives. holsters. buckles, hunting cases,
and more. An entire Survival Line for shooters and

hunters. with a catalog that's all yours for just cuttIng
out our coupon. /.

As for the 84. it takes on the powerful .380 car- /.
tridge with double-action dependability. Thirteen telling /./.

rounds fed from a virtually jam-proof staggered maga- /.
zine, unlike many handguns. Ambidextrous safety. Hand- /./. 'fr~~n1C~~~s~riesCatalog.

some walnut or tough plastic grips. On,ly 22-1 /2 ounces. /.
And it's as close as your phone. Call us toll-free for the /. /., Name
nearest Beretta dealer. He'sa survivor'like the rest of us. /. Address

/./. City
/. /. State Zip _

/. /. Name of your favorite dealer
/.

/.
/.

/.
/.

/



OVER 15,()()() IN STOCKREED HAlIDGURS?

HABDGUII MAlKBT
CLASSlfIBDS

RSRJ-WHOLESALE
. \lliI GUNS

DISCOUNTS ON MOST HANDGUNS
4 LOCATIONS

NE" YO R K (716) 458-8820
POB 15576, 552 Avis Street, Rochester NY 1,615
fLO R I tJ A . (305) 282-1111
POB 27009, 11815 £. Col?ni,1 Dr., Orlando,'rl 32826

N E Y A 0 A (702) 358-3111
POB 1039, Bldg. 23, Suite B, 8, Cooney Island Or.,

Sparks, NV 89431
T E X A S POe >31647 (214) 660-1951
2501-1 Dalworth Avenue. Grand Prairie. IX 75051

DIMPIEII DEST.'S
with rust, corrosion, mildew ruining valued
guns, 'preclslon-finlshed equipment, etc.

Large Silica Oel Unit 'Drink"
Dampness from the Air
2000 Gram canister protects 144
cu. fl. of enclosed space. Ideal
for closets, large cabinets, safes,
darkrooms, etc. The desiccant of
choice by gov't and l!1dustry, sili
ca gel adsorbs moisture to create
a protective shield of dry air with
in any enclosed area. 16" high.
All metal construction. Requires '--__...
no electricity. Built·ln Indicator signals
when to reactivatB. Reactivates easily in
any oven. Lifetime protection. Money back
guarantee. $37.50 eacl1. Send printed name
& address with check. NY res. add sales tax
Hydrosorbent Co. Box 675·Z Rye, NY 10~80

Extended Magazine Release
Button for Colt. AMT and
Crown City Autos. Completely
replaces the existing release.
No drilling or tapping
necessary. Instructions
included. $19.95 postpaid.
N.Y. res. add 7% tax. WE pay
ALL Shipping Charges.
Satisfaction or your money
back.

Reach more than 150,000 mail-responsive
buyers with your low oost ad in

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER.
Check this issue for detaiisl

Bianchi Holsters: Chapman #50/Intl" #52 41.00
Bianchi 8-9 Bell or Davis # 114 Belt. . . . . . . . . . . 24.00
Davis Holsters: Realist # 1145 or Usher # 1045 65.00
Davis liberty # 453 . . 33.00

Dbl. Mag Pouch. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21.00
Blocker Holsters: lSI. or Fowler Speedmaster 69.95

(X-Draw/Strong Slde/5/1 /6" BbI.lBasketweave add (10.00)

:~~~~~grpo~h ......................................q IUf
Rogers/Plaxco World Speed Holster 5" /6" Bbl 46.00

Compensator Mdl./RevolverlHackathorn Combat 46.00
Plaxco Compensators: System J (no sights) .. .190.00

Systemll(sigh's) . q ••••••••• q •••••••••• q ••••••••• 220.00
System III (match) . . . . . . . . . .. . _. •. . .. 240.00

Wilson Shok-Buff Kit (govl.lcomm.) ...........••.•.. . .... 5.50

:§~;~!£~~a~~i~a~nier••.· •••••.•..••. q...... ..)lD
wif:ng/~~:~ ~~g~:~tirMY~ 'competitio'n 45' Mag.' ::::::::.: ~ ~:~5
Devel8 Round Magazine for .45 Auto 17.95
Devel8 Round Magazine Conversion Kit for .45 .,.. . 6.50
Breskovich Advantage Grip System. . . . . . . . . . . . . 39.00
Wichita Adjustable "Combat" Sights for .45 . . . 49.50
C.ol! or King (b/ss) Drop-in Wide Grip Safety . . . 25.00
King Extended Combat Safety (blue or' stain) 18.50
Swenson Ambidextrous System .. . 40.00

Swenson Combat Safety. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 26.50

~:f~~~~p~i~t:oi~;~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~!:~
"You qan't Miss" bv John Shaw 8.95
Magazme Pads: Checkered Neoprene . . 1.00

Ouickloader Mag Well. . . . . . . . .. . 6.00

JIM'S FLYE SHOPPE/COMBAT CORNER
Dept. AHG, Rd. # 1,9518 Rt. 60, Fredonia, NY 14063

COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERSCOP TALK
Continuedfrom page 6

GUN FAILS TO FIRE
According to Ulrich, the suspect swung

the pistol across the faces of both officers,
pulling the trigger; the'gun did not go off.
The second officer laid his revolver rather
forcibly alongside the perpetrator's head,
terminating the encounter. "I'm convinced
that both officers would have died if the
suspect had snatched a revolver instead of
that Model 439:' said Ulrich.

I once did a piece for the American
Handgunner about two documented
"saves" of police lives, one in Illinois the
other in Salt Lake City. The magazine dis
connector safety on an S&W 9mm auto
had foiled suspects who grabbed the police
autos. This column continues to contradict
the theory of having an automatic devoid
of that feature, "so you can fire if you're
jumped while reloading, with one round
still in the chamber."

In that Handgunner story, which ap
peared in 1978, I challenged the readers to
show me one case where someone's life
had been saved by th~ ability to fire a Colt
.45 auto's chambered round when caught
with a halfway loaded pistol. I received
many angry letters giving me theories
about how it could happen; but not one
documented incident where it did happen.

As I wrote in 1978, we don't run with
theory, we run with what happens on the
street. The incident in Illinois makes the
third proven case ~ know ofwhere a maga
zine disconnector safety preserved an of
ficer's life in a violent encounter-the lives
of two officers, in this case.

The episode Mike Taylor describes has
been repeated too many times to doubt
any more, if ever you did. When a bad guy
gets a safety-locked automatic away from
you and doesn't know where the safety is,
he can't kill you with it until he finds the
magic thumb release. Argue all you want,
revplver buffs; the auto wins on this aspect,
and I know men who've survived those
encounters and stand ready to tell you
the difference between "theory", and
the brutal reali ty of being a IIIIIIlIIM
street cop. ~

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The cap-and-ball "Paterson" was the

first revolver invented by Saqtl,lel Colt
and dated by the first American patent
of February 25, 1836. Features of this
gun, which derives its name from hav
ing been made at Paterson, New Jersey,
are traceable in all later revolvers of
Colt design, even down to the present
day.

Auto-Port reduces recoil without Ipss
of accuracy and minimal loss of muzzle
velocity.

A patented process developed by
Bell's Custom Shop, one of the coun
try's premier gunsmith shops specializ
ing in custom combat modifications for
the IPSC and PPC shooter,

Whether you shoot bullseye, IPSC,
PPC, IHMSA or any other form of
competition .. , whether you shoot .22,
.38, .357, .44 or .45... whether you
shoot revolver or automatic, Auto-Port
gives you a competitive edge.

For technical data including test reports
by an independent engineering firm,
send $1 (refundable with order).

AUTO-PORT™
Patent applied tor.

Bell's Custom Shop
3315 Mannheim Road
Franklin Park IL 60231
(312) 678-1900

For
•winners

only.
NEW Auto-Port™
effectively reduces
recoil by 40%.

"..;
»><~~
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WHA'I"S
NEW

Detonics introduc.s
its match Scoremaster

Detonics Manufacturing Corporation,
a subsidiary of Energy Sciences
<:;orporation, has introduced the
Scoremaster, an all-stainless steel, semi
automatic pistol for match shooting.

It's available in .45 ACP and .451
Detonics Magnum calibers, with a five
or six-inch barrel.

The Scoremaster combines Detonics?
patented self-centering cone barrel
system and compound recoil system,
precision-fit for maximum accuracy.

Other custom-type features include a
National Match trigger and receiver; a
low base, fully adjustable rear sight; an
ambidextrous safety lock, and wrap
around Pachm~yr combat-style grips. It
is also equipped with three
interchangeable front sights, an oversize
~ombat ejection port, and a beveled
magazine well (which speeds the loading
of regular seven-round magazines and

the new, eight-round Super Combat
Magazine, made by Detonics).

Designed for the competition shooter,
. the Scoremaster is manufactured to
provide a,ll the features sought by IPSC
(International Practical Shooting
Confederation) marksmen-including the
unique and inherently accurate Detonics
barrel design-features that, up until
now, were available only in custom
models.

The Scoremaster weighs 41 ounces
empty, is 8% inches long and 51/.! inches
high. It carries a suggested retail price
of $985.

For further information, contact the
company at 2500 Seattle Tower,
Dept. AH, ~eattle, WA 98101.

Super Vel has new
ammunition plant

Super Vel's high-velocity, expanding
hollow-point ammunition is now being
produced in a new facility at Fond du
Lac, Michigan.

Produced and tested in small lots, all
Super Vel ammo is hand-inspected
i:>efore it is packaged in bright yellow
and red boxes-each with. a strong plastic
relo~d tray.

Here are some examples of Super Vel
cartridges, their bullet weights and
nuzzle velocities:

.380 Auto (88-grain JHP)-1,050 fps.
9mm (ll2-grain JHP and JSP)

1,240 fps.
.44 Magnum (l80-grain JHP)

1,665 fps.
.44 Magnum (240-grain JHP)

1,335 fps.
.45 ACP (l90-grain JHP)-1,035 fps.
Super Vel is also produced in a variety

of soft-and hollow-point bullet designs in
both .~8 Special ( +P) and .357 Magnum
calibers.

The Super Vel .357 Magnum and .44
Magnum loads are popular with hunters
and metallic silhouette shooters, because
of their fine accuracy and qigh velocity.

For more information, contact Super
Vel, POB 757 (Dept. AH), Salem,
NH 03079.

The Redhawk Grand Master® Deluxe
Ron Power Craftsmanship in an &. 'limited edition

Address _

City/State/Zip _

Name _

_____ RCA Member # _Age

The fine workmanship of a' master
pistolsmith is evident in every
detail of this customized Sturm,
Rug~r Redhawk .44 Magnum. Only
200 of these superb revolvers will
be built for sale to the discriminat
ing collector. For complete details
and order forms send $1.50
(refundable with order) to Redhawk
Grand Master, P.O. Box 2176,
Shawnee Mission, K?lnsas 66201.
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You will solve the problems of slippage and inconsistant hold by simply installing a pair of BUlishooters
Fingergroove Grips on your gun.

Your scores will improve automatically as the fingergrooves insure proper hand placement and totally
eliminate shifting of the weapon especially during rapid fire.

These features, combined with the natural pointing and handling characteristics give the advantage you
need in hunting or competitive shooting.

Ballistic coefficient is the ratio of the
sectional density of the projectile to its
coefficient of form (sometimes referred
to as its Form Factor). It is an index of
the manner in which a particular pro
jectile decel~rates in free flight, due to
the resistance-or drag-of t.be atmos
pherein which it is traveling~

INFO 'QUICKIE'

subject, write to me at POB 22074, Phoe
nix, AZ 85028.

I've a nicely typed letter from a shooter
with a problem, but the letter has no return
address. Just in case you're reading this
column, sjr or madam, let me respond.

Yes, overweight, custom XP-IOO un
limiteds can be put on a reducing diet by
substituting an aluminum cocking piece
(bolt plug, some ca!l it) for the factory
item. You'll save one ounce, and it will cost
you a lot by the pound, but, if it's the last
ounce it's worth it. These are benchrest
shooter items, ~o you might check with
your local source, or contact Russ BiJ;lkley,
ISW, 106 E. Cairo, Tempe, .....
AZ 85282. . ~

51LUETAS
Continued from page 14

Wichita Arms produces
Po",er~designedribs

Master gunsmith Ron Power of
Independence, Missouri has designed a
ventilated sighting system rib for
automatic pistols and revolvers.

It incorporates a unique lengthwise
"V" groove that emphasizes the front
sight and preyents glare and light
distortion.

Each solid steel rib includes a rugged
mount, designed to withstand service
ammunition and heavy loads. An
oversized rear blade makes for quick
sighting, and a low front sight allows
more 'elevation adjustment. Ventilation
helps dissipate heat.

. The sight is ruggedly constructed and
fitted for accurate, repeatable click
elevation and windage adjustment. The
tightness and rigidity of the sight insures
smooth, precise adjustments and exact
settings..

A variety of rib models (featurjng
square-cornered target sights or
round-cornered combat sights) assures
adaptability to all autos, including
Browning, Colt and Ruger pistols, and
Smith & Wesson revolvers.

The "V" ribs are priced at $89.95.
White outline is $6 extra.

For more information, contact Wichita
Arms, Inc. (Dept. AH), POB 11371,
Wichita, KS 67211.
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Detonics
$24.95
$35.00
$85.00

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-5'28-1142
ORDERS ONLY

Copyright, © 1983 BEWB CORP.

BULLSHOOTERS' new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit ... An acrylic resin with
5 fluorescent colors; red, yellow, orange,
blue, green, and opaque white. A liquid
that hardens in 10 minutes, without heal.
Inserts won't fallout, withstand hot
bluing. Our Fluorescent kit includes side
forms. mixing bowi, and complete, illus
trated instructions on trolll Ind rllr sight
inserts. Immediate shipment. satisfaction guaranteed.

20 INSERT 1 COLOR KIT (ANY COLOR) .... $8.95
20 INSERT FLUROESCENT 6 COLOR KIT .. $16.95 Ppd.
150 INSERT FLUORSCENT 7 COLOR KIT .. $38.50 Ppd.
300 INSERT FLUROESCENT 7 COLOR KIT . $59.00 Ppd.
LUMINOUS PIGMENT (FOR 20 INSERTS) ..... $15.00

FLUORESCENT COLORS!

BEAUTIFUL CONTROL
NOW AVAILABLE FOR COLT PYTHON,

S&W, N, L & t< FRAME REVOLVERS
AS WELL AS AUTOMATICS. .

NEWI BUL.LSHOOTERS
White Outline Rear Sight Blades
Fit: Colt, Micro, Ruger, Virginian Dragoon

$4.95 Each
Only $3.50 ea. when ordered with any insert
kit. .
Also Available with a Luminous Outline,
Same prices.

Colt
Walnut. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $24.95
Standard Grade Exotil:s $39.95
Exhibition Grade Exotics $85.00
Send $1:0Q for our complete brochure. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Now you can have beautiful control in Cocobolo, Zebrawood, Rosewood, or other unusual exotic woods,
like the· exhibition grade Bocote illustrated above. Quality engineered, finely finished, your new Bull-
shooterS" Fingergroove Grips will give you positive, beautiful control. Revolvers

Hi-Powers
S&W39&59

$33.00
$45.00
$85.00

"100% PROFESSIONAL" Shooting Industry, Sept. 1980
"IF YOU WANT TO INSTALL INSERTS WITH PROFESSIONAL LOOKING RESULTS ...
THE BULLSHOOTERS' INSERT KIT IS WHAT YOU'RE LOOKING FOR ... 1981 American
Ha~dgunnerAnnual -

GENUINE BULLSEYE SPRING KITS
Ruger d/a Revolvers (.357 & .44) $8.60 Colt Automatic Pistols $14.45
Dan Wesson (.357 & .44) $8.60 Browning Hi-Powers $13.50
Smith & Wesson J Frame $8.60 Smith & Wesson Mod. 39 & 59 $13.50
Smith & Wesson N, K, & L Frame .. $11.50 Ruger New Model Single Actions .. $11.50
Colt Python & Old Style Trooper ... $11.50,!~IoCmd] BULLSHOOTERS' SUPPLY =
(~ 1241 East P,rince Road/P.O. Box 13446 VISA
I.. Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

Bullshooters' Supply is a division of the B.E. W.B. Corp. .

SUPERIOR CONTROL
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE UGLY.
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WHAT'S NEW
Continued from page 27

Device boosts airgun's
accuracy and velocity

Beeman Precision Airguns has
developed a pellet-sizing device that
boosts airgun accuracy and velocity by
improving pellet uniformity and
matching different pellet sizes with the
bores of different airguns.

Called the Beeman Pel-Size, it takes
four separate size, interchangeable dies;
diameters are .1780 inch (4.52mm), .1785
(4.53mm), .1790 (4.52mm) and .1800
(4.57mm).

Shooters can experiment with these
four dies to find the size that produce the
tightest groups with various pellet and
gun combinations. .

Pellets are progressively sized in a
compound taper, rather than just
swaged-with resulting head
deformation, or flow back-as in simple
taper sizers.

Each Beeman Pel-Size is precision
machined of the finest graphitic tool
steel, and honed to a tolerance of
1O,000ths of an inch. Its tubular housing
is made of high-tensile aircraft
aluminum, with a special slick, black,
anodized finish. A non-abrasive Dupont
Delrin plunger has built-in lubricity,
supplemented by an impregnation of
graphite.

The Beeman Pel-Size comes with a
.1785 inch die, a size which tests show
works well with most modern airguns.
Other dies may be purchased separately.

The suggested retail price for the pellet
sizer is $24.95. Separate dies are $9.98
each.

For more information, contact Beeman
at 47 Paul Drive, Dept. AH, San Rafael,
CA 94903.

New recoil system has
several fine features

Detonics Manufacturing Corporation
has a new competition recoil system for
full-size Colt autoloading pistols.

The one-piece system produces
increased accuracy; greater reliability,
control and safety and extends frame
life.

It may be used for wadcutter,
standard, intermediate and heavy loads
in .45 ACp, 9mm and .38 Super calibers.

The system provides a faster cyclic rate
of fire and helps reduce felt recoil and
muzzle rise.

Its recoil cap threads firmly onto the
outer recoil spring, preventing loss of

Continued 011 page 50

Dept. 30-AHN, 430 Sniffens Lane, Stratford, CT 06497

All of this is possible through improved
production technologies, product design, and
metallurgical differences that enhance this new
model. These improvements-combined with a
special purchase of material-make the new OFF-DUTY
the best value going!

Contact your local firearms dealer for a look at the

new OFF-DUTY from Charter Arms and see itse-~.
surprisingly low price tag. Oi\lffill. .

~~

OiARTER AAMS

The best value going is from Charter
Arms-with (he development of their new OFF
DUTY.38 Spl. - and here's what it's got to
offer:

• New fluorescent "red-dot" front
sight.

• All-stainless steel frame and internal
parts.

• Smallest, lightest, stainless steel
frame five-shot, double actiorl
revolver made.

Just when you thought you couldn't
afford a stainless steel revolver, Charter's new
OFF-DUTY .38 Special gives you the utmost
value at a terrific low price!

Introducing ...
TheNEW
Stainless Steel .38 Spl.

OFF-DUT
.. . The best value going!
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By Russ Gaertner

O ur hottest sporting revolver is the
long-barreled, double-action .44

Magnum. It is tops for silhouette competi
tion and handgun big-game hunting.

The latter sport has fascinated me for
many years, and it is easy to predict that
silhouette shooters in increasing numbers
will be discovering this finest kind of
hunting.

Smith & Wesson's M29 is the long-time
standard of excellence for double-action
revolvers, but S&W's stainless steel M629,
the newer Ruger stainless Redhawk, and
the versatile Dan Wesson ar~ becoming
extremely popular.

Recently, I have been working over a
double-action .44, which I believe should
also be considered by serious shooters.
This gun is a new foreigner; but if that
turns you off, you will be passing up a fine
revolver.

The Llama Super Comanche .44 Mag
num is made by Llama-Gabilondo of
Vitoria, Spain, and imported by Stoeger.
Llama has long been widely known for
good .45 and .38 Super autos and a fine
line of conventional autos and revolvers in
a wide range of calibers. Its big .44 de
serves high marks for both innovative de
sign and excellent overall quality.

The Llama (pronounced yama) is a big,
good-looking revolver with custom-type
features, including wide target hammer
and wide smooth trigg~r, a non-reflecting
wide-vented sight rib, adjustable target
sights, a high-luster black finish, and at
tractive checkered-wood target grips.

The Llama .44 Magnum looks gooq on
the outside; inside, it is something else.

THE LLAMA
DOUBLE
ACTION

.44 MAGNUM
When tuned, the
Super Comanche
combine~ ultra-fine
accuracy with
strength and easy
handling, in spite of
relatively heavy re~oil.

The action is based on an ingenious,
foolproof "safe" hammer system. As the
hammer is thumbed, or double-actioned,
back to the cocked position, the eccentric

cam (on which the hammer pivots) rotates
downward, lowering the hammer.

When the hammer falls with the trigger
held back, it strikes the firing pin below the
frame block, and the gun fires. But, if the
hammer slips and the trigger returns as the
hammer falls, the hammer is cammed up
to strike the frame block, and the gun
cannot fire.

Another superior feature is the double
cylinderI crane lock design. In addition to
the usual rear center pin lock, the crane
locks into the frame in front of the cylin
der, providing a strong lockup, plus correct
alignment.

The ejector rod has no internal pin and
no locking function; the good-looking
under-barrel shroud just protects the rod.
The cylinderI crane assembly is released
by the usual thumbpiece, but this operates
both the rear center pin and an unusual
Qolt, acting on the front latch through the
crane.

SIDEPLATE DESIGN
The gun has a sideplate, on the left side;

the action can be cycled with the plate re
moved. This makes it much easier to work
on the action. The trend to solid frames
and removable trigger units may be fine
for factories, but sideplate guns are easier
and more reliable to tune an'd smooth. The
great S&W sideplate l1esign is the easiest
of all to work on; I would rank the Llama
right next to the S&W.

Gabilondo has a fine reputation for
careful assembly and good quality control,
with more hand-fitting than qJ.ost Amer
ican factories have employed in recent
years. My gun's action was tight and solid;
it cycled smoothly and without the obvious
objectionable roughness associated with
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Llama's Super Comanche .44 Magnum is a huge, gOO'l-looking,
high-quality revolver with many custom-type features.
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W;,h sidep'ate removed, the Uama diSp'ays its simple Iocfc
works. Design is based on eccentric-cam~safe hammer system.
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many out-of-the-box American guns.
While it functioned perfectly, the trigger

pull was not exactly the "smoothest
going"-as Stoeger's ads claim. Not as
smooth as those of S&W M29s; but they
are at least on a par with other double
action .44s I've tried. Trigger pulls were on
the heavy side: a crisp six pounds single
action and about 12 pounds double-action.
Both were uniform. .

When the gun arrived, I measured the
headspace and cylinder-barrel gap. And I
examined the internal surfaces with a
borelight. They were finely lapped and
slick, just like a M29.

After breaking in the gun with a variety
of factory ammo and handloads without a
malfunction or other mechanical problem,
I knew two things. The gun was a shooter
and I liked it. The grips are better than
most factory grips; in fact, I can't think of'
better ones. They are not as fancy-looking
as some, but they feel good and the check
ering is both effective and comfortable
while firing heavy loads.

My gun has the heavy 8Jh inch barrel,
making it a muzzle-heavy, two-hand
shooter. It is heavy, 56 ounces empty. That
mass certainly helps tame recoil.

Good adjustable sights are mounted on
the gun, but they must have been designed
for shorter barrels, or lighter recoiling
loads. My 8Jh inch gun hit two inches to
eight inches above the point of aim with
the rear sight screwed down tight. A call to
the factory confirmed that the company
was aware of this; a redesigned sight is al-

Two 2S-yard groups show potentia'
accuracy of cast bullets i~ the .44 Uama.

ready going on g4ns now being shipped.

ACCURACY TESTS
I set up the gun on a Lee machine rest,

adapting the Lee grip for S&W guns by
drilling and tapping new holes for the
frame bolts. Shooting over the Sky-screens
of my accurate Oehler Model 33 Chrono
tach, I was ready to clock each shot and
group loads without depending on my
somewhat lazy eye for sighting.

My first group from the Llama .44 in the
Lee rest used three long-boarded original
Super Vell80-grain JHP rounds. Most e)(
perts consider these the hottest factory
loads ever made. Three shots at 25 yards
formed a group measuring .74 inch cent"er
to-center of widest hits. The average ve
locity was 1,744 fps with 1,215 foot pounds
of muzzle energy. That1s hot and accurate.

A lucky ~hree-shot group is not uncom
mon, so I went to other loads and five-shot
groups. I had a series of handloads that
were deliberately over-pressured;' I de
cided to push the Llama to find out just
how tough it actually is. Remember, these
loads were not worked up for accuracy, but
rlither for borderline excessive pressure. J
am not going to list exact charges, because
neither the editors nor I recommend them,
despite their fine performance from the
Llama, they are simply too hot.

Accuracy in the 1.2 to 2.0 inch range is
fine performance, especially with these
handloads of above-standard .44 Magnum
pressures. These firings definitely' would

Continued on page 63
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By Charles E. Petty

W e have all heard stories of brilliantly
· . creative inventors struggling to gain

acceptance of their latest inventions.
· Freo Stevens, for one, knows these frus

trations well; although he has many inven
tions in many fields to his credit, his career
seems to have been either feast or famine.

His 'first love, however, is firearms de
sign; it is here that his frustration has been
the greatest, for he has yet to achieve any
monetary success for his many efforts and
creations. .

Stevens was born in Brooklyn, NY. in
1923. From his earliest memories, he has
been fascinated with firearms and their
mechanisms. In the days before restrictive
finiarnis laws, he and some friends would
pool their limited resources to buy guns.
Their shooting was done at a beach near
where the Verranzano Narrows Bridge
nQw stands. An army installation, Fort
Hamilton, was situated nearby and they
would shoot on Saturdays when the noise
of machine gun practice from the fort
would cover the sound of their own firing.

His interest in guns and other things me-

duced a working model. This was in 1956.
The gun was a gas-operated pistol cham
bered for the .357 Magnum cartridge. The
model worked well, and fired thousands of
rounds, but it also brought frustration
and rejection.

Although he showed it to the major fire~

arms manufacturers, no one was willing to
produce it. Qther engineers, familiar with
the problem, called it the "NIH Syn
drome;' meaning n(Jt invented here.

Most companies are not intrested in
manufacturing something not designed py
one of their staff members, since it would
require them to pay royalties.

The gun, remarkably simple, had sev
eral unusmil features. When I examined it
I was impressed by the natural feel and the
extremely smooth and light double-action

_ trigger pull. When I commented on this,
Stevens la~ghed and assured me that the
action wasn't slicked up in any way; the
smoothness was "a result of the design," he
said. -,

ENTER HIGH STANDARD
Even though none of the companies

would produce his gun', Stevens was

fred Stevens' ;351 gas-operated auto,
top, and his underwater gun I cartridge.

offered a position as adesign consultant at
High Standard. .
Wha~ followed is still a matter ofcontro

versy. Stevens had been working on a
. small .22 caliber derringer, which soon ap
peared as the' familiar High Standard
Derringer. A lengthy legal battle ensued
between Stevens and High Standard. Al
though Stevens held an unassigned patent,
a state- court held that he was not entitled
to allY royalties. .

The court fight left Stevens virtually
penniless, out of work, and ~ngry at him
self for his own naivete. He found a job

Continued on page 70
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pany in Brooklyn and was successful until
the general business downturn that fole

lowed the Korean War took its toll. Ste
vens sold the company for a modest sum
and, with his brother, invested in a venture
totally different from anything he had
done before. A new company was formed
to extract vitamins from plankton, and
study the commercial cultivation of oys
ters. The enterprise was based on the Brit
ish Columbia coast and collapsed when
the scientist, around whom the company
was built, died unexpectedly. r

Broke and out of work, Stevens took a
job. as a logger to earn enough money to
get back to the states. His first firearm de
sign came to life while he was in Canada.
Since there were no machine shops there,
he made his initial model entirely ofwood.

When he was able to accumulate
enough money for himself and his wife to
return to the states, he immediately pro-

His latest-and 'most. .
novel-creation is a
stainless s~eel re'(olver
that shoots underwa
ter; it has many other
potential applications.

High S·t~n~ardderringer, above, and
fred Stevens' latest design derringer.· ,~ , .

VITAMINS FROM PLANKTON
F~H~wing World War II he opened the

Stevens Machine and Instrument Com-

chanical overcame his interest in the aca
demics of high school and he quit at 16 to
pursue his education in the practical"class
rooms of machine shops. He became an
accomplished tool and die maker by 21,
and a tool designer a few years later. He
spent much of his early working life with a
company that made models for other peo
ple's inventions.
. He was also something of an en
treprene4r and was involved in several
business ventures, including a gun shop.
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BERETTA'S .380
AUTO: A WINNER
By Len Davis

,1. Then John Browning designed and
VVintroduced in Europe in 1912 his

9mm Browning Short (or .380 Auto) car
tridge, he probably had no idea that more
than 70 years later it would be recognized
as a fine caliber for plain clo~hes police of
ficers and home defense purposes.

The caliber was added to the Colt
Pocket Automatic line in 1908. Named as
the official military pistol cartridge by sev
eral governments, including Czechoslo
vakia, Italy and Sweden, it has been
adopted also by several European police
departments.

It is, however, the very lightest
cartridge-in terms of stopping power
that should be used for self-defense. The
soft point bullets will not offer much
advantage over the full metal case bullets.
This is due to the fact that the relatively
low velocity of the 95-grain bullet-just
under 1,000 fps-will not allow significant
expansion of a soft-point bullet. .

If a semi-automatic handgun is what
you want, and you also desire maximum
controlability and minimum recoil com
bined with easy concealment, this caliber
might be just what you are looking for
especially if the gun is a Beretta M84 dou
ble-action pistol, with its 13-round stag
gered magazine and straight blow-back
action.

As a veteran Colt Government Model
.45 shooter, who has fired many thousands
of rounds of hardball ammo in 2700 com
petition (both as a Marine and state police
officer), I had some misgivings when I
trekked to my local range with a new
Model 84 and several boxes of factory
loaded ammunition.

We set up targets at 25 yards, the max
imum range at which this gun should be
shot, for any degree of accuracy (remem
ber: this is a close-up gun,for self-defense; it
was not designed to win matches or punch
out X-rings).

Several different .380 Auto loads were
fired, both slow and rapid fire.

Overall, the Beretta M84 is a good-look
ing, dependable semi-auto and has all the
earmarks of top quality production
throughout.

The price: $425, suggested retail. Extra
magazines are $25 each.

Even though I'm a true-blue .45 hard~

baller, in every sense of the word, I recom
mend the Beretta M84 highly; in my

Here's an excellent ho'ster for the Seretta M84-the Mode' 455 Security, made
by Davis Leather Company of Arcadia, California. Note two swive' straps.

(4) A comfortable gun to shoot: low opinion, it's the best .380 Auto on the
noise level, and felt recoil was virtually ab- market.
sent, in spite of its relatively light weight And thanks to U.S. ammo makers, there
(22\12 ounces, with magazine empty). And I are some great loads available for it-loads
like the feel of the gun's walnut grips. th.at combine excellent accuracy with
They're full (because of the thick maga- effective stopping power: the ....
zine) and fill the average person's hands. real "bottom line." ~
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Own the complete Hornady Collection on this limited edition
bulletboard . .. the largest collection of one manufacturer's

sporting bullets ever assembled. It's a visual history of shooting
that can't be equalled, and is certain to become a collector's item.
A handsome decoration as well as an invaluable reference for the
serious shooter. Contains 118 hand-selected Hornady Bullets
permanently mounted on a wood-grained shield precisely repro
duced from an actual carving. It's perfect for your den, or a
special gift. Only $71.50 at selected shooting supply dealers.
(If ordering direct, you must include copy of Fed
Firearms Lic) Hornady Mfg. Co.,

Box 1848. Dept. AH-ll
Grand Island. NE 68802-1848

TEST-FIRE RESULTS
After about 200 rounds had been shot,

we made the following notes:
(I) Not one malfunction; all rounds fed

perfectly.
(2) Superior accuracy, considering the

gun's basic configuration (such as a 3.81
inch barrel and fixed sights) and general
purpose: virtually all shots in the black, on
the Standard American 25-yard center.

(3) Tremendous fire power: 14 rounds at
one loading (one in the chamber)-nearly
twice as many as most semi-autos.
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PRESSURE PEAKS
By now, a large crowd of spectators had

gathered behind the firing line. In order to
beat Pride and win the match, Enos had to
knock down all 48 plates.

Like a well-oiled machine, the lanky
shooter proceeded to do just that. When
the last one fell, the crowd broke into loud
applause. Enos then went on to knock

Pride followed and cleaned the plates; he
went on to knock down 311 consecutive
plates, establishing a new match record.
Both Duncan and McNeece fired revolvers
with iron sights.

Sitting off to one side, Enos waited
quietly until he was called to the line.

One point behind was
John Pride of the Los
Angeles Police De
partment, who also
fired an Aimpoint
sighted revolver (as
did 7 of the top 10
competitors) .

By Officer Fred Romero
Los Angeles Police Dept.

T he 1983 Bianchi Cup match brought
honors to the revolver, the Aimpoint

sight and a 27-year-olp auto mechanic
from Mesa, Arizona who finished second
in last year's match, one point behind
Mickey Fowler, three-time winner of the
cup (Fowler placed eighth this year).

Brian Enos, competing against 206 other
shooters, won the match by one point, out
shooting Officer John Pride of the Los An
geles Police Department (LAPD).

Both shooters fired Aimpoint-sighted
Smith & Wesson revolvers.

Fourteen of the top 20 shooters fired re
volvers; eight of the top 10 used an Aim
point sight, and members of the winning
LAPD team all fired Aimpoint-sighted re
volvers. Only three of the top 10 competi
tors shot autos (Tom Campbell, Bill Gam
bill and Fowler).

It was not a good event for auto shoot
ers, many of whom were plagued with
jams that cost them precious points and
forced them out of the winner's circle,
stage after stage as the match progressed.

After three gruelling days of shooting
(May 26-28) at the Ray Chapman Acad
emy in Columbia, Missouri, it came down
to the Falling Plate event: the moment oj
truth.

Enos, Mark Duncan of North
Wilkesboro, North Carolina, and John
Pride all were but a few points apart going
into the plates.

Duncan faced the plates first and left
one standing out of 48. Mitchell McNeece,
of Mantachie, Mississippi finished his run The two top scorers in this year's Bianchi Cup match, John Pride, left, and Brian
by setting a match record of 129 plates. Enos compare notes after having iointly shot down 816 consecutive plates.
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"I guess I'm a perfectionist by nature.
I tend to go into things in a lot greater
detail than most people do. On the
other hand, I wouldn't say I have a
compelling desire to win, although win
ning is a lot more fun than losing, even
in local matches. I just can't stand to go
out there and not perform as well as I
know how."

Have there been any other shooters
who've helped you or influenced your
career?

"The one person who's helped me
most is John Satterwhite, the former
U.S. Shotgun Champion and U.S.
Olympic Team member. He's helped
me tremendously with the mental as
pects of shooting: discipline?'

The big story at this year's Bianchi
Cup was the fact that you knocked down
an astounding 505 plates, after waiting

Continued on page 68

CONVERSATION
WIlHA

CHAMPION
By Jon Winokur

H ere are some of Brian Enos' reflec
tions on this year's Bianchi Cup

match, and on .practical shooting in
general:

In the four short years you've been
shootingprofessionally, you've racked up
some impressive credentials. You've won
an Arizona State IPSC Championship,
two IPSC President's Cups, and the
four-inch barrel revolver title at Second
Chance. You've also finished high in the
Steel Challenge and Soldier of Fortune
shoots. Why do you think you've been so
successful?

Condnued on page38
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Brian Enos, 'eft, and Mickey Fow'er are
among finest shots in the nation.

Another departure this year from pre
vious Bianchi Cup !TIatches is the use of
electronic timing devices, instead of hand
held stop watches and their inherent
hJ.lman error factor.

The timing devices used during Bianchi
Cup 1983, built and installed by Caswell,
proved to be the undoing of some highly
skilled shooters. Unlike an impressionable
human timer, the electronic timer showed
no favorites.

down a total of 505 plates, taking the rec
ord for the event to an all-time high. It was
truly Enos' day-and a well-deserved one.

Also vying for top honors was Tom
Campbell, a S&W product engineer who
fired a prototype .45 auto, which he de
signed and built. It carried an Aimpoint
sight. Had Enos and Pride faltered .on the
plates, Campbell would have won the
match.

A few years ago-the first Bianchi Cup
match was held in 1979-few people
believed that optical sights could seriously
compete in the Bianchi Cup match.

Last year, Enos used an Aimpoint sight
to take second place. Many felt it was a
fluke; after all, didn't Mickey Fowler win
three. Bianchi championships with iron
sights?

This year, Fowler and several other top
drawer shooters came with optics; most
were Aimpoints, the electronic marvel
made in Sweden. A few shooters sported
4X handgun scopes.

The results were startling; optics proved
to be an advantage over iron sights in the
hands of many a skilled shooter (mainly
because the Bianchi Cup match is de
signed to test the limits of basic accuracy,
with no advantage given for firepower or
reloading ability; also, there is not the em
phasis placed on speed, as there is in the
Steel Challenge match.)

Coupled with'the advantages of optics,
however, is controversy. Are optics
practical? Are they in keeping with the
spirit of the Bianchi Cup match? Should
they be allowed? The consensus appears to
be split, and undoubtedly will be consid
ered with respect to next year's Cup.

From 'eft: Officers Fred Romero, J. P.
Ne'son, John Pride, Chris Kau·fmann.

TRAINING: DAYS OFF ONLY
All the LAPD shooters used S &W

K-frame revolvers equiBped with Aim
Continued on page 55

The Los Angeles Police Department
Pistol Team has been around for a

long time. Tracing its roots back to
Camp Perry in the early 1930s, the team
has found itself in the winner's circle
many times. In the old days, the boys in
blue from L.A. virtually dominated the
bullseye scene. Then came the slow
transition to PPC (Practical Pistol
Course) and the door to combat-type
shooting was opened.

Being a predominately police shoot
ing sport, PPC ran alongside, but sepa
rate, from civilian-combat shooting.
Over the last 20 years, the PPC course
remained the same, while civilian com
bat shooting underwent a series of
changes directed toward a more "prac
tical" approach to combat handgun
ning. With this in min<'- the LAPD
shooters had much catching 'up to do
during the past few years to become
viable competitors at the Bianchi
match.

Four shooters from the LAPD Pistol
Team banded together to make a se
rious assault on the Bianchi team event
this year. John Pride, Fred Romero, J.P.
Nelson, and Chris Kaufmann, all
sworn members of the Los Angeles Po
lice Department, made up the winning
team.

Each team member had participated
in the Bianchi match at least once be
fore. This was a prime consideration;
the shock of the match can take its toll
the first time out. Capitalizing on past
lessons, and staying with what they
knew best-consistency-the LAPD
team gained control of the team event
early in the match and held on to the
lead to beat out the strongly favored lSI
(International Shootists, Inc.) team.

THE
LAPD

PISTOLTEAM
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THE
COURSE

The Bianchi Cup International
Pistol Tournament, as the name

implies, is a handgun match open to
shooters from around the world.

The privilege to compete is by
invitation only, based on an individual
shooter's known achievements and
qualifications in the field of handgun
shooting.

All others who wish to compete, must
contact the Selection Committee and
request an invitation, based on their
demonstrated abilities. Entries are lim
ited to approximately 200 competitors.
By the day of the match, you can be
sure that all present represent a good
cross-section of the best shooters.

The match itself is divided into five
events: Practical, Barricade, Moving
Target, Falling Plate and Speed. The
first four events are used to determine
the individual and team winners. The
Speed Event is handled as a separate
match.

Except for the Speed Event, each
phase of shooting has a set time limit.
Three events are fired on cardboard
targets, and one event-the falling
plates-are fired on nine-inch metal
discs. One event-the moving target
requires the shooter to engage a target
in motion (10 fee-t per second) from
both the right and left side. Although
speed is a factor in the Bianchi match,
the course emphasizes accuracy; and
timing.

Following is a detailed breakdown of
each event (the starting position for
each phase of fire is with the gun loaded
and holstered and the hands held
shoulder high):

Match I: The Practical Event: Two
cardboard targets are set down range,
approximately three feet apart. The
first phase is at lO yards; on the com
mand to fire, the competitor must en
gage the targets and place one shot on
each in three seconds. On the second
signal to fire, two shots are fired on each
target in four seconds. Next, three shots
are fired on each target, using only the
weak hand, in eight seconds.

OUT TO 50 YARDS
At the 15-yard line, the competitor

fires one shot on each target in four sec
onds, two shots on each target in five
seconds, and three shots on each target
in six seconds. The final phase is at 50
yards; one shot on each target in seven
seconds, two shots on each target in 10
seconds, and three shots on each in 15
seconds. A lO-point penalty is given for
any premature start, each shot fired
overtime, and each shot fired over the
designated number of rounds.

Match II: The Barricade Event: This
match is fired from 10, 15, 25, and 35
yards. At each distance, the shooter
stands behind a six-foot barricade with
both hands flat on the barricade sur
face. At the command to fire, the
shooter draws his gun and shoots the
required number of rounds (six) on one
of two targets down range, depending
on whether he is firing from the left or
right side of the barricade. At 10 yards,
six seconds are given for each side. At
15 yards, the shooter has seven seconds
for each side of the barricade, and at 25
yards, eight seconds per side is allowed.
At 35 yards, the shooter is given nine
seconds for each side. Same penalties as
in match one.

Match III: The Moving Target: This

match is considered the most challeng
ing by many competitors; surprisingly,
however, many good shooters do very
well at it. The first stage is at 10 yards,
where six shots are fired as the target
moves from left to right and six more
shots are fired before the target disap
pears behind a wood. barricade.

At 15, 20, and 25 yards, the shooter
fires in three shot groups as the target
moves across the range. A total of 12
shots are fired at each distance. The
important thing to remember here is
that there is a different lead for each
distance, depending on the velocity of
~he ammo being used. Penalties also
apply forthis event.

Match IV: The Falling Plate Event:
This match is the one that even the "big
boys" have trouble with. Forty-eight
metal plates must be knocked down, in
order, from the lO, 15, 20, and 25 yard

line; 12 plates at each distance. The
time limits for each six plate group are:
six seconds at lo yards, seven seconds at
15 yards, eight seconds at 20 yards, and
nine seconds at 25 yards. Penalties are
given for premature starts, late shots,
firing more than the required number
of shots and for leaving any plates
standing. Each miss costs the shooter 10
points:

Match V: The Speed Event: This
match is based on time. The shooter
only the top 20 finishers of the first four
matches are eligible to compete-stands
facing five "pepper-popper" metal tar
gets at 10 yards. On the command to
fire, he must knock down all five targets
within six shots. The course is run on
the right and left side. After running

through the course four times each, the
initial field of 20 shooters is narrowed
down to six finalists; these competitors
square offman-to-man until a winner is
determined. This is a tough course for
those competitors not comfortable with
speed shooting. Penalties are imposed
for premature starts and shots fired
over the designated number.

The cardboard targets used in
matches I, II, and III were made es
pecially for the Bianchi Cup match.
They appear blank when viewed by the
shooter.

Ammunition is restricted to a mini
mum caliber of 9mm, with the lower
limit of power being the 158-grain .38
Special cartridge in commercial load
ings intended for police use. In order to
assure compliance with this rule, all
ammunition is tested before a competi
tor goes on the firing line. (F.R.)
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TOP 20

a possibility•••

Will California

host Bianchi Cup

next year? It's

1,500 (Bill Gambill)
500 (Mickey Fowler)
500 (Mike Dalton)

TO
THE

VICTOR

T his year, more than $150,000 in
money and prizes was awarded to

Bianchi Cup match competitors.
Brian Enos, the 1983 overall individ

ual winner, earned $12,500 in cash and
more than $6,000 in prizes.

Following is a rundown of prize
money:
Champion: $10,000 (Brian Enos)
Second: $ 7,000 (John Pride)
Third: $ 5,000 (Tom Campbell)
Fourth: $ 3,000 (Bill Gambill)
Fifth: $ 2,000 (Mark Duncan)
Sixth: $ 1,500 (Rob Leatham)
Seventh: $ 1,000 (Jerry Usher)
Eighth: $ 800 (Mickey Fowler)
Ninth: $ 600 (Mitchell McNeece)
Tenth: $ 400 (Fred Romero)
Match I
First: $ 1,000 (John Pride)
Second: $ 500 (Rob Leatham)
Match JI
First: $ 1,000 (Chip McCormick)
Second: $ 500 (Paul Liebenberg)
Match JlI
First: $ 1,000 (Brian Enos)
Second: $ 500 (Mark Duncan)
Match IV
First: $ 1,000 (Brian Enos)
Second: $ 500 (John Pride)
Match V: The Speed EI'ent
First: $ 5,000 (Mike Dalton)
Second: $ 2,500 (Ross Seyfried)
Team Award
First: $ 2,000 (LAPD)
Second: $ 1,000 (lSI)
Ruger Intemational A ward
First: $ 1,000 (Paul Liebenberg,

South Africa)
Second: $ 750 (Ronald Pearse,

South Africa)
Third: $ 500 (Gavin Carson,

South Africa)
Fourth: $ 250 (Jeff Nelson,

Guam)
High Woman
First: $ 1,000 (Sara Van Valzah)
Second: $ 500 (Lee Cole)
High umman
$1,000 (John Pride)
High Rel'olver
$ 500 (Brian Enos)
Colt Award
First: $
Second: $
Third: $
H&K Award
First: $ 1,500 (Ken Dunlap)
Second: $ 500 (Bobby Reed)
Third: $ 500 (Massad Ayoob)
1900 Club A ward
$5,000 (Awarded to the highest scorer over
1910; no one won.)

In addition to the above cash awards
all shooters received merchandis~
prizes of various values, depending
upon their final standings. (F.R.)

1903/612X
1902/407X
18971l41X
1890/158X
1890/123X
18861l42X
1882/131X
1878/136X
18761217X
18761l09X
18731l26X
1872/13IX
18691l41X
18671l16X
1858/129X
18521l22X
18481l30X
1842/123X
18401l17X
18351l20X

(I) Brian Enos
(2) John Pride
(3) Tom Campbell
(4) Bill Gambill
(5) Mark Duncan
(6) Rob Leatham
(7) Jerry Usher
(8) Mickey Fowler
(9) Mitchell McNeece

(10) Fred Romero
(II) Mike Dalton
(12) Bill Wilson
(13) Eddie Brown
(14) J.P. Nelson
(15) William Rogers
(16) Roger Burgess
(17) Ross Seyfried
(18) Royce Weddle
(19) Sam Yarosh
(20) Rick Castelow

Police, 63; international, 13; and
women, 10.

Nine teams participated.
The high woman competitor was Sara

Van Valzah of Maryland with a score of
1765/9IX. She placed 58th in the match.

James Anthony of Beverly Hills, Cal
ifornia, placed 194th.

What's so newsworthy about that, you
ask?

Simply because Anthony fired a laser
sighted, custom-built .38 caliber revolver
(see photo).

The sight's frame is made of aluminum
and ballistic plastic. The power source is a
nicad (nickel-cadmium) battery; Anthony
plans to convert to the more dependable
lithium type.

In order to see the light better in
daytime, Anthony wore a pair of special
goggles that look like one-way mirrors,
giving him the appearance of someone
from outer space.

Several shooters complained about the
weather-heavy rain and poor light
conditions-which wasn't the best for
handgun competition.

As a result, there was widespread talk in
Columbia about the possibility of holding
next year's Bianchi Cup match else-
where-possibly in ......
California. ~

James Anthony fires laser-sighted gun.

The method of timing-the use of
impact-sensing devices linked to an elec
tronic counter-left some doubt about its
actual effectiveness. Most shooters liked
the idea of precision timing, but they also
felt that the more conventional turning tar
gets would be better. It is expected that the
"turners" will be used in next year's
Bianchi Cup match.

The LAPD team defeated one fielded by
International Shootists, Inc. (lSI), consid
ered by many to be the favorite (based on
previous wins).

Scores were LAPD, 74121737X; lSI,
7359/480X.

LAPD team members were John Pride,
Fred Romero, J. P. Nelson and Chris
Kaufman.

lSI members were Mike Dalton, Mickey
Fowler, Mike Fichman and Jim Zubiena.
All are members of the Southwest Pistol
League in California.

What about the guns used in this year's
Bianchi Cup match?

Here's a rundown, by calibers:
The 045 ACP, 116; .38 Special/.357

Magnum, 77; 9mm, 9; .38 Super, 3; and
one each for the 044 Magnum and Al
Avenger.

Fourteen oflhe top 20 shooters fired
Smith & Wesson handguns; six of the top
20 fired Colt handguns.

Totally, 121 shooters fired Colts; 75,
Smith & Wesson.

Others were Heckler & Koch, 7, and one
each-SIG, Ruger, Vega and Auto
Ordnance.

The top five holster ~anufacturers rep
resented at the match were:

Rogers, 45; Bianchi, 41; Reno, 33; G.
William Davis, 28; Ted Blocker, 25.

A breakdown of the 207 competitors
included:
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Collected by Jon Winokur

The Roll-Over Prone
The mosr popular posirion for praCTical shooring is rhe 1\01 I-Over
Prone because ir can be assumed qUicl<;ly, can be used ro fire
from cover, and is very sready for precise shor placemenr. Ir
worl<;s besr on smoorh, flor surfaces. Ir does nor worl<; well on
rough, heavily vegerared or rolling surfaces because rhe line of
sighr can be obsrrucred.

MY CHAPMAN, Combor Masrer,
1975 IPSC World Champion, founder,
Chapman Academy Columbia, Missouri

1. The body is posirioned a a forry-five degree angle ro rhe rorger I30rh
legs, rhe rorso, and rhe srrong side shooring orm are in full conrac wlrh
rhe surface. The weol~ side leg is benr so rhar rhe inside of rhe I~nee

conracrs rhe surface in a relaxed posirion

2. The head is supporred, and rhe eye hepr sready by resring some parr
of rhe cheel~ or chin on rhe shoulder or biceps
People have differenr body rypes and physicol mal~eup, so experimenr
wirh rhe P-oll-Over Prone ro find rhe mosr comforrable posirion for you

©Jon W,nol<ur 198J
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saw ACADEMY A£PORT.~.

ISTHIAUTOPISTOL
fORPOLICI?
By Stanley Jv. Trzoniec

"It's not going to work!"
That, my friends, is the biggest

problem today facing law enforcement
personnel when they start to consider the
transition from revolvers to semi-automat
ics as a practical duty weapon.

Can it be done? Is it practical? Can the
auto pistol stand up to the change? Will it
be accepted by the rank and file? Would
the net gain ever by fully realized?

For the answers to these and other ques
tions, I went directly to the source: the
Smith and Wesson Academy (2100 Roose
velt Ave., Springfield, Massachusetts
01101).

Smith & Wesson says
yes, and explains why
during its courses ex
clusively for law en
forcement personnel.

We will present here a rundown on how
this academy operates.

I have nothing against revolvers, nor

does the Academy. In fact, it still teaches,
and will continue to do so, many courses
based on this time-proven gun. As a writer,
I can't afford the bias; as a manufacturer
of both autos and revolvers, neither can
Smith. Therefore, when I make a compari
son of each in this story, it's just that; a
comparison, nothing more.

The Academy began operations about
15 years ago. Then, it had but one course;
now it has 20. The staff consists of four
highly professional men. Director Robert
Hunt's experience in the law enforcement
field encompasses more than 20 years with
the Massachusetts State Police.

His staff of instructors include Henry
Kudlinski, Jerry Lane and Tom Campbell.
Kudlinski is a former New Hampshire
deputy sheriff; Lane spent nearly II years
on the Dallas Police Department. Camp
bell is a world class IPSC shooter and, in
this capacity, adds his thoughts on the his
tory and use of the auto.

The auto pistol course was developed to
accommodate the law enforcement shoot
er. It is not a course for the aspiring target
shooter, but rather a plan of action laid out
objectively for police personnel only. That
in itself is a tall order, since just about all
law enforcement people were trained with
the revolver.

AUTO ADVANTAGES
For the duration of the course, virtually

all talk is focused on the automatic. Since
most people have the "six-shot syndrome"
burned into their brain cells, the Academy
has taken the revolver and put it aside to
show the students the advantages of the
high-capacity gun: the auto.

Although the auto has been around for
nearly 100 years, it is just beginning to gain
mass popularity. With the advent of better
ammunition and reloading components,
the auto is reaching a peak of reliability.

The military has used it since the turn of
the century, with little or no regrets. Now,
the police are looking at that same long
track record and wondering if they should
use it, too.

Most autoloaders today are equipped
with an inertia firing pin. Carried cocked
and locked, when dropped on the muzzle,
they will fire. Because the firing pin is not

A well-trained police oHicer will find
that an autoloader serves his needs.



AUTO MALFUNCfIONS
While on the subject of malfunctions, in

Continued on poge 61

left hand. Next, both hands grip the
gun firmly as both arms are extended.

starts to back out, hampering cylinder ro
tation and loading. Bullets getting stuck
between the barrel and cylinder.

Here, the auto is no bed of roses either.
No one says the auto will not malfunction,
but the Academy shows you how to clear
the piece by the use of immediate action,
and how to cope with a stoppage, or failure
to feed, extract or eject. Under class super
vision, using dummy rounds, all students
are shown how fast an auto can be brought
back into service quickly, with a minimum
of fuss or bother.

Note how the eyes follow the gun as it
is removed from the holster Into the

be kept clean. This is the responsibility of
the police officer. The revolver generally is
more susceptible to dirt and debris then
the auto.

The attitude question usually stems
from someone getting a bad gun, poor am
munition or faulty magazines.

Some inherent problems of the revolver
were noted, again only for the sake ofcom
parison. First, most of the situations where
problems occur are not of the "fixable
type." When a revolver locks up on you,
for example, you have trouble.

Probable causes can be traced to a num
ber of things. Primers blown back into the
firing pin or the recoil shield. Result: you
can't turn the cylinder. The extractor rod

AUTO DISADVANTAGES
In all probability, one of the auto's big

gest disadvantages can be traced to am
munition. Automatics are finicky when it
comes to the type of ammo being fed
through their systems. Since the auto de
pends on the power generat~d by the car
tridge to cycle the action, this could be a
problem, especially if the department is
using underpowered reloads for practice.
This could lead to questions concerning
the auto's reliability in stress situations.
The only answer here, and the Academy
backs this up 100 percent, is to use only
fresh factory ammunition.

Magazines play an important part in
smooth functioning in any auto pistol.
They must be checked constantly and in
spected for dings, nicks or bent lips. Dur
ing the S & W course, all students are told
emphatically that when reloading, to allow
the magazine to clear the weapon full, by
letting it drop to the ground. "Don't pull it
out and put it in your pocket. Let it fall.
They are expendable, and in a firefight are
not worth two cents compared to your life.
Keep factory fresh ones for your duty rig;
practice mags are used for just that, prac
tice."

All guns, both autos and revolver, must

Smooffl loodlng techniques are taught to
taw enforcement people at file Academy.

This sequence shows the proper method
of drawing and loading the autoloader.

locked, its own weight will carry it forward
during an accidental drop, thus discharg
ing the weapon. Newer designs incorpo
rate a firing pin lock. A few years ago when
Smith and Wesson developed the three
digit system for the M439/459, M539/559
and M639/659, it changed the firing pin
design to this modern system.

This allows the gun to be carried per
fectly safe in the holster with a round in the
chamber, safety off. You see this system in
many auto pistols, not only the Smith se
ries. Brought on mainly because of prod
uct liability problems, the gun will only fire
when the trigger is pulled, because then,
and only then, all the internal linkage is
locked up into one complete firing mode.

After a week of using a M639 in the
school, I have no reservations about using
this type ofgun over extended periods with
complete peace of mind.

Tom Campbeff pointed out that the au
tomatic's reliability depends on three
things: ammunition; magazines, or the
"just don't like it" attitude.
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Made by Randall Firearms Company, test
firing produces high marks: a predicted win
ner as an out-of-the box gun selling for $450.

By Len Davis

T ake a well-designed gun, top quality
control during manufacture, glowing

corporate enthusiasm, more than 350 years
of accumulative firearms industry experi
ence on the part ofkey employees and you
have the new, all-stainless steel, full-size
.45 auto made by Randall Firearms Com
pany of Sun Valley, California.

It's a winner on the range when it comes
to total reliability, fine accuracy and over
all appearance.

We test-fired one of the company's first
100 production models with a variety of
factory-loaded ammunition at 25 and 50

42

yards on the u.s. Navy Range at Miramar,
California.

More than 200 rounds were put through
Randall's lO-groove barrel auto from the
25-yard line. Using three of the company's
fine, stainless steel magazines, most of the
rounds were shot "super" rapid fire.

All rounds functioned perfectly. The Pa-

tridge-type fixed rear sight required no lat
eral adjustment, or drifting in its slide slot.
A point-of-impact hold produced excel
lent center groups-freehand-with the
gun's stock trigger pull; a crisp four
pounds.

In a Ransom rest at 50 yards, the gun
produced eight groups averaging just un-
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der four inches-mighty good for an out
of-the-box auto!

Ray Peet and Bill Simpson, co-owners of
the Poway (California) Gun Works and
former members of the U.S. Navy Pistol
Team, provided the ammunition and con
ducted the tests.

"I've never seen a straight-from-the-fac
tory auto shoot the way this gun does;' said
Peet. "When can I get some for my
customers?" he asked.

A good question.

INITIAL PRODUcnON
Russ Long, Randall's vice president and

general manager, told the American Hand-

gunner that initial production goals, begin
ning in July, are "800 to 1,200 guns a
month.

"We have 50 major distributors
throughout the United States," he said,
"and they will be handling our backlog of
orders, which today (June 17) total more
than 18,000 individual guns:'

"The domestic market (about 85 per
cent) will be served first, then export;' he
added.

What's behind the phenomenal success
of Randall Firearms, formed in January of
1981 by its parent company, Ken Air, Inc.
(a Federal Aviation Agency repair station
that does licensing, testing and repair of

aircraft components and accessories)?
Much of the technology and innovation

that goes into producing the new Randall
.45 auto comes directly from Ken Air ex
perience, according to Ken Lau, founder
and president of Ken Air. (Randall's presi
dent is Ms. Marian Ryle, who was instru
mental in forming the company, first as a
division of Ken Air.)

This includes the use ofstainless steel-a
basically tricky proposition when it comes
to matching parts that bear against one an
other, as in a semi-automatic pistol.

One disadvantage of stainless steel-the
glamour gun metal of the 1980s-is galling.

Shooters know it as a mechanical "hang-
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Here's the Randall, above, in a Model J045 Usher International combat rig made
by Davis Leather Co., Arcadia, California. Upper-right photos show the Randall in
a Davis Model 455-C Security inside-the-pants dip holster, left, and a Davis
Model 456 Gridley Special holster; ideal for maximum concealability, quick-draw.

up;' or failure of soft p~rts to function
properly, because of metal loss caused by
friction or abrasion.

Galling in Randall autos has been vir
tually eliminated through the skillful use
of proper alloys, heat treating and finish
ing, according to Robert Bolling, director
of research and development.

AIRCRAFT ALLOY
"Most of the parts in our new .45 auto

are made from SAE 17-4 PH stainless
steel," he said. "This alloy-of aircraft
quality-exhibits considerably less galling
than other commonly used stainless
alloys:'

The Randall pistol is made entirely of
100 percent stainless steel, including
springs, magazine and full-length recoil
spring guide; even the custom combat
sights are made of 100 percent stainless
steel (SAE 410), but are black in color. Pins
are made from SAE 17-4 PH stainless steel.
Building an entirely stainless steel produc
tion gun has never been done, which
makes the company's new model a fire
arms industry first.

Bolling explained that stainless steel al
loys normally associated with the aero
space industry were selected for toughness
and resistance to corrosion.

"Because these alloys will precipitation
harden," he said, "parts in our new
gun possess remarkable strength and
uniformity:'

Their uniformity enables them to inter-

This Ja-shot group, fired in a Ransom
Rest at 50 yards with Federal
J85-grain, FMJ match ammo, mea
sured 4.5 inches on 8-inch bullseye.

change with Government Model .45 auto
parts, a key factor in the company's deci-'
sion to provide components for the auto
loadefaftermarket.

"Our parts update program, designed to
replace other guns' components with our
stainless steel parts, is scheduled to get un
der way in the latter part of 1983;' said Sy
Wiley, marketing director.

Randall's new auto, a half-ounce lighter

Another JO-shot group, also fired in
Ransom Rest at 50 yards, measured
4.25 inches. Ammo used was Winches
ter-Western match ball, 230-grain FMJ.

than the standard Government model .45,
comes with National Match-style check
ered walnut grips and features a unique
recoil spring guide that enables the pistol
to be easily disassembled and provides ex
tended spring life and smooth functioning.

RETAIL PRICE
The all-stainless steel auto, which meets

or exceeds U.S. military specifications, is
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Pete Johannes exp'ains qua'ity con
fro' and shows how precise measure
menfs are o.fainedl mainfained.

expected to retail for around $450, accord
ing to Wiley.

Another model, also in .45 ACP caliber,
will have an adjustable rear sight with rib
and long or short triggers. It will sell for
approximately $490.

Wiley said the first 50 guns will be
shipped with fixed sights, and that the ini
tial production ratio probably would be 60
percent fixed and 40 percent adjustable
sights.

The gun also is scheduled to be pro
duced in two other calibers-9mm and .38
Super-"sometime in 1984," according to
Bolling.

Randall backs up its production know
how with a five-year warranty on all parts
and workmanship.

At a company news conference for gun
magazine editors held in the Randall plant
board room on June 17, Bolling an
nounced that a short model .45-similar to
the Detonics, but with a slightly longer
grip--would be produced shortly.

Shorter than a Colt Commander, it
probably will be named for Air Force
General Curtis LeMay, former Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and now a resi
dent of Newport Beach, California.

The Randall Company exudes an aura
of both Colt and the Air Force.

The corporation, for example, was
named for U.S. Army Air Corps General
Russell Randall who flew with General
Claire Chennault's Flying Tigers during
World War II.

General Randall and Ken Lau are old
friends.

Now 83, General Randall is a member

of the parent company's board of direc
tors. He lives in Pasadena.

MASTER GUNSMITH
Randall's technical director, Don Ted

ford, spent more than 40 years with Colt,
where he was a master gunsmith. He is
perhaps best known for the fine custom
izing work he did on the early Python
revolvers.

Russ Long, prior to joining Randall, was
general manager ofM&N Distributors, for
more than 10 year the major wholesaler of
Colt firearms.

Robert Bolling was Western District
Manager for Colt for five years.

During the two-year development, test
ing and tooling phase for the new .45, Ran
dall manufactured and sold more than
75,000 high-quality, heat-treated stainless
steel (17-7) magazines.

Randall magazines feature a unique
stainless steel spring and convex follower
that keeps all cartridges centered and af
fords maximum reliability in feeding, es
pecially with the last round.

They are handmade, hand-polished and
carefully inspected to provide the tough
est, best looking and most reliable product
of its kind available.

Randall welds the magazine seam
dead center-and the base in four places,
creating a body that stays together.

Its magazines will function in virtually
all .45 ACP pistols and retail for $14.95.

The magazine's specially-designed fol
lower will be sold within the company's af
termarket program, according to Wiley.

In addition to its own magazines, Ran
dall builds magazines for Pachmayr, with
rubber bumpers on their bases. All are
stamped with Pachmayr's corporate logo.
As of this writing, more than 20,000 have
been produced by Randall for Pachmayr.

PISTOL RUGS
Randall also makes a new line of pistol

rugs. Cut from super-tough 65/35 abra
sion resistant, breathable canvas, they are
padded with filter dacron and lined with a
rich pile for maximum protection.

The rugs are bound with a strong nylon
binding, sewn with nylon tarp thread and
sport a large, heavy-duty nylon zipper th'at
will not mar the gun's finish. They are of
fered in a variety of sizes to accommodate
most handguns, including T/C Conten
ders and eight-inch barrel revolvers.

Part of the aforementioned press con
ference involved a brief, escorted tour
through Randall's two-story plant, situ
ated adjacent to the Burbank airport in a
highly industrialized section of Sun Valley
- a close-in suburb of Los Angeles.

Leaving the plushly-appointed execu
tive offices-which serve both Ken Air and
Randall employees-we donned safety
glasses and entered a ground-floor area
where white-coated technicians were
busily engaged scanning huge computer
screens. Here, computerized overlays of
components-magnified several hundred

times-were being examined for the many
close tolerances imposed by Randall
designers and quality control people.

A huge, Vermont pink granite slab
about the size of two military footlockers
we asked how much it weighed; no one
knew-stood near the center of this area.
Absolutely flat, it is used to maintain exact
tolerances of flat-surface parts. Nearby, a
set of National Bureau of Standards
gauges rested in a wooden case. The
gauges, accurate to one-millionth of an
inch, are used to calibrate precision tools.

From this area we proceeded to the fluo
rescent-lighted manufacturing area-the
heart of Randall's plant. Here we watched
skilled machinists operate lathes, grinders,
drill presses, deburring tools and welding
equipment (used in the manufacture of
magazines.)

CLEAN AND ORGANIZED
Next was the assembly area, where Don

Tedford and his crew examine every part
that goes into every gun produced by Ran
dall. Quickly eyeballing the area-we
weren't there more than a couple of
minutes-we couldn't help but notice how
clean and organized it appeared; a place
for everything and everything in its place.

The fouqh area we visited was shipping
and parts storage. Randall maintains a 30
day lead on its inventory of components.

Area five was the test-fire range, com
plete with its Oehler Model 43 chrono
graph/screens, pressure barrels and
backstop-a snail drum set down-range in
reinforced concrete and heavy timbers for

Continued on page 59

Opfica' Comparafor superimposes parf
on original drawing, and magnifies
image on screen fo ensure accuracy.
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TOM CAMPBELL"S
SUPERGUN II

A product engineer for Smith & Wesson, and
a top combat shooter, he designed and built
this prototype S&W .45 auto-from scratch.
The company has no plans for producing the
gun, according to Campbell.

happy to, but there wasn't one.to compete
with the highly-customized Colts. They
said they'd build me one."

Did you do the design work?
"Not only did I design it, but I actually

built it. It took about eight months to do
the design work and build the parts, most
of which I made myself."

So it wasn't just "take a slidefrom there, a
barrel from there"?

"No, we had to make many special
parts. There were only seven or eight stan-

dard parts in the gun that was off the coun
ter. Everything else was custom done. But
the gun worked fine."

Single action?
"It was set up to be single- or double

action,just like Supergun II. You can select
it, although I only shot it single-action. I
carry it cocked and locked, just like a Colt.
The magazines held 16 rounds instead of
14. It's a five-inch instead of a four-inch
gun, and it has all the bells and whistles of
a Colt-fully adjustable sights, checkering
on the frontstrap, flared magazine well and
oversized grip safety. Shoots great!"

It proved itself in competition?
"Right. I shot it in the Bianchi cup

match for two years, finishing fourth and
fifth (pre-1983). I used Supergun I in three
U.S. nationals, finishing third, fourth and
third-in that order. I like the gun a lot. It's
good to shoot; but it's a minor caliber."

NO ADVANTAGES
There's no way to get around that minor

caliber?
"No, there isn't. I did experiment with

some major caliber loads, and I was able to
make major caliber on a pendulum, but I
couldn't make it on the momentum for
mula. It just tore up the gun. It wasn't
worth it. You had a violent gun to shoot, all
the recoil of a .45 and none of the
advantages."

So this is where Supergun II was born?
"Supergun II was in the planning stages

for a long time. I finally got the go-ahead
from the company about four years ago.
Once it was built, it took a while to con
vince them that i should shoot it. The
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As an engineer and "factory shooter"
for Smith & Wesson, Campbell travels
around the world, extolling the virtues of
his company's products.

In his spare time, he teaches classes in
IPSC (International Practical Shooting
Confederation) competition.

In his classes, Campbell emphasizes the
importance of a clear mind, while firing
competitively.

"I think that match shooting is 95 per
cent or more mental," he said. "Once I

know how to line up the sights and squeeze
the trigger, and realize I'm strong enough
to control the recoil to a certain degree,
everything after that is mental attitude and
mental preparation."

ANALYZES COURSES
Campbell methodically analyzes each

course of fire, using his engineer's
sensibilities to break down each match into
all the separate movements necessary to
get from the holster to the target. Then
each movement is carefully analyzed. Is it
the fastest? Is it the best? Is there another
way of looking at the problem?

"One thing I tell my classes," he said "is
that a man's got to know his limitations. If
you do know them, and know exactly
where the ragged edge is for you, then you
have the ability to push yourself and,
hopefully, hang on in. If you don't know
where the edge is it's like walking around
in a fog. All of a sudden, you fall off the
edge."

We asked Campbell several questions,
during an interview. Here they are, with his
answers:

How did Supergun I, the 9mm, come
about?

"It all began in 1977, after I came back
from the world match in Rhodesia, having
jinished fifth with a Colt M!l9ll. It was
well publicized that I had shot a Colt; and
everyone knew where I worked, although I
wasn't representing the company at that
time. When I returned to Massachusetts,
my bosses congratulated me on the fifth
place finish, but indicated they wished I'd
shot a Smith and Wesson. I said I'd be

By Michael Bane

T om Campbell, a product engineer for
Smith & Wesson, is perhaps best

known for the gun he shoots-a prototype
S&W .45 auto he designed and built.

Campbell, 32, is one of the top combat
shooters in the world. In this year's Steel
Challenge match (California) he placed
12th in a field of 198 competitors; in the
1983 Bianchi Cup match (Missouri) he
placed 3rd in a field of207 competi1ors. He
is a consistent handgun shooter and has
either won or placed high in many major
matches.

His .45 prototype-dubbed Supergun II
- is a sequel to Supergun I, a 9mm auto
developed from the S&W M39/59 series.

Campbell found the minor caliber un
satisfactory in combat shooting-so
Supergun II emerged. Smith & Wesson has
no plans to produce either version, accord
ing to Campbell.

ONE-QF-A-KIND. ..



problem Smith had with it was that the
company didn't want to put anything out
there that was radically different
something that might entice the public into
believing it was going to produce the gun."

This is where your "disclaimer" comes
in-right?

"This is the one and only .45 of its kind
ever made. It was built expressly for me to
shoot in matches, and Smith and Wesson
has absolutely no plans for producing the
gun."

That aside, tell us about Supergun II.
"Supergun I was basically a highly mod

ified Model 59. Supergun II is totally dif
ferent. It has its own frame, its own slide
and all the internal parts are different. It
doesn't share anything in common with
the standard M39/59 systems. Unfortu
nately, we are net going to make it."

How many shots in the Supergun II
magaiine?

"Eight and one in the chamber, single
or double-action. It's stainless steel blued.
It has no barrel bushing, a la the Browning
P-35. It has checkering all around, a giant
flared magazine well and the usual com
petition stuff-such as an oversized
magazine catch. It's not really that radical,
compared to some of the compensator
type guns built around Colts that many
people are shooting. It's a pretty standard,
out-of-the-box auto."

You said that each magazine has to be
made by hand.

80th sides of Superflun'II are unique
In appearance. Note the fI'ant, flared
maflazine well, o"ersize mafia
zlne catch and specially desiflned
thum. safety. rhe siflhts are from the
saw M39/59, M459/659 series.

"There are only nine magazines in exis
tence, and everyone is lovingly hand
made. I have to be pretty careful with
them. In fact, at the World Match last year
on one assault course, I had to carry every
magazine on my body."

Have there been any problems with Su
pergun II?

"None whatsoever. Like Supergun I, the
trigger is set at four-and-a-quarter pounds.
I don't believe in two-and-a-half pound
triggers. I've always shot four pounds or
more pulls, even when I shot bullseye
matches."

FOUR-INCH GROUPS
The sights are from the M39/ 59 system.
"Right. The same sight that was on Su

pergun I is on Supergun II, and that's the
same sight we produce on the M459/659

and M39 series. It's a fully protected rear
sight, and works very well. It was designed
to withstand the rigors of a lot of shooting.
Many adjustable sights on automatics tear
themselves apart from the slide motion.
This sight was designed to eliminate that
problem.

Supergun I has in excess of 80,000
rounds through it; and Supergunll just
passed the 25,000 mark, with no problem.
Same hammer, same sear, same every
thing. We had some feeding problems
when I first built it, but that was with Hor
nady 200-grain semi-wadcutters. It just
didn't want to feed them reliably, so I
switched over to ball ammo. I've been
shooting Federal ball ever since. The gun
itself is capable of shooting four-inch
groups at 50 yards-regularly."

Continued on page 67
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This S&W M66 is the
stainless steel version of
the M J9 mentioned in
text. 80th are fine exam
ples of .357 Magnum
snub-nose revolvers.

By Jim Williamson
due to the M27s longer sight radius and
added weight.

It was necessary to concentrate more on
the sight picture with the short gun, and

muzzle blast from the
stubby barrel was severe.
Recoil was also sharper,
and the imprint on the

checkering on the factory-is~

sue service stocks was banged
inte my palm. This problem

no doubt could be alleviated by
using replacement stocks, a good over-the
counter example being the Pachmayr
Presentation/ Compac. .

Those with more money and time to
wait while the order is being filled might
want a set of rounded profile Bogue com
bat grips, or the Herrett Detective series.
The test gun (snub-nose) had a slick, hand
honed action, which added substantially to
the results obtained with it.

Having found that the snub-nose M19
could be shot· almost as well as the four
inch example of the same model, and that

Conti,!ued on page 60
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olt has two .357

~aa;~::u:~tth~~
del u x e P y t h on .

of S&W 125-grain JHPs. I added a box of
Hornady's Frontier .38 Special lead SWC
standard velocity rounds. These cartridges

.have all proven exceptionally accurate in
several guns. .

Firing was done
oflband at 25 yards, two
handed double-action at
IS yarQ,i, and one
handed rapid fire
double-action
at seven yards.

As might
bee x 
pected,
the

M Ost sportsmen and police officers are
aware of the snub-nosed .357 Mag

num revolvers, but relatively few have
tried one. Many believe that velocity loss is
so severe in the short barrels that the guns
offer no more than a: .38 Special with a
long barrel. Others feel that the guns can-
not be shot accurately. .

I decided to investigate this category of
sidearms, to determine how practical they
are for both police ·and sporting use. Se
lecting a Smith & Wesson M19 Combat
Magnum with a 2Y2 inch barrel, I fired it iIi
comparison with two' more conventional
revolvers of the same caliber· py the same
maker.
'These were the Model 27, the original

jS7'Magnum; and a second M19, but with
a; four-inch. barrel. All were fitted, for the
~st, \Vith the original factory grips. The
t;.vo larger 'guns have square-butt target
stocks, and ·the snub-nose has found-butt
~ervice stocks. The advantage was obvi
oJ.lsly stacked in favor of the longer, heav
ier, better-stocked guns. Certainly, all three
guns would benefit from replacement

. grips. The only one I own, a M27 with six
inch barrel, has Herrett's Bill Jordan
Troope~ grips in fancy-grained walnut. If hea.vy-frame M27 had less apparent recoil
the snub-nose could perform with the deck than either M19, but a seasoned shooter
stacked against it, it would surely be shouldn't have too much trouble with the
worthy of respect. 19s. I was both surprised and gratified to
, Ammunition consisted of .357 Magnum find that the snub-nose shot almost as well
Re~ington 148-grain wadcutters, its JHP as the four-inch M19, with the M27 turning
loads with both 125- and 158-grain bullets, in considerably better groups than the
Speer-CCI ~40-grain JHPs·and an old box lighter guns. Some of this no doubt was
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45ACP
50 Rouliq Cardboard

Ammo Boxes
(Military Surplus)

$15 per 100 plus $3 P&H

Master Card and Visa Accepted

Quantity Discounts Available

Handy check list helps you keep traeR of
what you have and what you need for
your kind of reloading. Source guide
also lists dozens of sources for reload
ing literature, manuals, films, etc... most
of it free! Send $1.00 to NRMA Source
Guide, Suite 101, 4905 S.w. Griffitt)
Drive, Beaverton, OR 97005. National
Reloading Manufacturers Association.

AIL.ADIING
SHOPPING LIST

LITERATURE LIST

.38 SUPER, .38 SPL
.45 Aep, .233
AND OTHERS

Call For Quantity Prices
(512) ~58-4441

THE BRASS WORKS
P.O. Box 31511

Dripping Springs, TX 78620

BRASS

MIDWAY ARMS, INC.
7450H OLD HIGHWAY 40 WEST

COLUMBIA, MO 65201
314·445-9521

1860 to 1900 period, holsters: cartridge
belts wrist cuffs and more. Faithfully re
produced using original gear as patterns
and made entirely by hand. Many styles
to choose from. These are the finest and
most authentic reproductions available
today. Send $2.00 for a fully illustrated
catalog to:
Old West Reproductions Dept. AH

1840 stag Lane Kalispell, Montana 59901

.....t,....-

WHAT'S NEW
Continuedfrom page 29

Pachmay.. ~Hers .22
auto conversion kit~

Pachmayr has announced its .22
caliber conversion \cits for the Colt .45
auto, Browning Hi-Power and Smith &
Wesson M39/59. . .

The conversion kits double the
usefulness and versatility of the
autoloading pistols, enabling target
shooters, handgun hunters and metallic
silhouette shooters to reduce ammo costs
while practicing.

parts or possible injury during
disassembly.

The recoil spring guide stabilizes the
recoil spring during cycle and return to
battery. .

A shock-absorbing elastomer-an
elastic substance-positioned between
two heat-treated recoil plates alters the
characteristics of the slide against the
frame, eliminating frame cracking
associated with the ultra-hot loads
favored by sorp.e shooters.

A safety firing pin spring decreases
drop-sensitivity.

The unique recoil system is used on
the new Detonics Scoremaster and can
be installed in less than a minute, with
no modification to the pistol. It takes the
place of the Colt recoil spring, recoil
spring guide and plug.
. The one-piece system is made of heat
treated, ground tool and spring steels
and is specially toughened for long life.

Suggested retail prices are $30 and
$33.50 (for six-inch long slide autos).

For more information, contact the
company at 2500 Seattle Tower,
Dept. AH, Seattle, WA 98101.

" ONLY
",+ S2.98

"",0 CLEANS STAINLESS STEEL. .
AND NICKEL QUNS IN SECONDS!

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

ASK YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT FROM
. A.C.D. ENTERPRISES .

6 SUSAN TERRACE. WOBURN. MA 01801

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Park. Georgia P.O. Box 31

$11.75
Rev61ver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from Forcing
Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in either 38-41-44-45
cal. Brass cloth patches (Pk. 10) $2.30. Order direct or from
your dealer. Check or Money Order.

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

.11~l~~~:G •
WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER

OF GUN PARTS
BIGGEST NEW - up to date - ISSUE
EV.EA LISTS & PRICES the 200 million

Items we stock GUN PARTS
FLINTLOCK to MODERN - U.S.

Foreign - Commercial 
Military - MACHINE GUNS

1000 's of Illustrations
Helpful Schematics
OVER 425 pgs.

Used by Gunsmiths,
Shooters, Collectors,

Militaries the world over.
Surfm Fortlll $5.95

Alrmlll Fllliia $12.00 U.S. hId.

Converts to
extended
Kwik release
in seconds!

"tDEALERS INTRO. SPECIAL: .
for immediate evaluation sample, send

F.F.L copy and $3.50 (Prepaid). Order
quantities from your Distributor.

RAM-LINE, Inc., Dept. 12117
496 Violet St. Golden, CO 80401

Dealer. Distributor and Reps. Inquiries Invited

Designed to shield you from the
damaging sounds associated
with the shooting sports.

For Free Brochure c.ontact: ,.
S~fety Direct, Inc.
23 Snider Way

Sparks,NV 89431 Illenal. ..
ADYANCID HIARIN. NOTln...

-r-; literature 51.OQ
'. ..' High Quality Contemporary

Styled Inline Action Muzzle
. Loading Rifles & Pistols

'~ ]@~~j~~ "~~~j~]'rJ~t) j~!;.
tV 1449H Blue Crest lane San Antonio. Texas 78232

1·512-494-3063

f::".::.. "SNAP" MAG .
~~ RELEASE

FITS RUGER* MK I OR II
PISTOLS· .

Item SRK 1220 (J)
$4.95 ppd
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$65.
$80.
$95.

$110.

Price lisT available

upon requesT.

Dealer inquiries

welcome.

13"l X 10"W X 4"0
17"l X 13"W X 4"0
27"l X 13"W X 4"0
36"l X 10"W X 4"0

WAlNUT _

PERMA·CHROME '
80J II Foster Field

Victoria. Texos 77901
(512) 578-6606

_lP1
_DC1
_CC2
_._ BS4

OAK _

Short Cylinder P.P.C. Conversion u.s. P:alenl
Douglas' 1·10 twist BBL 1.080" Di•. 6'" Long
Square recess muzzle
Cylinder is shortened to function with 38 spc.
H.SW.C. only

PPC, ISPC, DUTY, TARGET,. • Reduced Leading
SILHOUEnE, AND SPORT • No bullet jump Fred SChmidt

•Reduced recc>l Tel: (!104) 746-9269
X·Ring Accuracy 5OCl4 Signal Hill Rd.
Ec!-ch gun individually built Mechanicsville, Va. 23"1

~USTOM 'SM"" PROFILE,

PISTOLSMITH

To order send Cashier's Check or M.O. Indicate style and wood. Allow 4
weeks delivery. Add $4.00 shipping. Illinois residents add 6% sales ta~.

Other sizes available.
THE aUETICO TRADE~ BOX 1052 NORTHBROOK, IL 60062

QUALITY HARDWOOD WEAPONS CASES
HANDCRAFTED OAK OR WALNUT CONVOLUTED FOAM LINER
lEATHER HANDLE/BRASS HARDWARE MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

PERMA·CHRO",E
provl!l.s th. followingl
A) Corrosion Proof-Lasting Protection.
D) Non-glare satin finish will never

. ~hip, peel, or crack due to its
molecular bond.

C) Uniform processing of internal and
extemal parts of your handgun,
rifle, shotgun or muzzleloader.

D) Increased durability due to super
lubricity and hardness (Rockwell
"70" C). .

PE.MfI-CH.OME
THE BEST PROTECTION YOU CAN APPLY TO YOUR GUN

3Frrba ~tt1t §l~l1V
CUSTOM (OMPETITION HANDGUNS

I have 34 years experience repairing and building all types of sporting
firearms. Complete facilities for the type of work that is required.

Combat· Pin shooting· Target· Silhouette
COLT FACTORY WARRANTEE SERVICE CENTER

HIGH STANDARD SPECIALIST - ALL MODELS
SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION IMPROVEMENTS

A one man shop that cares, and a shooter who knows what the serious
shooter wants. All wqrk is guaranteed.

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN GUNSMITH
Hartland Blvd.. East Hartland. Conn.

Tel. (203)653-3901 Zip 06027

Omark introduces
new ReBS reloader

Omark Industries has introduced a
new RCBS reloader (RS2) to replace its
older model.

The new unit features a patented
compound leverage handle linkage,
which greatly reduces the effort required
to full-length resize bottle-neck,
cartridges.

The handle is counterbalanced to
prevent unwanted drop; there is no
underswing of handle 'or li/lkage. This
permits flush-mounting against the front
edge of the reloading bench for .
maximum rigidity and stability. Wide
spaced mounting holes assist in secure
mounting.

The frame is of the Block-O design,
offset 30 degrees for easy access. Inside
clearance of the frame is three inches
wide and 4-3/16 inch high. It is made of
high tensile, aircraft-type aluminum alloy
with a yield strength of 48,000 pounds
per square inch.

The RS2s ram throat is line-bored to
provide absolute concentricity with
loading dies. The ram is/13/16 inch in
diameter and has a JY8 jnch stroke.

The frame has 91;4 square inches of
ram-bearing surface, which assures
concentric alignment of the ram, even
under heavy loads.

The press uses the ram-priming system
introduced in 1982 on the company's Big
Max loading and swaging press.

A new, posi~ive containment spent
primer-catcher eliminates primer residue
in the ram slot.

The tool frame and toggle are finished
in an easy-to-clean, tough, epoxy enamel
that is impervious to oil and solvent. The
surface is highly chip- and fade-resistant.

The RS2 weighs six pounds, eight
ounces and has a suggested retail price
of $71.50-same as the earlier model. Part
number (press only) is 09256.

The press is available with dies for the
four most popular handgun cartridges.

For more information, write Omark
Industries, Sporting Equipment Division,
POB 856 (Dept. AH), Lewiston, ID
83501.

Specially designed, match-quality front
and rear sights are securely installed. The
micro-click rear sight is adjustable for
both windage and elevation. The front,
Patridge-type blade may be quickly and
easily exchanged for other styles.

Pachmayr recommends that the kits be
installed by a competent gunsmith. Once
installed, the owner can then convert the
pistol back and forth between centerfire
and rimfir~ configurations.

Kits retail for $300 and are available
only through Pachmayr's Retail Mail
Order Division (Dept. AH), 1220 South
Grand Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90015
(attention Bruce Baker).
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MMC
Adjustable'Combat Rear Sights
Available for Colt M-1911 & Descendents
(No.1 base), High Standard autos (No.2 &
No.4 bases), Ruger Std, autos (No, 3 base).
Adaptable to other pistols too!

When ordering state
gun, base no., leaf no.,
finish & width of notch

Bases only (less Leaf) , , , . , . , . , . , . , . , . , , . , .$24.65
Plain Leaf, . ,. .. .. 7,30
White outline Leaf. ,. , , ,. ,. ,. 10.75
Add $1.00 for postage & hdlg. N,M. residents add
sales tax.
Dealers please inquire. No collect calls, please!

Miniature Machine Company
210 E, Poplar Deming, New Mexico 88030

. 505-546-2151

Available in matt,
black oxide & satin
nickel finish.

YOUR IDEAS COME ALIVEI
Turn your bullet design ideas into realitY:
Corbin makes all styles and calibers of bullet
swage equipment for fast, easy prototype and
production work. Your hobby can pay! Find
out, , , send $3 for Corbin Handbook,or $35
for 6-book library, 10:

BUY RIGHT WITH
"RANIITE
Most 'durqble grips,made, precision-fitted for
foreig'n and domestic handguns. Conven
tional, Conversion, and Target styles. Four
lustrous colors, plus Staqhorn .

Send $3
check or
money order
for illustrated
32-page catalog.

SPORTS, INC.
po. Box 683-AHA, Park Ridge, IL 60068

H
1/3 MOON CLIPS

Use .45 acp ammo in place of ,45 ~uto rim.
For Colt 17, S&W 25 and S&W 55 revolvers.
Allows storage in ammo belts & std. boxes.

- Reusable indefinitely. For a FREE sample, sen~
a self-addressed. stamped envelope. \'Ne now
make Ruger 9mm dips.)

. Clip Prices: 25 for S3.95; 50 for $6,95 ppd.
RANCH PRODUCTS. PO, Box 14S. Malinta. OHIO 43S3S

Taw enforcement officials from the
L U. S. and 30 foreign countries are'
scheduled to attend Ordnance Expo '84
January 24-26 at the Los Angeles Po
lice Department Academy, where they
will test and examine the latest police
equipment

LAPD Sgt Dick Newell, exposition
director, told the American Handgunner
that next year's Expo "is expected to
greatly exceed in participation and at
tendance" that of last year's Expo,

Ordnance Expo '83 was attended by
about 5,000 lawmen and exhibitors; 41
states and 22 foretgn countries were
represented.

By Len Davis

The newest ordnance-related prod
ucts will be on display, including hand
guns, ammunition, reloading supplies,
leather goods, gun cleaning gear, body
armor, computerized target systems,
l~ser devices, low-light level optical
equipment and a variety of targets for
police marksmanship training,

The internationally-oriented Expo is
one of the few events of its kind where
buyers of police products can actually
test-fire guns, which they do on the
Academy's ranges, part of the scenic,
21-acre Elysian Pink complex situated
close to downtown Los Angeles.

Seminars to be held at Ordnance
Expo '84 cover such subjects as interna
tional terrorism, officer survival tactics,
Olympics security planning and police
armorer's training,

Prpvisions are being made for Expo
attendees to tour the' various sites
selected for the 1984 Olympics
competition.

For additional information, contact
Newell at the LAPD Academy, Box
1591, Main Office (Dept. AH), Los
Angeles, CA 9OO5~, .
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ORDNANCE EXPO
SET FOR JANUARY

DDNALD K. JUDD, INC. _____

TARGET/COMBAT PISTOLSMITHING THE 45 ACP

GUARANTEED ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE
COLT. , , SIlrW •• , RUGER

LONG SASE FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST

P.O, BOX 50366 915·694·1766
MIDLAND, TEXAS 79710 NRA LIFE MEMBER

DON JUDD 45 ACCURACY JOBS

Marilyn's Company Dept AH
3771 Christine St, San Diego, CA 92117

Allow six weeks for delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed.o Watch for future offers!

'---_ MARilLYN'S CQMPANY__--I

Each lamp comes with literature describing the story behind the gun.
Perfect for desk or tab.le. shauerproof'd? a perfect gift idea! Includes
burlap shade. Hand turned hardwood lOp and base. Your
choice or

Full color reproduction:
1, Colt Model 1860 Army Revolver. Caliber..44
2, Starr Revolver. Caliber ,44
Hardwood Stain:
1. Natural light 2. Natural dark
Lamp Size: (Includes shade)
1. 17 inch @ $25.50 (Cal. residents $27.03)
2. 29 inch @ $36.50 (Cal. residents $38.69)
Add $2.50 shipping for each lamp ordered. Please
indicate reproduction. stain & lamp size. Include ~11

three choices. Make check or money order payable to
Marilyn's Company and mail to:

CLASSIC AMERICAN Flkt:ARMS
DISPLAYED ON BEAUTIFUL LAMPS
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YOU CAN BEAN EXPERT

I GUNSMITH 'N LESS THAN
. SIX MONTHSI START NOW AND, EARN YOUR DIPLOMA

AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME.
lOUR FAMOUS STAFF .OF EXPERTS WILL TEACH YOU:

I
.BASIC/MASTER GUN .REPAIR • CUSTOMIZIN~ • CHOKES
• ACCURIZING • BLUEING' SPORTERIZING • SCOPES
• BALLISTICS SECRETS' HOW TO BUY WHOLESALE

I . RELOADING FOR PISTOL AND RIFLE' SHOTGUNS
• HOW TO GET YOUR FEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSE

I PLUS MUCH MORE!
PROVEN METHODS-CHARTS-EXPLODED VIEWS

I ACCREDITED & APPROVED BY STATE & NATIONAL
AGENCIES & BY THE VA. FOR GI BENEFITS

I OVER 40,000 STUDENTS S.INCE 1946
MAIL· TODAY OR CALL (602) 990-8346

Ii - - ~ -pjE;ase AuSHiulI info ;;-ho;Tca;t;;~ prafesl

I
sional gunsmith the DUICK, easy home study way.•
No obligation. No salesman will call.

I NAME AGE --I
ADORESS _

I CITY STATE -- ZIP --I
'MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL DEPT_CG113

• • 2538 N_ 8TH ST., PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85006 I...._------11111111!1~-- -

p··.······111• •• •• •• •• •• r,., III I'iI!!U.""'~- Converts standard.

• . I a...", ~""""'"' belt holster to •
"......;-..,;.;..SINCE· 1851 shoulder holster,

• #9 HANOI-STRAP •
• Sturdy lightweight leather shoulder strap converts •

•
'. mosr belt holsters into shoulder holsters or may be •
· !Jsed with matching spring loaded holster as illustr-

•
ated.' #9 Strap only-$14,95 •
#9 Holster only-$29,95 plus postage $1.50

• FREE CATALOG-holsters, scabbards, •

• T~r~G~~sRGEsi.~~sRE~s~nE'CO••
lIe.A•••p.a.liO.7• .-

I • . • . •



QUICK
QUIZ

By, L~n Davis

Here are 10 true or false statements
. . developed from recent issues of .

the American Handgunner. If yOll get
seven Of more right, you win the Care
ful Re.ader A ward and a tip 0' the hat
from Editorial Directqr Jerry Rakusan.
Answers are on page77.

WATSON COMPENSATOR SYSTEMS

~..\ \\1 S ON ~ft
,~ .45 v'

SHOP
2057 CLINE AVENUE

FAYETTEVILLE, ARKANSAS 72701
RICHAflD L. WATSON - PISTOLSMITH

5'01-442-2967

THE ONLY $10.00 PIECE AROUND!!

BUEHLER
PISTOL MOUNT

~u-1liin~ ~un9, ~nr.
Dept. AH

1053 CAULKS HILL ROAD
HARVESTER. MISSOURI 63303
(314) 441-4500 (314) 447-4501

S & W and COLT WARRANTY STATION
S & Wand COLT PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

Now available, BUEHLER Pistol Mounts in blue or stainless
steel. The Dan Wesson line of pistols with ventilated or solid
ribs is'ideal for scoping. The BUEHLER base is installed on
the barrel shroud with screws. Shrouds can be changed with·
out removing the mount. Quality and dependable pistol
mounis available for .22's to .44 Magnum.

Send for FREE Catalog 38H

To Acquaint you with our liquid
honed pistol barrels, send us $10.00 plus

$2.00 for shipping for a 10" x 1'.4" Honed Pistol Barrel
Blank. Honed Blanks available in 7mm, .30, .357, .375•

.41, .44, .45, .458 and .50 cal. List $1.00

McGowen Rifle Barrels, Rt. 3, St. Anne, IL 60964

PYTHON BBLS: 8"-$94, 6"-$82

6" & 8" Python Bbl's fitted to K & N frame SSW
SSW Model 28 converted to 44SP & 45LC, etc.
K frame SSW converted to 25-20. 32, etc.
SSW N-frame-convertible to 45LC & 45ACP'
SSW N-frame converted to K Round Butt
Ruger SA 357 converted to 44/40, 44SP. 45LC, etc.
Ruger SA fitted with 10" barrel, any caliber
Cylinders rechambered-Barrels relined .
PPC guns built-Bull barrels fitted-Actions tuned
Electroless Nickel-Parkerizing-Reblueing

Whee 1 ~un ~o no rr sion

S&W rear sight with our front sight fitted
to Colt slide & other Combat Modifications!

INFO 'QUICKIE'
Th~ lowest p'rice~ pistol was a

smQoth-bore, stamped-ste~l single-shot
.45 ACP made. by the Guide Lamp
Division of General Motors in 1941. It
was intended for use by re~isiance for
ces in Nazi-occupied territories. Fack
age<! in a wax-coated bQX with ~O

rounds of anuD.unition, a wooden
<towel for caSe extraction and an illustra
ted instruction sheet, GM sold the unit
to 'the U.S. Government for $2.10 each;
the gove~mentpurchased 1 million
units. Cost for the pis.tol alone was
$1.71. TQday it is a col1e~tor's item.

(1) A major feature of the new
French police ammo is that much of the
powder charge is contained in the pro
jectile. (T) (F)

(2) Metallic silhouette shooting with
a handgun is becoming increasingly
popular as a sport. (T) (F)

(3) Ted Blocker recently introduced
a line of padded. nylon hip holsters that
fit virtually all handguns, including air
pistols. (T) (F)

(4) Federal was the first company to
offer high performance jacketed
hollow-point handgun ammunition t6
police and sportsmen. (T) (F)

(5) Puerto Rico's gun laws are the
most l~n~nt anywhere.. (T) (F)

(6) The Steel Challenge match em
phasizes both speed and accuracy with
autosap.d revolvers. (T) (F)

(7) The two most popular holsters
used in the 1983 Steel Challenge mat~h
were made by Ted Blocker and G.
William Davis. (T) (F)
,. (8) No one should ever resort to
p,oint shooting when there are sights
thr~)Ugh which to aim. (T) (F)

(9) 'The .38 Super cartridge was in
troduced' in the late 1920s for use in a
specially deSIgned version of the Colt
Government Model .45 auto. (T) (F)
{' (10) There's a shock watch on the
market that helps re4uce the effect qf
felt. recoil with a handgun. (T) (F)
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Cept. A

MEMBER
NRA
Hl-jl

Gun refinishing supplies for the hobbiest
or the professional. l-argest supplier in
the Southwest of buffing wheels, abra
sives, buffing machinery, Foredom tools
and accessories, Dremel accessories,
Cratex accessories, and bluing supplies
and equipment. Send $2.00 for catalog.

********P.O. Box 13522, Arlington. TX. 76013
Phone (817) 274-1282

BRENT MULLIS
ROUTE' 3, BOX 678
MONROE, NC 28110

704/283-8789

~iO ghooteltrJgu~- ~~___ ma 
7532 Tyler Blvd., Mentor, Ohio 44060

l-216-953-~54

HARD ~'1lDLi~l~blETS-
9MM 120 GA. TFP' . . - ' $27.50
30 CA~. 115 GR. SPITZER 27.50
38 CAL. 148 GA. wc. 28.50
38 CAL. 148 GR. OEWC • 28.50
38 CAL. 158 GA. RN . 29.50
38 CAL. 158 GR. SWC . . 29.50
38 CAL. 180 GR. FP .... '31.50
41 CAL. 210 GA. SWC . . 36.50
44 CAL. 225 GA. SWC 36.50
44 CAL. 240 GR. SWC 37.50
44 cAL. 240 GR. SWC 38.50
44 CAL. 240 GR. T.F.P. .. . .. 37.50
45 CALl85 GR. WC . 31.50
45 CAL. 200 GA. SWC 32.50
45 CAL. 230 GA. RN . 38.50
45 CAL. 255 GA. SWC 37.50

9M~'~'fR ~F,,0PPER.C~D·'. BULLETfs.50
38 CAL. 158 GR.·SWC . . •. 40.50
38 CAL. 180 GR. FP . 43.50
44 CAL. 240 GA. SWC 50.50
44 CAL 240 GA. T.F.P. . . . 50.50
45 CAL. 230 GR. RN . 4T.50

All price. per 1000-AII bulle" bulk packed 500 to a Pax.
. Special ~ax type lubl'icant- # 2 Alloy

tfdIfJ,m ~WtiWU
• .D .' R- .IlIllIWAlf.' T

~ rJanewlt
~ ...tIdU>n flu-ni-nf ....tff~

CUSTOM BLUING
MILLETT SIGHTS

KNIFf .. GUN FINISHING SUPPLIES

*SpecialiSls in metal finishing*

Included w~h Cou...!
BIG GUN PRO TOOL KIT - contains

precision gauges, fine gunsmith's screw
drivers; honing stones, checkering tools,

results of survey show ne~oS:~~f~~~~:~:~~i~~~h~e~~. Calcula-

~fgoeu7~I:id~:r:Ssuccess c~ PLUS ... WITH YOUR. FIRS~ LESSON-
Ie,......·. Powley HIgh VelOCity Trajectory .Chart

r~------ Improves your marksmanshIp dramatlcally~

I North American School of Firearms, Dept. NH093 ---,
4400 Campus Dr., Newport Beach, CA 92660 . I

: .Rush me your free "Gun-Pro" Career Kit. Check here for GI or VA O· . I

I NAME AGE_:

: AOORESS . . I
Lcp STATE _ ZIP J

By Len Davis

which they are designed-are finished with
many coats of acrylic lacquer.

"Most take 32 coats;' he said, "except
for woods such as ebon.y, which take only
four, due to its greater density:'

Perhaps the best feature of his custom
grips is the way they are contoured to fit a
person's hands-perfectly and comfort
able-and help reduce felt recoil.

Maloni emphasizes "fit, finish and func
tion" in the design and manufacture of all
his grips, whether they be for revolvers or
semi-automatic pistols..

.He explained that it takes considerably
longl:r to make a pair of slab-sided grips
for an auto than for a revolver, because
auto grips must fit perfectly on all/our
sides.

"There's just one side (the backstrap) to
fit on revolver grips; the rest is enclosed;'
he said.
M~loni pointed out that grips should

contrast perfectly with a gun's appearance.
"Nothing looks worse than a pair pf

black grips-ebony, fpr example-on a
dark blue gun;' he said.

All of his grips are ambidextrous, with
wood grains that match perfectly, even on
the butts.

EXOTIC WOODS MAKE. .

FINE HANDGUN GRIPS

He doesnlt advertise (except by wor~

. of-mouth) and works out of hIS
home-yet his exotic wood handgun grips
are fast becoming popular products
among the cognoscenti in his field.

He's Russ Maloni, president of Russ
wood Custom Grips in Elma, New York, a
suburb of Buffalo:

Maloni began making handgun grips 15
years ago.

His grips are not qrdinary ones; they're
superbly handcrafted from a variety ofim
ported woods-such as coco bolo, ebony,
zebra, rosewood, tulip, padouck and
bubinga-and sell from $42 to $80 a set
(more for special inlaid work).

He doesn't believe in checkering.
"It detracts from the fine grains and in

tricate designs of my woods;' he told the
American Han(1gunner, when he visited the
magazine's offices in San Diego recently.

Each of his painstakingly carved grips
all fitted on the inside to insure perfect
mating to the frame of the handgun fpr

IJ~I
JOHN

SPILBORGHS

P. O. BOX 40!)29
SANTA BARBARA

CA. 93103-1!)29

S"'Rib Gun

G-::'

GOLD CUP REAR SIGHT SUPPORT
Tired of your rear sight getting @:l
"bumped around"? This item can be ' ,
installed out of sight in minutes ~
with no alteration and leaves your _ ...........,_-#
sight adjustable but firm. $1 o~ach

RUBBER "COMBAT" SLAM PADS
Heavy black neoprene rUbber, die~
cut to fit the bottom of your .
magazines for those fast sure
combat reloads. Specify Government $ 00
model, High Power or S&W model 59. 1 oach

GOVERNMENT MODEL RECOIL BUMPER
Die cut neoprene pad slips onto your l¢)
recoil spring guide to prevent the ~
"slide slap" which can damage your
guns close fits. For best results - $1 00 .
use with a stout recoil spring. each

GOV~RNMENT MODEL BUSHING WRENCH
Pocket si2e, molded in tough plastic,
prevents scratching that valuable
finish. For all Government model
autos. Fits on your key ring and $1 00
has a handy bore reflector tab. each

SEN/) 1100 FOR INFORMATION AN08xlO PICTURE

All items $1.00 each or 7 for $5.00 or 15 for $10.00.
All orders under $10.00, include $1.00 for postage
and handling. Minimum order $2.00.
A. Montgomery
'1097 E. Loma Vista
Tempe, Az. 85282

Custom kit provides everything you need tomo'unt
the rib yourself. No machining or fitting. Profes
sional results in just a few minutes. Rib ramp is a
definite aid in aligning sights. Get yours now.
Available for all Ruger BlacRhawks and the 6V2
super single six. S&W
model 19 4", Colt New TO 7%,1 $16.95
Frontier 6", Ruger Secu- OVER 71/2" $19 95
rlty SIX 4" and 6" .';'

FROM THE

7'~-(!kle CO., INC.

Box 2196. Hartford. CT 061Ql
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SHILEN RIFLES, INC.
205 Metro Park Bou~vard _ Ennis, Texas 75119 _ (214) 875-5318

Now Available to

P.O. Box 233 • Budd Lake, NJ 07828

Doesn't Think Lead Bullet Selection
Should be a Compromise

Caliber Groove Diameter Twist
22 R.F. .222 16"
22 C.F. .224 14"
9mm .355 16"

38 .357 18"
44 0429 20"
43 0451 16"

THE ALBERTS CORPORATION

The Alberts line of swaged lead pistol
bullets now totals 18, from .32 and .380
to' .45. And, later in the year, 3 new
designs will be introduced!

Pre-Iubed, subject to the most exacting h
quality control standards, and competi- .'
tively priced, Alberts bullets have estab
lished new performance standards.
For complete information send $ .50 for our
latest brochure and Loading Data - 8 info
packed pages. For another $ .25 you can
order a 5" decal for your equipment box.

Shilen rBa.~
Barrels~ HANDGUNNERS

1% X 14" or 1%" X 28" unturned blanks; smaller diameters can be
made to customer specification.

Insist on the best - Insist on Shilen.
Dealer Inquiries are invited.

Shilen barrels are offered in two grades:"Lone St*r"
and "Match". They are made of a special 4140

chrome moly steel, button rifled with eight lands and
grooves, and stress relieved.

• Highest Quality
Work

• Target, IPSe or
Combat
Conversions

• Standard or Shooters Specification~

For further information and specifications. contact:

Bob Greider
4625 Carrie Ann Lane
Abilene, Texas 79606

915-698-2006

Greider's Custom .•5 Shop

Here are & few of the "favorite hand
guns" of some Old West gunfighters:

Bat M asterson-a AS 'Colt Single
Action with a 414 inch barrel and spe
cial sights.

Wyatt Earp-two.45 Colts; the left, a
Colt Peacerp.aker with a 7Y2 inch barrel;
the right, a Buntline Special with a 12
inch barrel.

Doc Holliday-a nickel-plated Colt
.38 double-action revolver.

Billy the Kid-a Al Colt double
action revolver.

Butch Cassidy-a Colt .44-40
Frontier model with a 7Y2 inch barrel.

Wild Bill Hickok-a pair of ivory
grip Colt Navy models (1851) in.36 cali
ber. Later, he favored a pair of .45 Colt
Peacemakers. He died with a Smith &
Wesson tip-up .32 rimfire model in hIs
pocket. His favorite derringer was a .41
caliber WilliamsQn single-shot, which
could be shot either as a rim-fire
breechloader, or as a percussion muzzle
loader by using an auxiliary chamber.

INFO 'QUICKIE'

point scopes. Ammunition was Winches
ter-Western factory loads (158-grain lead
round-nose), and their leather was sup
plied by Ted Blocker Custom Holsters of
Rosemead, California. Aside from the ad
dition of the Aimpoint sights, the guns
usee! by the L.A. police shooters were the
same ones they fire in PPC competition.

Because of a full work schedule, each
shooter had to train on his days off. Prepar
ing for the match was essentially an
individual effort. In spite of the obvious
difficulties encountered, the LAPD team
was determined to make every shot count
in Columbia. Its unity and esprit de corps,
noted by many observers, also contributed
to the team's winning performance.

Next year, the LAPD team knows that it
will have to fight-and fight hard-to keep
the team title. Considering the high caliber
of shooters making up some of the other
teams this year, ane!' the amount of atten
tion drawn to the team event, the team
match could well become increasin.gly
popular-and even more competitive.

(ER.)

LAPD TEAM
Continued from page 36

Maloni sells directly to customers, not
through dealers.

For a copy of his color catalog, send $2
to Russwood <:::ustom Grips, 40 Sigman
Lane (Dept. AH), .....
Elma, NY 14059. ~
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PISTOLSMITHING
Continued from page 23

It is necessary to let the target blur be
cause the human eye does not have the
necessary depth offield to give a sharp im
age of near and far objects at the same
time. This is a good system for bullseye
shooting; but in combat shooting, it may
lead to multiple hits on a little old lady
with a shopping cart. So, combat shooters
focus on their target, interpose the sights
shotgun style, and align their gun with the
sights blurred

A wide rear notch serves for some. But
others favor easily defined outlines or pat
terns that seem to "come together" rapidly.
I use a white outline rear and a white line
front sight with good results on both in
door and outdoor ranges in anything put
strongly backlighted situations, where the
wide rear notch reigns supreme. For me,
anyway.

Q. My rear sight has wor*ed loose in the
dovetail and I can push it from side to side
several thousandths ofan inch, though it
would not release from the end of the cut.
How can I tighten this factory rear sight in
place permanently?

A. Drift the sight out with a brass or
nylon punch. Raise a few dimples on the

bottom of the dovetail cut with a center
punch, and drift the sight very carefully
back into the centered position.

Q. I have a S& W Kframe revolver that I
am considering as the basis for a PPC re
volver. Do custom barrels deliver more ac
curacy thanfactory barrels, or is thisjust my
imagination?

A. If the custom barrel has a faster bore
twist and a tighter bore than the factory
tube, it will stabilize the longer, heavier
bullets slightly better, as with a Colt
Python, for example. The real advantage is
in adding muzzle weight, which increases
handling speed and recovery and keeps re
coil down to a minimum. Tape a piece of
steel rod to your present barrel for a few
shots, and rtotice the marked difference.

Q. When my Government Model pistol
came back from my gunsmith, one grip
screw was loose enough to allow the grip to
shift, giving avery insecure feeling. He said
he had put Loctite in t/:le threads. I tried to
remove the screw, but the bushing came out
of the frame. How can this be fixed?

A. Put the point of a soldering gun on
the rear of the bushing and apply heat un
til the bond is broken. Use a small vise
grip to hold the bushing from turning
while you apply plenty of muscle to the
screwdriver. You will have to replace the
bushing, and probably the grip screw.

The bushing must be staked into posi
tion, since Loctite will not hold it against
screwdriver torque. Modern pistol frames
are radiused at the rear of the bushing

position, almost like a countersink; so the
bushing will have to be well spread with
the special punch to make a permanent
mounting.

You may have to replace the grip panel,
if it has been deformed around the screw
and no longer seats tightly; or you can ap
ply wax to the screw and use a few drops
of epoxy or glass bedding compound to
repl'lce the compressed wood for a tight
fit again. Another "quick-and-dirty" fix is
to apply rubber cement to both grip and
frame, or to use strips of double-sided
tape.

Q. I have heard discussions of "night
sights"for pistols and revolvers. Do you
think these arepractical? Which company
makes one that is both inexpensive and
reliable?

A. The one I like best is made for any
sight large enough for a three dot align
ment by drilling three holes carefully with
a center drill (# 1size) and applying a dot
ofluminous insert material, which can be
obtained from Bullshooter's Supply, POB
13446, T~cson, AZ85732.

The inserts are a yellow-by-day, but
may be "charged" with any strong light
source for a faint glow at night; this per
mits concentration on the target, easy
alignment and no loss of night vision.

Q. I like the idea ofa buffer in my Gov
ernment Model .45, but the buffers avail
able will not work in a Colt Commander. Is
there atype ofbuffer that will work in the
smaller pistol?

DETONICS®
A SUbsidiary of Energy Sciences Corp.

nhpolished
g for positive

a «I variety of bullet
s and configurations.

Beveled magazine well for rapid.
rel!able magazine changes. .

• Enlarged ejection port for

THE BEST
PARTNER
YQUeAN

GET~

The C01!f Portner Series:
•Fast· Comfortable· UghlWelghf
·Sheepskin padded· Complelely adjustable
•secure &snug· Allows leg 10 breathe

Shown: Model 54 available for SW Chief
SPL Co~ Del. SPL Charter Arms Under·
cover. Available 01 your dealeror send
check or money order for S32.95 + 10%
shipping and handling 10: CoIalog 1.50.

Renegade HolSler &Leather Co.• P.O. Box 31546. Depl.AH, Phoenix. 1\1. 85046.

)
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$13.95

over a quarter million sold
MODEL

K-86

American Sales & Mfg.
Box 6n, Laredo, TX 78040

(512) 723-6893

Handcrafted
from top grain

American Leathers.
(Not bond~.) 24 bullet loops,

fully lined, welt construction, leg &
hammer tie downs, 100% American made.
Whether you own a Blackhawk, Su
~rblackhawk, Buntllne, Virginian or other
revolvers, we have the right rig for you.
See your dealer or order by mall
4%" to 6Y2" bbl. lengths $69.95
7112" bbl. lengths 74.95
8" to 10%" bbl. lengths n.95
Add $3.00 for postage and handling. Texas
residents add State sales tax. send cashiers
check or money order.

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurat~ - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

perfQrm~d on the .45 auto.

Write for details and price list.

WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE
Gunsmith - Bud Price Route 2, Box 128 Open 9:00-5:00 Daily

years experien~e Miami, OK 74354 Closed Sunday
NRA Life Member Phone (918) 673-2810

LEE'S RED RAMP KITS

LEE'S RED RAMPS, 7252 East Ave. U·3, Dept. AHG, Littlerock, CA 93543
(805) 944·4487

Check, MasterCharge, Visa, Moneyorders, & COD welcome.
Minimum charge on credit card $15.00. California residents add 6% state sales tax.

Distributed by Ellett Brothers, Jack First Distributors, The Shooting Shop, California Gun Specialties.

The original red ramp kit, highly fluorescent. Our material should not be mistaken with the "Bull
ogna" offered by would-be competitors... Mini kit - one color (your choice) 60 sights $13.95.
• Deluxe mini kit· four colors (red, orange, yellow, & white) 250 sights $45.00.' Regular kit - one
color (your choice) 125 sights $25.95.• Deluxe kit - four colors 450 sights $l39.95. Super easy
to use. Fully illustrated instruc-
tions provided. No tools pro·
vided. Our kits are used by law
enforcement agencies through
out the country & most well
known pistolsmiths in the U.S.
including Bo Clerke, master gun
maker & Camp Perry Champion,
R. W. Loveless, renowned knife
maker & pistolsmith, Jim Clark, White outline sights for Colt, Ruger, Micro, & Virginia
L. E. Jurras, Cheshire & Perez, Dragoon $5.95 each.
Mathews & Sons, & Pachmayer.

Spring kits for New Model Ruger single actions $6.95 each. Ruger Security Six, Speed Six, Ser
vice Six $6.95 each. Dan Wesson .3~7 Cal. $6.95 each. S & W J frame (All Calibers) $6.95
each. S & W K, N, & L Frames $11.95 each. All spring kits contain trigger return & hammer
spring. Greatly reduces trigger pull on double & single action.

World's Largest Producer of Quality Gunbelt Rigs

will teach you how to be a safe and profes
sional gunhandler, and to hit your intend
ed targets quicldy and with reasonable
accuracy. These events will give you expe
rience operating under stress. This will
help you develop good self con.trol and en
hance your ability to make q~ick decisions
4nder pressjlre. Combine the serious study
of survival tactics with the shooting skills
you will develop by competing in IPSC
matches, and your goals will be aChieved.

COMBAT SHOOTING
Continuedfrom pt<ge 18

Holster, belt,~ne pouCh by Ted Block
er's Custom Holsters, ".osemead, CA.

A. I have made a small batch of buffers
designed for use in the Commander. Un
like the Government Model buffers, they
are fabricated from a special polymer ma
terial used in the nation's space program.
You can get them at your local gun shop,
or order directly from The Sight Shop,
1802 E. Columbia Ave., Tacoma, WA
98404. Price is $2, postpaid.

Any questions from .,
you readers?

For information on finding an IPSC
club near you contact: Jake Jatras, IPSC,
POB 626, Siou;x: City, Iowa 51102

Q. What is the best way to operate the
trigger when firing the double-action
revolver? A friend told me to pull the trigger
straight through, without hesitating, until
the gun fires. Someone else said to pull the
trigger back qUickly until the gun is almost
ready to fire, then squeeze off the last
amount ofpull as you would with a single
action. Which is correct?

A. For fast work with a double-action
revolver, I pull the trigger straight through
without llesitation. This is done in a
smooth, controlled manner so the sight
picture is disturbed as little as possible
when the hammer falls. This method of
trigger manipulation has some real
advantages for fast shooting. When done
properly, pulling straight through (single
staging) gives you a surprise break every
time and eliminates flinching. It can also
be slowed down a bit and used for accurate
long-range shooting. Pulling the trigger

Continued on page 58
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ORDERING INFORMATION

-NO MODIFICATIONS-DO IT YOURSELF INSTALLATION-

COMBAT SHOOTING
Continuedfrom page 57

back quickly, until the gun is almost to the
point of firing, and then squeezing off the
last bit of pull until the shot breaks is an
accurate way to shoot; b].lt it defeats the
purpose of double-action shooting, You
might as well be thumb-cocking for each
shot. There is also a greater possibility of
flinching when two-staging the trigger,

Q. How can I control match nerves? In
practice, I shoot good scores but never seem
to come close to my practice potential at the
actual match.

A. Every competitive shooter I 'know
feels match nerves. It can be a positive or
negative influence, depending on the way
you handle it. To be confident going into
competition, have your equipment in good
working order. This means your pistol is
functioning flawlessly and your ammuni
tion, if handloads are used, is reliable.

Have a definite game plan. This is a de
tailed written description of how you will
shoot the match. Each stage should be bro
ken down in detail and practiced, to work
out any problem areas and correct them.
Even a less than perfect plan is better than
no plan at all,

Once you have decided on your strategy
and written it down, go over it in your
mind until it is memorized, Just knowing
you have done all you can to prepare prop
erly gives peace of mind, and helps get rid
of some anxieties-match nerves. Do not
hang around the match for hours watching
other people shoot before it is your turn.

I like to arrive at the range about 45
minutes before my scheduled shooting
time, This allows me to observe what is
going on, without wearing myself out
watching other people shoot. This also al
lows less time to be distracted by outside
influences.

Once you have been called to the firing
line to shoot for scores, go over your game
plan once more, take a few deep breaths
and tell the range official when you are
ready.

You have then done everything within
your power to be well prepared; it should
show up in the form .,
of a good score.

- INFO 'QUICKIE' I
During the Civil War (186i-1865), the

handgun used more than any other, on
both sides, was the .44 caliber percus
sion Colt revolver, Army Model of
1860.

MINIMUM COST

Patents
Pending

Quality Service Since 1972
MAC'S .45 SHOP
-MATCH TESTED. PROVEN-

COMBAT "ACCU-GUIDE"TM SYSTEM

Send to: MAC'S .45 SHOP
P.O. Box 2028

Seal Beach, Calif.
ZIP: 90740-1028

PH: (213) 438-5056

DEALER·DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRY INVITED
COMPLETE ACCURIZING " PARTS SERVICE·.end Ige. SASE for cal8log.

MAXIMUM RESULTS

For more information. or to order
call Lone Star Armaments:
1701 Greenville Ave.• Suite 202
Richardson. TX 75081
(214) 669-1282

RLONES'I'AR
IIIARMAMErns

.380 Automatic from
Lone Star Armaments

FITS-COLT-AMT-VEGA-ETC
ALL MODELS-ALL CALIBERS

IIINO STRINGS LIFETIME WARRANTYIII
If for any reason my system faiis. just return complete unit & I will send you a new one "'ABSOLUTELY FREE",

no questions asked.

Made
in

USA

My Combat "Accu-Gulde" System properly aligns the slide assembly with thelrame. Thus giving
you these immediate and exceptional results:
- Immediate "Ielt" smoother operation due to elimination 01 all distortion during mdvement.
- Improves accuracy because barrel locks up in same position everytime.
- Reduces lelt recoil and torque greatly improving control and reliability.
- Greatly reduced parts wear due to proper alignment.

All parts are: Precision Machined-Heat Treated-Centerless Ground & each unit comes
complete with spring.

THIS BOOK COULD S4JP YOUR LIFE!
SURVIVAL GUNS is the only book devoted to selecting, modify
ing and using both defensive and hunting weapons for long-term
survival. You'll find the best methods for choosing defense and
hunting handguns, shotguns, rifles, special-purpose weapons
and accessories. Learn how to modify and maintain them. Dis
cover the expert techniques used in defensive shooting, hand
loading and more. Contains over 200 photographs and illustra
tions. Features a Special Bonus: the personal survival batteries of
Brad Anger, Jeff Cooper, and Col. Burt Miller. Only $9.95 plus
$1.50 postage and handling.

HANDGUNNER BOOKS-- Send me a copy 01 SURVIVAL GUNS.
Dept AH-11-51 Enclosed lind my check lor $9.95 plus $1.50
591 Camino de' la postage and handling. .
Reina, Suite 200, - Charge my credit card - Visa - M C
San Diego, CA Number _
92108 Exp. Date Initials ------

NAME _
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Calif. Residents add 6% ADDRESS --, _
sales tax. CITY STATE __ ZIP __

M.O. or CERT. check will ship immediately. All others must clear.
C.O.D.'s ok for "'CASH ONLY"'.
STD. or COMM. model: LIST $18.50
6"' or 7" LONG SLIDE model: LIST $28.50
Specify exact model-add $1.50 for H.I.S..
Calif. res. add 6% tax.
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MAXIMUM PROTEalON FOR MINIMUM COST

ACCU·LOADER
Reloading Press for Rifle & Pistol

Automatic turret advancement, super strength and
high speed loading makes the ACCU-LOADER a real
step up for metallic handloaders. Accepts standard
dies and shellholders.
• Self Indexing from station to station eliminates the need to advance

a shell plate or turret by hand. The five station, self-indexing turret
gives you versatility in your loading operation. Two rifle die sets ora
rifle and pistol die set can be precisely adjusted in the turret and
ready for loading at all times.

• Super Strength: Heavy duty press requirements such as reforming
large magnum calibers are no problem with this powerful tool.

• Forster Quality: The frame is made of high strength, ductile iron. A
substantial support at the back of the frame eliminates spring in the
turret.

• Loading speed over 250 rounds per hour.
$298 plus UPS

For those times when you must be armed from the ground up, begin by stropping on
our om weapon carrying systems. Whether it'syour primary piece or a bocl~upweapon
that you wear in this hundred-year-old style, it wil be secure yet ready in any of our
many models. We have abandoned the traditional leather format for blacl~ nylon
parapocl~ and lined it with condensed foam for comfort. VELCRO'· closure straps insure
fast access, and every rig has its own built-in spare ammo carrier. The om weapon
carrying systems are made for Hi-Standard Derringers, AM.T !3acl~ups, small and medium
frame revolvers and pistols. P7s, Oetonics. and .357 revolvers with barrels up to 3". The
standard om model is ~24.00, and the om with on Auxiliary Anchor Strap for added
support is ~27 .50: please odd ~1.00 for shipping. Dealers and distributors please write or
call collect for a special plan designed for your needs.

DRAW FROM SOUTHWIND SANGIONS
Post Office I30x 33041 SOUTtt\JI~D,
Fort Worth Texas 76133 '" "
(817) 921'-6756 ~HCTIEl)HS

..-~~-<:-

~\;rff:-=~ ~~k
~-HANDCANNONS - .41 AVENGERS

SSK Industries offers exceptional services and products which include .41
AVENGERTM Conversion Kits for the 1911 Colt, approximately 60 different
caliber Custom HuntinQ and Competition Barrels for Contenders including
the .375 JDJ and .45-70, XP-100 Competition and Hunting Conversions,
Custom 1'SOB Scope Mounts that stay on for handguns, Arrestor Muzzle
Brakes, high impact, self-sealing rubber Silhouette Targets, Rechambering
Services and many other services for discriminating handgunners. We
want and appreciate your business. Two stamps for information.

SSK INDUSTRIES At. 1, Della Drive, Bloomingdale, Ohio 43910

Send 2St for
complete Forstercatalog.

~__~~av_[f:e~nq_UirieS1!l--Il-JR=~.fIlOIUjIS_87L_anark_Ave----J.
_ ~ Lanark, IL 61046

INFO 'QUICKIE'
Biggest isn't always best. G. William

Davis, founder and president of the
Davis Leather Company in Arcadia,
California, has a reputation for produc
ing some of the finest leather products
for combat and IPSC-type handgun,
shooting.

25th ANNIVERSARY GUNS •
COLLECTORS PATCH

Top quality, all fabric patch for your .
hat or jacket $5.00 while supplies last.
Write to GUNS PATCH,

P.O. Box 85201,
San Diego, CA 92116.

COMPREHENSIVE BROCHURE
In addition to the gun's warranty card

and parts list, each box contains a com
prehensive, 16-panel brochure, which
covers complete instructions and nomen
clature for both the gun and its magazine.
Clearly defined diagrams enhance the bro
chure's well-written text. Included is a sec
tion on "How to shoot:' along with one on
safety precautions and excellent descrip
tions of how to disassemble and reassem
ble the pistol.

We thought we would end this report
with the box, because this gun is indeed a
reliable shooter, in every respect, out-of-
the-box. ~

And the price is right. ~

maximum safety. There were no provi
sions for testing accuracy-only velocity,
functionability and chamber pressures.
Safety signs, printed in huge letters, were
everywhere.

The plant tour ended with a walk
through the magazine assembly area,
where sandblasting of parts also is done.

The editors returned to the boardroom
for further questions. We had one more:
Why the IO-groove barrel?

"Quite simply, it improves accuracy and
bullet performance," said Bolling.
"There's greater bullet bearing and less
bullet deformation when 10 grooves are
used, compared with the conventional six?'

Last but not least is the gun's full-color
box, a sturdily designed, heavy corrugated
cardboard container with compartments
for two magazines. Its outside cover is at
tractively decorated with a photographic
illustration of the new gun. The inside
cover carries a line drawing of the gun;
brief copy identifies its salient features
such as the ported slide for positive ejec
tion, the wide spur hammer and the
improved safety that is longer and more
convenient than the one on Government
Model autos.

RANDALL .45
Continued from page 46
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MASSAD F. AY008'S
".N THE .RAVEST EXTREME"

SNUB-NOSE .357
Continued from page 49

'it could be concealed better in some loca
tions, there remained the question of its
power.

Lacking a chronograph, I referred to the
Speer Manual # 9 (# 10 does not have a
chart showing the velocities of factory
ammo in various guns). Using the Speer
CCI cartridges, the S&W .357 snub kicked
out the 140-grain JHP at 1,138 fps, the 125
grain at 1,223 fps and the 158-grain at 1,085
fps. By way of comparison, the six-inch
gun belted the middle-weight 140-grain
out at 1,410 fps. That's quite a difference;
but the same bullet in a .38 Special clocked
only 1,059 fps from a six-inch S&W. That's
a very hot .38 load, one that handloaders
shouldn't try to exceed; yet, it is of margi
nal velocity to expand the bullet. The
snub-nosed .357 model should do the trick
inside 25 yards; and it's considerably more
compact.

This doesn't tell the whole story. A cou
ple of years ago, Federal changed the de
sign of its .357 Magnum loads, so that the
bullet would open more reliably when
fired from short barrels. This should be
kept in mind when choosing ammunition
for the magnum snub-nose. Another factor
to consider is that guns with fixed sights are
generally meant for the 158-grain bullet,
and the lighter stuff shoots a foot or more
low.

Custom
Pistols

JL /High~~t ~a~i~~~m~n~i~~~h~~~-
competitor:
• Member World Champion USA IPSC "Gold"

Pistol Team, 1982
• Twice Winner Mid-Winter Targetworld

Championship, 1980 and 1982.
• Third Place In USA IPSC Nationals, 1981
Developer of the Plaxco Compensator System

For more information and gun specifications:
J. Michael Plaxco, Rt. I Box 203
Roland, Arkansas 72135 501-868-9787

SELECTED FOR THE SELECT
For the trade are tools for every need -Chemicals for every application -Supplies for every operation
-Accessories for from crown to buttplate, to shoot. to service, to repair, to re-build or build the Gun
- Electroless nickel plating -Wood carving tools -Engraving supplies -Hot and cold gun bluing
-Special glass bedding. Acraglas· Acraglas Gel.

Price $3.25* - FREE TO QUALIFIED GUNSMITHS/DEALERS (FULL & PART TIME)
Serious Gunnuts & Hobbyists (Our new regular customers of the future~ Ask, and we will send Federal Fireanns Licensing
procedures with your $3.25 catalog order. For the good of the entire shooting Fraternity we are anxious to help you get
started as a legitimate professional - full or part time· or enhance your guncraft. The future fate of shooting in any area
depends on the activity of the local gunsmith. YOU can both serve and enjoy! * Refunded on

*Forei n: .25 BROWNELLS Inc 200 S. GROVE first 30.00 order
t • MONTEZUMA, 'OWA 50171

NYCLAD EXPANDS WELL
In that weight, I'd lean toward the

Federal load, unless the company markets
the 158-grain Nyclad hollowpoint when it
gets into production on this exotic and use
ful ammo once made by S&W. The lead
SWC Nyclad, with its deep hollow-nose
protected by only a layer of nylon, should
be the most reliable expander of any 158
grain .357-just the ticket fot the excellent
Ruger Speed-Six, or the Colt Lawman with
fixed sights.

I wouldn't want to recommend the
snub-nose as one's only .357 Magnum; but
it does have more punch and accuracy
than many people think, and will kill deer
size game under ideal conditions to as far
out as the shooter can group his shots well.
It is very handy for stashing where longer
guns can't be hidden, such as in some
books (hollowed out, of course), glove
compartments, and in front of the abdo
men in inside-the-pants holsters. The .357
snubs are all a bit heavy for pocketing.

Which is best? That's an awkward
question. The Ruger is most practical and
the best buy; the S&W's are probably the
most popular; the Colt Python most
prestigious-and the most expensive. I'd
probably choose the Ruger stainless steel
Speed-Six, or the S&W M66. Ruger makes

plus $1.50 postage and handling

P.O. Box 122, Concord. N.H. 03301----

$9.45

SECOND AMENDMENT FOUNDATION calls it "Must
reading for anyone who keeps a firearm for self
defense:' "Should be a mandatory purchase for
anyone buying a gun." (Shooting Industry
Magazine). "One of a kind." (LAW & ORDER). "17
chapters of streetwise information that every gun
owner needs. Ayoob pulls no punches ," (GUNS
Magazine). "I learned more about use of deadly
force from this book than I did in law school."
(Practicing attorney)
This book teaches YOU how to use deadly force
without being ravaged by a ciminal justice system
that often seems to favor ttie lawless over the law
abiding.

III" Rill .. {}( lh{l
.il.',ut:! In 1\-rsOlIi,l1

Prol~llion

1'\ THf GR,,\\T"T EXTRE:\'IE

----GRAVEST EXTREME

IPlease check one:
10 Check or Money Order - $7.95

1
0 Charge my MC No.

Exp. date Name10 Charge my VISA No. Street
I Exp. date City I
I
Bank on which account is drawn: I______________ State Zip _L J
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HANDGUNNERS:
Send $1 for catalog.
Get $1 off the
purchase of any item.

16247 Minnesota Ave.
Paramount, CA 90723
(213) 636-7718

r ~/4,. Schulz leather Co. Inc.•(Q.111Pa'n,."\~"·

LEG HOLSTER
There are elastic ankle and calf straps add6J-1%inCalif

with Velcro closures at each end. A sweat
resistant orthopedic elk will mold to the shape of your
gun. Features an adjustment belt between calf and
ankle so it will not come apart when moving. Easy
thumb-break snap. FITS: SMALL REV. and .25
AUTOS (indicate preference). FOR LEFT OR RIGHT.

the standard Security-Six with adjustable
sights, but it's a square-butt affair-harder
t'O hide than a round-butt-and I
personally don't care for the lines of the
ramp front sight and its rib. With a longer
barrel, the Security-Six is among my fa
vorite .357s.

Been thinking of trying a magnum
snub-nose? It's worth a go. One thing for
sure, with the muzzle blast from that short
barrel, you'll get one helluva
bang out of the experience!

AUTOS FOR COPS?
Continuedfrom page 41

AN AFFORDABLE LEGEND
more than 3,200 rounds fired during the
week by students, I witnessed only two
auto failures. They could have been
avoided because one was caused by a bent
lip in a Beretta magazine, the other by the
use of hollow-pointed ammo that I mixed
up purposely in my own M639. This re
lates to a failure rate of .0625 percent.
Since the average shootout on the street is
over in 2.2 to 2.7 rounds, the failure or mal
function factor is then computed as zero, if
attention is paid to maintenance of the
pistol and the use of proper ammunition.

For endurance, the revolver will not go
the distance, per actual rounds fired. There
are too many working parts to go wrong.
The cylinder has too many forces against
it. The revolver is cocked, the cylinder is
started, stopped, fired, then cycled again
and again and again. To take that mass, get
it into motion and halted again, puts an
enormous strain on that tiny cylinder lock.
Tests have shown that where a revolver
may go 10,000 rounds, an auto is just start
ing to break in properly at that point. A
hundred thousand rounds is nothing in an
auto. Replacing the barrel gives the gun a
new lease on life.

Firepower with an auto is a distinct
advantage during field use. The military
lays down concentrated firepower to help
achieve an objective. The police can't do it
on the streets, but the advantage is there.
Modem autos give you upward of double
or triple the amount of rounds available to
you on sight. Where most revolvers hold
only six rounds, the Model 39 auto holds
nine, the Model 59, 15. An officer going out
on patrol has, within his grasp-depending
on the pouches he carries-a minimum of
40 to 45 rounds. Compared to his revolver
carrying partner, who has but 18, the pen
dulum starts to swing toward the auto.

Reloading is another advantage the auto
has over the revolver. If you don't have to
reload, no sweat. When the chips are
down, however, the auto can be reloaded
fast-very fast; in fact, within seconds. Try
that in a tense encounter with a revolver
and speedloaders.

Lastly, the auto gives you the confidence
Continued on page 62

Auto Ordnance introduces
its production of the Govern
ment Model 1911 A1 .45 ACP
Automatic Pistol. The mystique of this
widely recognized pistol is now intensified
by the reputation that accompanies the
Auto Ordnance name. From the select
materials to the handsome finish, this is
the gun you'll be as proud to own as we are to
manufacture. Accuracy of the Auto Ordnance
.45 we tested was significantly better than the
average as-issued M1911. American Rifleman, Nov.1981

GET AGRIP ON SILE
FOR ACCURACY T":f~
RECOIL CONTROL' -. ~--.

f2~~EALABIUTY - J
• Grip made of synthetic rubber compound

with strong light nylon insert and reinforced
with fiberglass $10 95

• Relieved for all speed loaders !. __
• Finger groove design po.sitions RETAIL

the hand for a natural grip
• Reduces recoil for quick SILE INC

recovery time in rapid fire ,.
• Sure grip in any weather climate Manufacturers

THE ORIGINAL of gr~~c~~~~~OckS

RNGER GROOVE RUBBER GRIP
AVAILABLE FOR MOST POPULAR MODELS
For more information contact your dealer or write to
SILE, Inc., 7 Centre Market Place, Ne~York, N.Y. 10013
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INFO 'QUICKIE'
Although rust-resistant, stainless

steel handguns must be carefully main
tained for lasting efficiency.

AUTOS FOR COPS?
Continued/rom page 61

you need. The ability to take control in any
firefight situation with an auto is, in my
opinion, beyond reproach.

In a demonstration by the three instruc
tors, about 140 rounds were laid down in a
short period of time. If! were in a group of
radicals on the receiving end of that burst,
I'd surely have second thoughts about
bucking the system. The energy being ex
pended here in foot pounds alone could
never be compared to that generated by a
six-shot revolver.

Range sessions were last. On the line, all
shooters were pleasantly surprised with the
control they had with the auto. Reason:
the 9mm is pleasant to shoot. Recoil con
trol assured almost instant target recovery
for the second shot if needed.

Part of the reason for this good control
stems from the fact that the Weaver stance
is used throughout the course. Additional
fundamentals of auto pistol shooting were
covered to complete the circle. Tips on
grip, sight alignment and trigger control
were not only discussed but practiced over
and over on the Academy's indoor range.
A smooth draw was demonstrated, with
the accent not on speed; that comes later.

One big feature of the S & W course was
the use of video equipment to record each
shooter's drawing and firing motions. By
slowing the tape machine down to a crawl,
each student was given a critique of his ac
tions, again followed by more practice.

Other subjects on the academy's agenda
included weak hand shooting, use of avail
able cover, traverse fire, low light and night
fire and double taps. These subjects were
covered extensively in both classroom and
range sessions.

The course I attended for 40 hours is
called Auto Pistol I. There is a follow-up
course called A uto Pistol II, which is tac
ticly oriented and picks up where Auto
Pistol I leaves off.

After graduation, I visited with the di
rector, Bob Hunt. He is responsible for
many of the innovative courses now being
conducted at the Academy. Hunt told me
that improvements are being made at all
course levels, no matter what the subject.

I asked him, "Is the auto pistol the wave
of the future for police work?" He replied,
"It has the potential for police use, with
adequate training, and has greater poten
tial than the revolver." The key to the
whole situation is training, according to
Hunt, and that's where the .....
S & W Academy shines. ~
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Beeman Unique 69
New, ,22 semi-auto firearm
for match shcoters who de
mand top accuracy, Just one
of many new firearms from
Beeman,

International Shootist Inc.
P.O. Box 5254
Mission Hills, California 91345
Ph. (213) 891-1723

Beeman FAS 602
New, super accurate match ,22 LR
semi-auto, Also availabale is the
Beeman FAS 601 ,22 short rapid
fire.

Beeman Korth
The "Rolls Royce" of
revolvers! Superhard
surfaces, near-perfect fit and
finish. Combat or Target models,
.22 - ,357

TED BLOCKER'S CUSTOM HOLSTERS
PROUDLY INTRODUCES ...

Mike Dalton and
Mickey Fowler
say, ''In today's
competition, this
is the 'State of the
Art' in leather
equipment

Starting Now! Beeman has
Firearms and Airguns

Beeman has added fine fire
arms - rifles, pistols and shot
guns - to its line of fine air
guns. At the same time, Beeman
has changed its company
name to Beeman Precision
Arms, Inc. Exceptional quality
continues to be the common
feature of all Beeman guns.

Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters
P.O. Box 821
Rosemead, California 91770 .';{ II),

Ph. (213) 442-5772 ,),

This rig was designed and made for International Shootist Inc, under the expert gui
dance of Mike Dalton and Mickey Fowler to handle the most grueling demands of top
level practical pistol competition, and exceeds all I.P'S,C, requirements, This is the rig
you have seen used by the I.S,I. team lead by Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton at world
class events, All I.S,1. rigs feature full contour double thick belt, holster includes 18
gauge steel liner, metal lined hip plate, sight rails, adjustable tension device, muzzle
rake for strong side or cross draw, Revolutionary Tef-Lok double mag pouch which has
teflon coated spring retainers, Holster can also be ordered for strong side butt forward
and is available for Colt Commander Mark IV, Gold Cup, Hard Baller, Brgn, H,P', Safari
Arms, Pin Gun, guns with 6" or 7" long slide, guns with full Bomar Rib at no additional
charge, The competition rig as shown sells for $126,95 plus 5% shipping and handling,
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax, This standard model can be delivered in less than 30
days, If ordering direct from Ted Blocker you may use Master Charge or Visa, Please
include your card number'and expiration date,

Of course, Beeman still has the finest
precision adult airguns available,send
for 92-pg Adult Airgun Catalog/Guide,
reg, $2, FREE with mention of code
HGN, Add $1 for fast 1st class mail. Ask
for new firearms information, too,

Beeman Precision Arms, Inc., 47-HGN Paul Drive, San Rafael, California 94903, U.S,A,
(415) 472-7121 - 24 hours, 7 days



LLAMA .44
Continuedfrom page 31

A NEW LEADER FOR A FAMILIAR LINE
H4350 RIFLE POWDER

LLAMA.44 MAG.
OVER-PRESSURE; FIRINGS

Bullet/powder Velocity Muzzle Group
energy size

(avg.,fps) (ft. Ibs.) (5-shots)

Priced at least 30% less than
. the nearest competitor. H4350 will

use the same data as the IMR version
Packaged in the standard one and eight
pound containers. H4350 is now avail
able through dealers and distributors of
other fine Hodgdon powders.

ALPHA PRECISION, INC.
CUSTOM

COMPETITION
HANDGUNS

PPC, IPSC, DUTY, TARGET,
SILHOUETTE AND. SPORT

• COMPETITIVE PRICES· OVER 20 YEARS EXPERI
ENCE· PROFESSIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIp· ALL
WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED
SEND $2.00 (REFUNDABLE) FOR INFORMATION:

ALPHA PRECISION, INC. Dept. 01
1231 Sund~rland Ct., ~tlanta, Georgia 30319

. (404) 458-0477

iODIDON ,nDicl f{
SHAWNEE MISSION KANSAS ~

CONSISTENCY and PRICE
make this new rifle powder from
Hodgdon a leader for your re-Ioading
bench. The results of shooting tests
have shown this to be one of the most
consistent powders on the market today.

1.99"

1.32"

2.03"

1.20"

1231

1150

1193

1204

1520

1470

1495

1736

TUNING THE LLAMA
Before tackling the job, I primed sev

eral empty .44 Magnum cases with CCI
#200 large rifle primers, for test purposes
only. Firing these double-action showed
that the hammer blow was more than
powerful enough for pistol primers. ~ifle
primers are harder to ignite than .any pistol
primer, therefore, I could safely hghte~ the
mainspring. I also noted that the tngger
return was both stiff and rough, contribut-
ing to the heavy trigger pulls. .

First, I took down the conventIOnal
cylinder / crane assembly, following the
disassembly instructions with the gun.
These specify placing empty cases in the
chambers and turning out the ejector rod
"anti-clockwise;' by which they mean that
the threads are right-handed. The sharp
and rough edges on the back end of the
crane were smoothed, using a fine-grit
Cratex tip in it Dremel Moto Tool. A light

Continued on page 64

Norma 240
JHPI2400

Rem. 240
JSPIHllO

Rem. 240
JSPIH llO

Sierra 180
JHC/HllO

Sierra 180
JHCIHIIO 1736 1204 1.26"I _._--

have loosened some fine American guns.
The Llama was not loosened; I could de
tect, at most, a .001 inch of front-to-back
cylinder play. After considerably mo~e

heavy firing, I am satisfied that the gun IS

exceptionally strong and accurate.
The Llama also handled lead bullets in

medium loads accurately. For example,
Hornady's swaged 240-grain SWCs arid 8
grains of Unique averaged 1.66 inch in a
series of five-shot groups. Utility-grade
cast 18S-grain wadcutters, with the ~ame

charge, averaged 2.44 inch groups.
The un-tuned Llama .44 Magnum did

more than I could reasonably expect.
However, I have never seen a factory-as
sembled gun, excepting the best custom
models, which could nGt be improved by
smoothing and tuning. I am strictly an am
ateur at tp.is work, and the idea of working
on a completely new action gave me pause,
but it was also a fascinating challenge. As it
turned out, the work was relatively simple.
The results were excellent, and any careful
person should be able to do as well, with
the steps outlined below. N either the writer
nor the editors can be responsible for an
unsafe gun resulting from the work of
others.
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touch with this high-speed outfit removes
roughness, without loosening the fit of
parts. The bearing surfaces on the crane,
the center flat on the back end of the
rachet, and the slotted stem of the ejector
were also smoothed. .

No other work was needed on this as
sembly. The parts were cleaned free of
grease and grit, lubricated with Break
Free, and reassembled. It then turned
freely, and was set aside until the lock
works had been tuned .

The lockworks presented several inter
related problems. The first was trying to
visualize the operation of the action from
the exploded diagram in the instructions. I
always try to do this before Starting the
work, but I finally gave up. Removing the
thumbpiece and sideplate screws, I was re
lieved to find that nothing went flying
across the workshop when I lifted out the
sideplate. (But'watch the tiny plunger and
spring in the tail of the bolt; they could be
overlooked and lost.)

The mainspring was removed from its
guide by backing out the roll pin holding
the retaining washer. Three turns were cut
off the spring, and the stirrup at the upper
end of the guide was polished. The spring,
washer and pin were replaced.

The stiff 'trigger return spring leg was
carefully pried out of its slot ~n the frame
and the coil nudged off its pin. The spnng
had an angle of-about 110 degrees between
its legs; I opened the angle to about 130
degrees to lighten its action.

I then removed the hammer from the
cam and smoothed the edges of the hole,
which fits over the cam and edges of the
double-action sear (fly) slot in the hammer.
The circular projection of the cam was pol
ished around its circumference, as was its
back surface, its arm, and t\J.e frame under
the cam.

The double-action sear was smoothed
lightly, along with the trigger nose. After
assembly and trial; it was decided to stone
these surfaces, along with the SA notch.
The angles must be carefl.\lly retained and
the engagements must not be shortened at
this stage, the idea being to lighten the pull
before making any other changes. Square
ness of the finished edges is alsq important.
Sight black can be used to obtain a wide
contact area. Hard Arkansas stones are
best for trigger work.

LLAMA .44
Continued from page 63

STONE-SMOOTHING
The trigger edge which engages the cyl

inder stop also was smoothed with the
stone. The corresponding surface of the
stop also was smoothed, but it had fairly
deep machine marks which were not
tackled. Other edges of the stop were
sffi<;>othed; its slot in the frame was also
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WILSON COMBAT No. 34 Extended
Combat Ejector, p'recision
machined from 4140 stock & heat
treated RiC 38. 100 % positive
ejectio,n. Minor hand fitting
required $19.95.

WILSON COMBAT No. 2 SHOK·
BUFF@ Shock Absorber Kit (l·HD
recoil spring & 2·poly fiber
buffers) specify Govt.·Gold Cup or
Commander model $5.95. -

WILSON'S GUN SHOP
ROUTE 3, BOX 2U·01
8ERRYV!LLE, ARKANSAS 72616
PHONE ~01·545·3618 '

Send SASE for price sheets or $2.00 for our
illustrated catalog of CUstom Combat
Modifications and complete line of Combat
Accessories.

->
<.....

WILSON COMBAT No.
47 Wilson·Rogers .45
M~tch Magazine, 7 rd.
stainless with rounded
follower & removable
base. Integral base pad
$21.95.

~n®
, Wflte for free catalog.

Lyman Products Corporation
Dept. AH7113
Rt. 147, Middlefield, CT 06455

WILSON COMBAT CUSTOM ACCESSORIES
AAI\l\I\A~
I~~~~~.~

WIL$ON COMBAT No. 3 High
Visibility Combat Sight $25.00.
No. 3D with 3 dot sighting system
$32.00. We will install within 2
weeks for a $20.00 la!>or charge.

WILSON COMBAT No. 66
Beavertail Grip Safety (blue or
stainless) requires frame fitting
$19.95,

Add $2.50 post~ge and handling per order, COD's
welcome. NO credit card orders please. Ark.
residents add 3% sales tax. Dealers send FFL for
dealer pric~s.

All M.O., c~rt. check and COD orders processed
within 5 business days.

• ...................
~

The Organizer from Lyman is a sturdy,
easy-to-assemble, movable work station.
All holes are drilled, all hardware is
provided and concise instructions
make aS1?embly quick and easy.

It will mount all popular reloading
presses as well as many other pieces of
gear normally bolted to a workbench..

New ideas, proven performance, and solid
reloading value - that's Lyman. ,

LYMAN PRODUCT REPORT
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I>ATENTED

EXTENDED SAfETY
Positive safety operation with no more
·tumbles·. Rounded corners e!iminale snag
ging on holsters or clothing. Simple. drop·1n
Installation. S32t5pPd

WIDE TRIGGER
Reduces felt trigger pull for beller control.
Exclusive design is beller than atrig.ger shoe,

~;~p~~t i~~fa~la~~~~e:IS~n e~~i~af:s l~~~~~~e
safely 532"pPd

AMBIDEXTROUS COMBAT SAFETY
N9wright or left hand safety op'eralion for the
HI·Power. Exclusive design Will positively lit

:~e:do~~ar~:tct~~;~~i~~.estructable ~~~p~
($5cre1lltloryouroriginal,ulIIllered, Browning_I

Look for It at your Local Dealer, or send $4.95.;' 1.00 P & H to:

Belltown, LIlt-p.O. Box 74, Rt. 37, Sherman, CT 06784

1. Removing lead from the forcing cone, barrel and cy
linders is no longer a task. Simply cut a 1/2·x112
patch and wrap it around an old brush of the same cal
iber. A little scrubbing and the lead is gone, Follow this
with a clean gun patch and that part is done.

2. To clean the face of the cylinders simply wipe the
lead away.
3. Lightly wipe the exterior with the WIPE AWAY
followed by a clean cloth and the job is finished.
With the WIPE AWAY, it is no longer a messy and time
consuming job to clean a handgun.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CLICK! Wheri you hear it. you can believe it.
The Wichita,•.45 automatic pistol target and

combat sight systems feature easy to operate
positive click elevation and windage adjust
ments. When you hear the click, you can
believe it; so your shooting is more accurate.

In addition, these all-steel sights, designed by
renowned pistolsmith Ron Power, have been
ruggedly constructed. Each is made to withstand
the shock of service ammo and heavy loads
better than any sights you've seen before. And
they're legal for all ISPC and NAA competitions.

Visit your favorite dealer to see (and hear)
Wichita Arms target and combat sight systems.

.45 Auto Pistol Rear Target Sigh~ $49.50

.45 Auto Pistol Rear Combat Sight $49.50

Wichita Arms / 444 Ellis, PO. Box 11371, Wichita, KS 67211 / (316) 265-0661

-BobZwirz
Eastern Editorial Director
Gun World And Annuals

-Jerome Rakusan (Editor)
American Handgunner

Magazine
... For removing leading & carbon build-up

WIPE AWAY is the best that I have worked
with to date.-

... r can vouch for it really working. Just one or
two swipes of the cloth and leading around barrel
di!appears.... ~

THIS AMAZING CLOTH CLEANS. LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH,
IS INEXPENSIVE & LONG LASTING

JUST WIPE AWAY LEAD, BURN RI~GS, & CARBON BUILD·UP
ON HANDGUNS, RIFLES & SHOTGUNS

GUN CLEANING CLOTH

*WIPE AWAyTM
LEAD BUILD-UI>

BROWNING HI-POWER COMBAT ACCESSORIES

: \ .... ;

: ~ PLEASE NOTE ...
: ~NoEo SLIDE RELEASE All prices are for blue parts, COMBAT MAG. RELEASE
: ,. ~~~~~~~gSI~d;e~i:~~u,tr~~i~~g~r~~cii8:~~~ stainless finish available, please Sculptured magazine release will not snag or
• signed for the Hi-Power, simply replaces stan- write or call for prices and delivery. ~~~~g~e~c~~~e2~~:I~ug~~i~~~~ f~~n~r~If.j~s~
: dard release '2895ppd drill and tap one hole. (installation avaIlable for
• 510) '21§ppd

: ~ 1831 I· CYLINDER&SLlDESHOP,INC.
=:. TO ORDER ~ ti,••_. RO. BOX 937

~se~y°;:,rp:t~~~:r~~o;~~~~~~~~e~~~=d~:~~~=D FREMoNT, NEBR. 68025
orders, Phone orders accepted lor cred~ cards only. All orders prepaid via UPS

• ~~~~~i~~:~'l:~=:'nd Hawaii, please add $1.50 per item. Please lur· Nt.. Ph: (402)721-4277
: PLEASE! nocallsafter12:00noonC.SI.. .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

radiused. The legs of the cylinder stop
spring were straightened, to lighten its
action.

Reassembly of the gun showed that the
desired lightening had been accomplished,
but the trigger did not return reliably.
Working the action with the sideplate re
moved, I could see that the trigger was
hanging up as it passed the double-action
sear at the back and the stop at the front.
Those machine marks were the obvious
cause. The edge of the stop was ground
down fiat and then polished to wash out all
of the marks. The trigger return problem
was solved and the gun was found to be
completely reliable with several brands of
pistol primers, both the regular type and
the magnums.

The return may not be as fast as a first
class double-action shooter needs, but it is
fine for me. The trigger pulls are about as
light as any amateur cart expect to make
them, and still keep the gun reliable with
all well-made loads.

One further addition was a cylinder
endshake washer, which I placed over the
cam pivot pin to improve the cam smooth
ness. This seemed to be effective, and it
also removed some of the hammer wobble
without causing binding. I used the
Ron Power hardened washer designed for
N-frame S&W revolvers.

The tuned gun was much improved. The
trigger was crisper in single-action and
smoother in double-action. The pull
weights were lighter: 41/2 pounds, single
action on my Ohaus gauge, eight pounds
double -action on a larger spring scale.
These are manageable pulls, even though
the single-action pull is a bit heavier than I
prefer. The limiting factor is the eccentric
cam design, and the fact that the return
spring must do much of the work. It pushes
back the stop and double-action fly,
returns the cam and hammer to their high
positions (rotating the cam inside of the
hammer), resets the hand, and returns the
trigger. Probably a professional
pistolsmith could improve the gun further;
but I'm highly pleased with it, as is.

In direct comparison to my S&W M29
(six-inch barrel), which has been expertly
field-tuned by Mag-na-port Arms, I can
hit almost as close and fast with the Llama
with the same loads, either single- or
double-action.

The M29 has my homemade grips and a
fast IO-pound dbuble-action pull; the dif
ference is that I am more familiar with it,
while I'm still learning the Liama pulls. It
takes a lot of shooting to get used to a dif
ferent trigger pull.

The Smith's two-pound-plus pull is
great. The Llama has a more uniform
double-action pull. The Smith has also
been Mag-na-ported, a definite advan
tage; 1haven't yet had this job done on the
Llama, primarily because even heavy
loads fired in it are not that bad.

One other factor is an unusually early
cylinder lockup in the Llama double-

Continued on page 66
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For free catalog of our competitive and
"Shootin for Fun" metallic silhouettes
Write: TARGET MASTERS 8341 CanogaAve.A

Canoga Park, CA 91304 (213) 998·31.66

Scale %

Handguns to
44 Magnum

III, ,

PN-TI61201

Silhouette is
shock mounted
bending back as
it is hit then
springing back
with a: clang to
its original
posiiion.

TORSO
SPRINGER

GET THE .
COMPETITIVE EDGEI
HANDGUN COMPETITION is the
comprehensive sourcebook thqt
covers all aspects of competitive
pistol and revolver shooting. Top
ics include historical develop
ment, shooting instruction and
selection, care and maintenance
of equipment. Also featured is a
review of the rI..Ilesand techniques
governing each of the major
types of competition: civilian, po
lice, or military. If you are ci
prizewinning shooter, or just want
to be, then send for a copy of this
book right away. Only $14.95 plus
$1.50 postage and handling..................................,. .
HANDGUNNER BOOKS, DEPT. 99AH-11
591 Camino de la Reina, # 200,
San Diego, CA 92108
__ Please send me a copy of
HANDGUN COMPETITION.
Enclosed is $14.95
plus $1.50 postage and handling.

Charge my credit card __ Visa/ MC
__. MasterCard Number _

Exp. Date Initials _
NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY STATE _ ZIP __

California residents add 6% sales tax.
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The International Handgun Metallic

Silhouette Association (IHMSA) is the
sanctioning body for virtually all hand~
gun silhouette matches held in the
United States. Its 20-page official rule
book-the "bible" of the sport
emphasizes big bore shooting, although
there is a category for those who wish to
fire at silhouette targets at shorter
ranges, with .22 caliber pistols and re
volvers. For more information on this
increasingly popular handgun shooting
sport, write Elgin Gates, president of
iHMSA, at POB 1609, Idaho Falls, ID
83401. He and his colleagues have made
many substantial contributions to the
sport and Gates is held in high esteem
by the shooting fraternity.

LLAMA .44
Continued from page 65

action cycle. The lock clicks in solidly, then
the hammer must travel back about Vs inch
more before it falls. I haven't gotten used
to the extra travel; this calls for a two-stage
pull, taking the trigger rapidly to lockup,
then more carefu!1y to hammer fall, as the
sights are aligned. Shortening the pull to
approximate the Smith pull is a possible,
but touchy, solution.

Finally, I went the extra mile, as they say,
and tried to extract even finer accuracy
from the Llama .44. I used a Brownell tar
get cone reamer (ll-degree cutter) and re
moved the minor concentric machine
marks and other minor faults from the fac
tory cone in the Llama to form a smooth,
rourid, and slowly-tapered new cone to
minimize bullet distortion. The original
cone was fairly good, judging from the
gun's accuracy, but it was greatly improved
by this job.

Lead bullets were also handled some
what more accurately onthe average, with
no fliers. The gun showed close to custom
target-grade accuracy. This demonstrated
orice again that revolver accuracy can usu
ally be upgraded by cutting a new preci
sion cone.

I consider the big Llama to be a high
quality revolver, ingeniously designed,
manufactured to close tolerances, and
carefully fitted and assembled to make it a
solid, tight, strong, smooth and very accur
ate gun. It is reliable and trouble-free out
of-the-box; but serious shooters will want
to tune it a bit to obtain even better han
dling and performance.

The tuned Llama combines ultra-fine
accuracy, strength-to-spare for the heaviest
loads, double-action smoothness, and
good handling with tamed recoil.

The big Spaniard has a lot going for it,
and deserve.s to be considered by~
more Amencan handgunners. '"

Attention!
(C((»MTBAl

SJH[(()(OTlERS
Now you can purchase the

accessories you need in one
convenient place. We offer:

6225th
Belle Fourche, SD 57717

C.O.D.·s Welcome
or call your Visa and Mastercharge

orders to
(605) 892-2822

Forward Correct remittance in
cash. check or M.a. along

with 10% or $2.50 postage to:
FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST!

Dealers please inquire

SIH[(()()lli81
SUPPLY

Kings Extended Safties 18.50
Ambidextrous Safties-M-S Safari 34.50

Colt 49.95
Extended Slide Release 19.50
Wilson Shok-buff 6.3-5
Wilson-Dwyer Group Gripper Gov!. 22.95

Comm. 27.95
Wolff 18V,lb. recoil spring 4.50
MK IV recoil spring 1.50
Extended Magazine Release 17.50
Micro ar1justable sights 31.50
Wichita adjustable sights 49.95
King-Tapr~r fi'ed sights 29.00
MMC Bar \..' "" fixed sights 26.00
Mellett fixed sights 26.00
Beavertail grip safties- M-S Safari 19.00

Colt 23.00
Long Match Triggers 10.40

3 lightening holes 17.50
Magazines- Colt. blue 16.00

Devel, 8 rds 17.95
Flat Mainspring housing- Colt, cked. 23.00

Colt, serrated 23.00
Pachmayr 9.95

Colt Barrell and Bushing sets 49.95
Colt Commander Hammers 16.50
Micro Bushing 9.50
Bianchi" Askins Avenger" 35.00
Bianchi "Chapman Hi-Ride" 40.95
Blocker "Security" (teflon lined) 35.95
Blocker "X-16" 26.95
Rogers "Idaho Reloader" pouch 6.35
Rogers E-Z load 6.35'
Bianchi "clip grip" 19.00
Blocker "double clip" 21.00
Rogers PPS Grips 22.95
Bianchi "Lightning" grips 21.00
Pachmayr "combat" grips 17.50
Detonics Extended Recoil

Spring Guide 28.00
IPSC Hat Pins 6.75

\\Ie have considerable experience
in performing IPSC style modifica
tions. Inquire for details.

We are a Colt's Warranty Repair
Station' and carry a wide variety
of Colt Parts. I~~.u}~; for details.

We offer a complete money back
guarantee --
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VHS & BETA Training
Tepes Anlleble
Pistol - $59.95
Shotgun - $49.95

(1) Phenomenal molecular bond
guaranteed will not chip or peel

(2) Extremely Hard satin finish (70
Rock. "C") with super lubricity

(3) Excellent protection against
rust

(4) All internal and external parts
processed

Only $8.95
Plus $1.00 Postage &

Handling

Pistol and Shotgun
cou...s now available

at Mid-South Insmute 01
SeIl·Oelen.. Shooting.

Combat Handguns
Megezlne says:
"To all future champions
and to those Who want to
defend themselves, You
Cen't Miss is a solid hit in
the x·ring!"

MODERN PRACTICAL and
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING

is being taught at the CHAPMAN
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING.
Courses are now available for pistol,
lrifle and shotgun, The courses have
been attended and praised by world
class competitive shooters as well as
law enforcement and military person
nel. For information write:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205

(314) 696-5544

1983 IPSC National
Champion Robert Leatham's
Metaloyed WILSON COMBAT
"Accu-Comp".

The ucJl!(t:taloy" Finish - Available Exclusively Thru
.... '-~'~'-*'*';~ WILSON'S GUN SHOP

Recommended by M....d Ayoob,

Jim Clerk, Bill Jorden end meny others!

Write: Metaloy Industries, Inc.
Rt. 3, Box 211-0

Dealers please inquire Berryville, Ark. 72616

JOHN SHAW WINS 1982
"SOLDIER OF FORTUNE"

Send me copies of YOU CAN'T MISS
@ $8.95 plus $1.00 postage and handling each.

Send me copies of Limited Edition
Hardbound· YOU CAN't MISS @ $14.95 plus $1.00
postage and handling each.

Name

Learn how he did it - and
how you can - in his best
selling book, YOU CAN'T MISS.

Street

City State Zip __

American Handgunner
Megezlne ••y.:
"You Cen't Miss is a must for
the dyed-in-the·wool hand·
gunner wanting to improve
his scores...well done and
extremely informative..."

What does Supergun II weigh?
"Just seven ounces more than a stan

dard model Government Colt, which is a
big advantage for competition shooting.
Almost all that weight is in the frame,
which is three-times the thickness of a
Colt. The grip isn't much wider than a
Colt. The frame is massive. It was built
that way for the weight and to withstand
the constant pounding of the slide. A lot of
problems with Colts involves cracked
frames and cracked slides. They're a very
thin gun, and were designed for a different
purpose than which they're being used for
today."

Didn't you use an Aimpoint at Bianchi
last year (1982)?

"Right. It was mounted on the frame
and proved to be highly successful (Camp
bell finished ninth). I was happy with the
score-and the Aimpoint. I never shot a
handgun that precisely, until I installed an
Aimpoint sight:'

But is it "practical?"
"Practical is whatever works best for a

given application. Not one gun, not one
sight, is going to work well for every ap
plication. That's one thing that really
gripes me about competition shooting.
People are down on expensive, exotic
equipment. They say, 'Sure, he won be
cause he shot this expensive, super-duper
gun: Well, that isn't true. You can't expect
Mickey Fowler or Michael Plaxco or any
other world-class competitor to shoot any
thing less than fine, state-of-the-art equip
ment. I guarantee you that Mickey Fowler
could shoot a stock .45 Gold Cup out-of
the-box and win Bianchi. However, he
needs every edge he can get, because he
can use those edges. You have to experi
ment and that's the department I'm in:
product engineering. We experiment all
the time, and I love it."

Is there anything specialyou'd like to see
on Supergun II1?

"Supergun III is always ~
there-in my head. We'll see .. :' ~

SUPERGUN 11
Continuedfrom page 48
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SHASTEEN INDUSTRIES. INC.
P.O. Box 527-Dept. AH
Defiance, Ohio 43512

- Dealer inquiries invited-

DARTON
.4 Lt:....
DARTON ARCHERY
Dept. AH7·8 P.O. Box 4340

3261 Flushing Rd. Flint, Michigan 48504
(313) 239·7361 P tent 0.3486495

c--a

TRUI IXCllllNCI
IN ARCHIRY
For the past 30 years Darton has supplied the true
bowman with the finest crafted bows and quality
accessories. In continuing this tradition, Darton
introduces 11 new top·pertorming, high·energy bows
for the 80's. Featuring a brand new innovation in
high energy eccentrics ... the MARK I. It's designed
for maximum stored energy and much faster arrow
speed.
Value ... another Darton tradition that
assures you dependability, quality
and excellent performance at a
reasonable investment.
Start enjoying true excellence in
archery! Visit your Darton
dealer and/or send for our new
full·llne catalog now.

No zipper to scratch,mar,iam or run open
• Large, durable, dependable VELCRO clo

sure that really holds and is self-aligning
• Rugged vinyl exterior, foam cushioned

Inter-lining, and a soft slliconlzed lining
Seams are sewn with a neat tucked binding

• Manufactured by us to combine the best
materials and the finest craftsmanship

• g sizes available to fit most handguns
• Reasonably priced protection you can

not afford to be without

• Satisfaction Guaranteed - Made in U.S.A.
• Please add $125 for first Item and 50~ each

additional Item for shipping and handling.
Free shipping on orders over $25.00.

• Check, Money Order, MC, Visa, inc. allll"s
• We ship UPS where Possible, no P.O.

Boxes please
•

for more than an hour to shoot while you
watched Mitchell McNeece shoot 129plates
and then John Pride shoot 3Jl plates. What
was going through your mind?

"I was trying to think about as little as
possible at that moment. When McNeece
shot down all those plates, I thought it was
pretty amazing. It's funny, Rob Leatham
and I had joked in practice about going out
there and shooting maybe a hundred or
two hundred plates, but we were kidding.
Then, when John Pride came up and shot
more than 300, it seemed unreal.

"I can remember feeling kind of de
tached. It also occurred to me that all that
waiting might be bad for me, since I was
ready to shoot when I got there. But as
John (Pride) continued on his 'roll; I think
watching him may have helped me be
cause I finally said to myself, 'Hey, this is
easy-I can do it too: "

You made it look easy. Specifically, how
didyou practicefor thisyear's Bianchi Cup?

"We don't have a mover to practice on,
so we just set up the Practical, the Bar
ricade and the Falling Plates. We shot each
of them once, just like in the actual match.
We don't shoot the match again for score
in that session. We record the scores, and if
we detect a problem, we go back and work
on that particular area. We don't tape the
targets, and we change them at the same
intervals, as they do in the match:'

You try to simulate match conditions as
closely as possible?

"We try to make conditions a little
worse. For example, we try to shoot with
the sun in our faces, so it's difficult to see
the scoring rings:'

What's your advice to shooters who can't
seem to shoot as well in a match as they do in
practice?

"Learning how to shoot your practice
scores in a match is the whole ballgame.
Most people shoot way too tense. You can
see that their facial and stomach muscles
are too tight. You need to be relaxed, so
you can concentrate on the same things
you do in practice. There's a lot more pres
sure in a match, from all angles, and that
tends to erode your concentration. You
have to 'shoot through' the pressure and
concentrate. The name of the game is men
tal discipline."

Doyou have apet device that helpsyou do
that?

"I'm still experimenting, and it varies
with the type of shooting; but for the
Bianchi Cup, I concentrate on trigger con
trol and what I call a 'relaxed focus' on the
center of the target. In other types of
matches, I try to keep my muscles as loose
as possible for fluid movement. I try to re
lax and focus on my front sight."

How did the one-point loss to Mickey

BIANCHI CHAMP
Continuedfrom page 36

GUNFIGHTING

AT HOME

AND

RELATED

SUBJECTS
A TEXTBOOK BY E. R. FENJOHN
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME

AND ITS OCCUPANTS
HARDCOVER

ILLUSTRATED
SEi\D

$6.95 POST PAID
TO:

GOLD STAR PUB. CO.
DEPT. AH-ll, 90 CRICKET AVE.

ARDMORE, PA 19003

AJAX CUSTOM GRIPS, INC.
12229 Cox Lane ,

Dalla8, Texas 75234
214-241-6302

Dealer Inqul".. Inlllted
8end S2 for catalog. ReIu_ with 11mpu~

1 5 7-7 7

TYLER'S liT" GRIP
BETTER SHOOTINGiilillIl1IiI
with this improved
cast Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt.
S & W ond Ruger D.A.
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAC
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS. .
POLISHED or BLACK $6.00; GOLD $6.50----------

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable light weight cost oluminum for Colts, S & W,
Ruger ond other modern pistols, rifles ond shotguns.
POLISHED or BLACK $4.50; GOLD FINISH $5.
AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT. Send
moke & model of gun. No C.O.D.'s please. Add $1.00
for Shipping Chorges. Fully Guaranteed. G~nuir.
Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips & Accessories.

Buck Knives-Hand-mad. Leather Holsters & Belts.

New! IVOREX® GUN GRIPS
MELVIN TYLER MFG, AND DIST.

1326 W. Britton Rd.• Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114
Call toll free 800-654-8415 Outside Oklahoma
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Ask your local dealer-or send $1 for our complete accessory catalog

RX22

RX22 - Double
action autoloader

in 22LR, featuring
apatented revolver

-style ignition
safety system.

German engineered
to work with

accuracy.

These pistols are available
today from your Excam
Distributor. Send $2.00 for
color catalog illustrating the
entire Excam line.

8 EXCAM, INC.
4480 East 11th Avenue

Hialeah, FL 33013

Millett USights
16131 GOTHARD ST. HUNTINGTON BEACH. CA 92647 714 842-5575

@ with @

Millett Sights, ,
~~~..~'

Get the Picture!

GT32XE,380XE
Fire power with
style, this pistol
features 12 shot
magazine, all steel
construction, iner
tial firing pin, and
3 safety systems.
Available in 32 or ~'Y"'!"'''''!
380 caliber,
wooden grips
standard.
Shoots as
good as it
looks!

GT22, 32, 380
All steel auto
loader featuring a
patented take down
system, 3 safety
systems, and
inertial firing pin.
Available in choice
of 22, 32, or 380
calibers with a
wide range of
finishes.

WE ONLY LOOK EXPENSIVE
Check These Excam

Handgun Values

Customize your handgun with precision-engineered Millett sights. Quality
craftsmanship, smooth styling, fine click adjustments make Millett the hand
gunner's choice for autos & revolvers. Ruggedly crafted in heat-treated
steel. White outline or target rear. Blaze orange, white bar, serrated ramp, ar
plain post front sights for autos.

Colt • Smith & Wesson • Ruger • Dan Wesson • Browning

Fowler in the last year's Bianchi Cup match
affect you?

"I think it fired me up. I worked much
harder in practice this year, even though I
shot fewer rounds. My mental attitude was
tougher this year-I drove myself harder.
By the time I got to the match, I knew I was
ready, so the only thing on my mind was
shooting the stages, to the best of my
ability:'

What equipment didyou use at this year's
Bianchi Cup match?

"I shot a Smith & Wesson MIO with a
six-inch (one-inch diameter) Douglas bar
rel, customized by Frank Glenn of Ac
curacy, Unlimited in Glendale, Arizona.
(Glenn is a well-known PPC shooter and
armorer for the Arizona Department of
Public Safety.)

"My ammo was a l48-grain, cast, bevel
base wadcutter ahead of 3.5 grains of
700X, with Federal primers and Winches
ter cases. They were all reloads made by
the Sun Cartridge Company of Phoenix,
Arizona.

"I used Gordon Davis leather, and the
same Aimpoint MK II sight that I used last
year:'

What's your opinion of the controversial
electronic scoring system used at this year's
Bianchi Cup match?

"That's a tough one. I think the ideal
solution would be to get rid of it and go to
turning targets. I heard complaints'from a
lot of shooters that they were unfairly
penalized for late shots. And it was sug
gested that the video tapes be used to over
rule the electronic system; but I don't think
there's a provision in the rules that allows a
call to be reviewed just because someone
happened to be video-taping the shooter.
Many of the shooters who complained
weren't being taped anyway, so they would
have no recourse. I hope we go to turning
targets next year."

Are you optimistic about the future of
practical shooting?

"Definitely. Media coverage has been
increasing every year, and that's some
thing that's got to happen in order to
attract more participants-and spectators.
I hope the trend continues. If the sport be
comes more professional, and there are
more tournaments and more prize money,
it might even be possible for the top com
petitors to concentrate on shooting on a
full-time basis. If I didn't have to spend so
much of my time just earning a living, my
shooting would improve tremendously.
But there would have to be at least a half
dozen matches like the Bianchi Cup in
order to justify quitting IIIiIlIIt-
my job." ~

GET YOUR 1983 HANDGUNNER ANNUAL
Includes New '83 Handguns, Self-Defense

Handgunning, Airgun Review,
500 places to shoot, more!

Send $4,95 to
American Handgunner,

Box 16439, San Diego, CA 92116,
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ALAN M. GOlll1EB

THE
RIGHTS
OF GUN
OWNERS

MANUFACTURER'S NOTICE
TO

KG-99"OWNERS

GWMDAVIS
P.O. Box 446 • Arcadia • CA 91006

e
NEW Operating Handle system makes
cocking easier, safer and more comfortable.
INTERDYNAMICS OF AMERICA, INC. will
install the improved Operating H.nlle system
.....t no cost to you.... in our factory.
Thi. will: l. Stop torque binding during cocking

2. fHI more comfortlbte to your finger
3. PTlVlnt Ifty possillility of premature ignition
4. Pertecdy ml1l:h the finish 01 your KG - 99

Pistols serial numbered under 9051 qualify for I free magazine.
Pistols serill numbered 9051 Ind higher, ond Ihose hIVing two
small dots It the bottom of the blrrel shroud n••r the feceiver
are already equipped with the new Operating Hlnel. system IRd

should not be returned.

This d... not opply to open· boll KG-9or the _MINI-99.

I
NEW COMPACT 20·ROUNO MAGAZINE
($29.95 retlil) will be returnod 10 you with
your KG - 99 10 repoy your shipping cost.
INTEROYNAMICS poy. the roturn lreight

SEND UNLOADED KG· 99 ONLV (NOT MAGAZINE) TO:
Intlrdyn..ics. 11990 SW 121th Street Miomi, Flori. 3311&

MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHER PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

;".,

Perfect for Every
Concerned Citizen
THE RIGHT OF GUN OWNERS

This is the first compilation of all federal
and state statutes in one volume, as well
as a reasoned brief against many of the
gun·control proposals and laws now be
ing widely discussed. It covers every
facet of gun law, from constitutional
guarantees to licenses, registration,
concealed weapons, waiting periods,
ammunition purchases, postal regula·
tions, and crossing state borders.

To order your copy, send $6.95 plus 51.50 postage ..
and handling to: HANOGUNNER BOOKS, Dept. 11AH
591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200
San Diego. CA 92108

#455
"SECURITY"
Many new
products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $1 for new '82 Catalog.

SHOOTING UNDERWATER
He began to experiment to see if a fire

arm could be made to function underwater.
The first step was to develop a workable

cartridge/projectile system. To do this, he
used an old Remington Rolling Block ac
tion, to which he fitted various length
barrels.

He found that a spear-like projectile,
about eight inches long, could be fired suc
cessfully underwater. He then designed a
gun around it. The result looks like one of
the old pepperboxes, in that it has a rotat-
ing six-chambered barrel/cylinder
assembly. The gun is made entirely of
stainless steel and weighs a little more than
four pounds. The weight is intentional, so
that the gun and extra cylinders can take
the place of the ballast weights divers must
carry.

Reloading simply involves replacing the
cylinder with a fresh one.

The round evolved through testing is a
.375 inch diameter, two-part projectile that
weighs 730 grains. The point section is
stainless steel, about three inches long. It is
joined to a Micarta (plastic-like) shaft to
give an overall length of about eight
inches.

The projectile is precision, centerless
g!;ound to give a close fit to the bore, so that
little water is displaced by firing. It pro
trudes a short distance from the muzzle for
the same reason, and enables the diver to
identify-by sight or feel-the type of
ammunition loaded.

The cartridge case is a much-modified
.30-30 that has been shortened, expanded

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER • NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1983

with a plastics manufacturer, which took
him to Hong Kong. While there he learned
of another company's unsuccessful at
tempts to design an improved device for
tapping draft beer kegs. This was all that
was needed to get his creative mind going,
and he soon came up with an entirely new
system.

When he returned to this country he and
a partner formed the Hoff-Stevens Com
pany and set about making his improved
beer tapping system. Although it was a
slow process, the company became suc
cessful and eventually cornered approx
imately 80 percent of the market. The
financial security that resulted enabled
Stevens to pursue his love of gun design
ing, and his next project was more than a
little unusual.

He was aware, from his own experience
as a skindiver, of the inadequacy of under
water weapons. Most spearguns have a
very short effective range, are single-shot,
and the target takes the expensive spear
away with it if it isn't killed instantly.

FRED STEVENS
Continuedfrom page 32

HKS Products, Inc.
132 Fifth, Dayton, Ky. 41074

Competition Ammo Blocks
Create a customized loading plate
with ammo blocks. ._
Five blocks fastened l ~1llJE~ f
to board make a "3D-hole tray
for only $3.95. •
3 models for Speedloaders
1D-A. DSA. 547. 585-A, PYA. M-3A. and 27-A

HKS Speedloaders Fit Nearly
Every Revolver-----....

• SMITH & WESSON
.38, .357, 22-J, 22-K, .41 Mag.,
.44 Spec.,.44 Mag., .45 Auto Rim,
.45 Colt Long, .9MM

• COLT .38, .357, .22
• RUGER .38, .357,

Security Six, Speed Six
• DAN WESSON

.38, .357, .22LR., .44
• CHARTER ARMS

.38, .357, .44 Special

See Your Local Gun Dealer

onl'l

1......oN $695
O\ler 1'" rts",ell eacn

Id to SpO ",ellt
SO Ellforce \Ull'leaf

& L.B"" ed one
.gelicieS Guafante

Leather Cases
Single, Double and Triple genuine
leather cases available for all HKS
Speedloaders. Black, Brown or Tan.
No. 105 Single $13.95
No. 103 Double $18.95
No. 102 Triple $18.95 (No Flap)

•
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Rt. 2. Box 22A· Keithville. Louisiana 71047 • (318) 925-0836

I.S.1 CANNON SAFE TEAM Mickey
Fowler, Mike Dalton, Craig Gifford
and Mike Fichman remain unde
feated in the Bianchi Cup Team
Match using Blocker's I.S.1. Com
petition Rig. These winning team
members know and demand the
very best leather equipment avail
able. Write for free brochure or see
advertisement elsewhere in this
issue.

James C.Clark
PISTOLSMITH

Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters
p.o. Box 821 Dept A.H. Rosemead, California 91770

CLARK .45 GRIP SCOPE MOUNT
also available

$31 .00 plus $1.50 postage

{Please specify Almpoint or scope.]
Available from Gil Hebard and Brownell

Dealer Inquiries Invited. Write or call for additional information.

6 oz. aluminum mount made specifically for the Aimpoint.
Replaces left grip on the .45 auto and designed to put the Aim
point scope directly over the bore. Mount clears guns with rib
sights attached. Right or left handed. Mount has 2 extra pre
drilled holes with screws for positive anchoring. Liquid metal
anchoring kit supplied to be used at shooter"s option. Use of
screws. metal kit or both, controls all mount movement. Complete
with full instructions. $43.00 plus $1.50 postage.

CLARK AIMPOINT
SCOPE MOUNT

VIRTUALLY NO NOISE
He will not reveal the powder type or

charge, except to say that it is "conven
tional smokeless powder." Stevens reports
that when the gun-which is patented-is
fired underwater there is virtually no
noise, and only a small bubble of escaping
gas is noticeable. In tests conducted in a
swimming pool, a diver was able to place
two shots within approximately 2Y2 inches
at 60 feet. At that distance, the projectile
penetrated about four inches of pine.

What the effective range might be in
open water, Stevens does not know; but he
says he feels sure it is greater than the 60
foot limit imposed by the swimming pool.

When fired in the air, the 730-grain pro
jectile was chronographed at 750 fps.

Stevens visualizes a James Bond type of
weapons system, based around the gun. It
would not necessarily be limited to under
water use, and a wide variety of ammuni
tion would be possible to enable a diver
presumably military-to emerge from the
water and engage an enemy, or perform
other assault functions.

Some other applications might include:
• A multi-shot stud driver, for use both

under and above water;
• A gun capable of firing a heavy, multi

ball load, for use. against personnel
above water;

• A gun designed to fire a special
grenade-type, anti-personnel projec
tile, with a range in excess of300 yards;

• A gun that would throw a light line a
considerable distance;

• A gun made to discharge a flare under
water that would rise to a substantial
height above water; and

• A gun capable of firing a harpoon-type
projectile with line attached, for use
both below and above water.

Stevens' latest project is a hammerless
derringer chambered for the .38 Special
cartridge. Made ofstainless steel, it bears a
similarity to, and isn't much larger than,
the High Standard model. Plans are un
derway to produce it, according to Stevens.

We can expect many other new guns to
come from the fertile mind of Fred
Stevens; we'll hear about them when
the time is right, -M-
not before. ~

and had the rim turned down.
Stevens explained that the use of the .30

30 case was simply an expedient to save the
expense of having a case made from
scratch.

SUPPORT
THE

ADVERTISERS
IN THESE

PAGES!
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INFO 'QUICKIE'
The oldest cartridge still in continu

ous use is the .22 Short, first made
available in 1857. It is used in match
grade a~mo for target shooting and
standard grade for plinking and pest
control in the amount of millions of
rounds each year.

NEW800KS
Shoot a Handgun-a complete manual of
simplified handgun instruction, by Dave A r
nold. First published in South Africa, 1979,
USA, 1983. Distributed by Handgunner
Books, Suite 200, 591 Camino de la Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108 ($9.95, postpaid. Cal
ifornia residents should add 54 cents for
sales tax).

Born in South Africa in 1939, Dave Ar
nold is qualified to write about the art of
handgun shooting, having served for 18
years in the elite British South Africa po
lice force in Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe).
He ultimately attained the commissioned
rank of superintendent, commanding anti
terrorist units.

His experience includes the training of
police officers in combat techniques with
the rifle, pistol, shotgun and submachine
gun.

Arnold is highly experienced in com
petitive marksmanship, both as a soldier
and civilian. He was a member of the Rho
desian team that won the 1976 World Prac
tical Pistol Championship, and has since
fired many excellent scores in haridgun
matches throughout the United States. His
present position is that ofchief training of
ficer for Westec Security, Inc., Santa
Monica, California.

His 144-page paperback covers all as
pects of handgun shooting: how to choose
a pistol or revolver, basic principles of
marksmanship, care and cleaning of fire
arms, points of safety and responsibility,
personal defense, accessories and gun
modifications.

His book contains marty fine illus
trations, an excellent glossary of terms and
a useful bibliography. It is indexed, for
easy reference.

As David Westerhout (1977 World Prac
tical Pistol Champion) points out in his
foreword, "Most top pistol shooters will
tell you that their interest and skills de
veloped in the same order that follows in
the format of this book:'

Shoot a Handgun should help many
novices to enjoy the sport of pistol shoot
ing through different levels of skill; there
will be few. experts who will not learn
something by pursuing its easily read
chapters.

This book is an excellent addition to
your home or office firearms iibrary.

(L. D.)

z.
Call (805) 466-6266

Open 9-5 P.S.T.
Brochure available tor $1.00

.100%
reintorced
nylon .
No cheap
plastics.

Made for:
-S& W:Sq. & Rd. ButtK, L& N; Rd. ButtJ
-COLT PYTHON (I-Frame)
- RUGER: Security-Six', Police

Service Six', Speed Six'. '(PosI1976senalnumbe'5151 and above)

MONOGRIP® features include: Unique,
ONE-PIECE construction' Hogue's famed
orthopedic hand fit· Fully relieved for all speed loaders
Exclusive COBBLESTONE® finish

$18'95 Checkor HOGUE ®
money order C

plus $2 00 postage & OMBAT GRIPS
handling (California P. O. Box 2038
residents add 6% Dept. AH6
sales tax.) Atascadero, CA 93423 .

MONOGRlp®
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YOU'll
l-l receive th

FRE;ndgunner Fi e all-fabric

. -a $3 50 rst Patch

With each ~d
value-FREE

sUbscription.

You'll be five steps ahead of the pack

when it comes to getting the most pleasure

from your handguns.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER is the only magazine in

the nation devoted exclusively to handguns, and

designed for handgun enthusiasts like yourself. It

covers all aspects of handgun activity with in

depth test reports on exotic handguns, unique

designs of famous pistolsrniths, conversion info

from top competitors, and much more! Plus, in

each issue, you have a chance to win a One-of-a

Kind Customized Handgun with our Special Custom

Gun Giveaway Contest.

You'll get full coverage of handgun competitions,

and discover the equipment and techniques used

by the winners. Plus, you will pick up valuable

Reloading Tips that could save you the cost of

your whole subscription.

Each issue features exciting regular articles on:

* HANDGUN HUNTING

* SELF·DEFENSE HANDGUN NEWS

* CUSTOMIZING HANDGUNS

* PISTOLSMITHING

* AIR GUN ACTMTlES

,.
* COMPETITIVE SHOOTING
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HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads 50¢ per word per insertion, (35¢ per word-per insertion for 3 or more) including
name and address. Minimum charge $7.00 per ad. Copy must be submitted with payment in
advance. NO AGENCY DISCOUNTS. All ads must be received with advance payment by not
later than the 14th of the fourth month preceding date of issue. Example: Closing for Jan /Feb
84 issue (on sale Nov. 1) is Sept. 14th. Ads received after closing date will appear in the
following issue. Please type or print clearly. NO PROOFS FURNISHED. Include name, ad
dress, post office, zip code, city and state as counted words. Abbreviations count as one
word each. Mail to AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200,
San Diego, CA 92108.

ACCESSORIES

COATED CLEANING RODS. All sizes, all Cal. 5()¢ for list
of precision shooting access: J. Dewey Mfg. 186AH Skyview,
Southbury, CT 06488

GUN ENGRAVING on your firearms, Customized Artwork
-monogram, ornamentation, hunting scene-whatever you
wish. No case hardened, Knife handles-no blades. Hand
rubbed walnut plaques for all your awards presentations.
Jewelry, Trophy and Gun work. Sundance Engraving, PO
Box 912, Reading, PA 19603

IVORY GRIPS-All Makes-Hand Carving. Free Colt
Medallions-Stamped addressed envelope for list. Gunart,
Box 22, Lakewood, NJ 08701.

GENUINE ELEPHANT IVORY GRIPS for Colt 45 auto
matics $110 per pair, satisfaction guaranteed. Send check to:
Ivorygrips, Box 830AH, West Dover, Vermont 05356-0830.
Void where prohibited.

COONAN MAGNUM AUTOMATIC Cap and Emblem.
First quality, American made, no foam, built to last! Silver
Cap with 100% embroidered 2"x4" Emblem (Silver with
Green Trim). Limited first production run. CAP-$7.95.
Order two for $15.00 and receive an extra Emblem,
EMBLEMS-$2.oo, or only $1.50 each for two or more. Add
$1.00 shipping for Cap orders, 50¢ for Emblems. N.Y.
residents add 7% sales tax. Contact your area COONAN
ARMS DISTRIBUTOR or, ELMIRA ARMS COMPANY,
DEPT. H, 205 S. WALNUT STREET, ELMIRA, N.Y.14904,
Phone orders 607-734-8168.

ORIENTAL JADE PISTOL GRIPS CUSTOM MADE
FOR ANY HANDGUN. $1500. For information Call Color·
ado 595-0302 or 1-800-525-3050.

IVORY: complete Scrimshaw and ivory supplies. Cabs, inks,
belt buckles, elk burrs, ivory handled knives. Pistol grips in
ivory and hardwoods, for SAA, .45 Auto, Rugers, Browning
high power. Raw ivory in slabs, tusks, and sections. For cata
log, send $1 to: Midwest-Artan, Sec. 3, P.O. Box 325,
Thomasboro, IL 61878.

SPEED·LOADER USERS: SPEED-LATCHTM will help
you shave seconds off your reloading time! Available for
S&W K and L frames, also Ruger Security Six and the
Redhawk. Send SASE for descriptive literature to: FIRE
ARM TECHNOLOGY CO., Box 266, Massapequa, NY
11758.

ADVENTURERS-Procurement Index for security "con
sultants," agents, operatives, discerning individuals who take
life seriously. Offering: Specialized leathergear; miniaturized
electronics; disguised self-defense devices; countermeasure
specialties. Our illustrated catalog, $2.00 (refundable). ASp,
PO Box 18595/AHC, Atlanta, GA 30326.

STAKING TOOL, for 45 front sights. Also works on Reming
ton shotguns and riftes. $29.95 PPD. Cody Shooters Supply,
Box 907, Cody, WY 82414.

TREADLOCK SECURITY CHEST. Fire-Resistant Safes.
Discount Prices. CAVALIER SECURITY, Box 12507,
Roanoke, VA 24026. (703) 992-3371.

JADE GRIPS for .45 Govt Auto $225.00 per set. Maze, 2124
Kittredge St. "I", Berkeley, CA 94704. Calif. residents add 6%
sales tax.

AR-7 ASSAULT RIFLE! We have 15 round magazines,
ventilated barrels and collapsible stocks. $1.00 for List. $25.00
per mag, 2 for $40.00. Ground Zero Survival Supply, P.O. Box
335, Croton, OH 43013.

SEMI MAC 10-11 TO FULL AUTO IN 5 SECONDS. Back to
UNALTERED SEMI-AUTO IN 2 SECONDS!
Introductory price, $22.00 ppd.; Parts, instructions; Survival
Accessories, Box 468, Waupun, WI 53963.

GUN OWNERS, BORE-BRITE for firearms uses available
light to examine gun bore. Solid lucite. Send $1.50 to: The
Quetico Trader, Box 1052, Northbrook, IL 60062.

Aim your pistol in total darkness. The Nightfighter Sights
Conversion Kit is the first practical answer to accurate night
time shooting. No gunsmithing required. $12.95 per kit. Fly
ing H Enterprises, Dept. AH, P.O. Box 545, LaVergne, TN
37086.

Progressive loading tool by Berdon-a proven design-loads
pistol & rifle-versatile-low cost to change calibers & powder
charges-uses 7/8x14 dies-5 year warranty on parts & labor.
Easy to use-accepts standard case feeders and indexers
made to last with strong durable materials. For info write or
call: Berdon Machine, Box 483-S, Hobart, Washington 98025.
(206) 282-2613.

BOOMERANG-Incredible Returns! Enjoy exciting sport.
You CAN do it! Unique gift for anyone. Order free catalog
now! Boomerang Man, 331-AH Park, Monroe, LA 71201.

AMMUNITION

FAST DRAW SHOOTERS: Machined stainless steel car
tridge adaptors for wax slugs. Available in 45LC & 44cal. for
use with 209 primer & 22 blank. 38 spec. with 209 primer.
$18.00/6 Discounts available for large quantities. Blancett
Inc., P.O. Box 972, Altus, OK 73521.

BRASS CASES, Military, .38 special $40.00/M, (Comm
$45.oo/M); .223 $20.oo/M, .308 $30.oo/M; .45 ACP $65.oo/M,
match $90.00/M. FFL Required. Shipping UPS COD.
Mayfield & Co., (HG), Rt.l, La Salle, IL 61301. 815/223-0975.

.22 RIMFIRE EXPLOSIVE AND INCENDIARY AM
MUNITION: This Book Describes How to Prepare 9 dif
ferent Varieties of Special Purpose Ammunition. Transforms
the .22 Rimflre Cartridge into a Cartridge as Devastating as a
.357 Magnum. Send $9.95 to: MKBS-PUBLICATIONS,4111
Lincoln Blvd., Dept. H35G3, Marina Del Rey, CA 90292.

"VAPOR GUARD" Case to bullet sealing compound, also
provides more uniform bullet release. Mil. Spec. C-13783B
$1.00 Packet seals approx. 300 cases. Add $1.00 S/H in the
U.S. any quantity. H & H Cartridge Corp., P.O. Box 104,
Greensburg, IN 47240.

BOOKS

1984 REDBOOK OF USED GUN VALUES. Discover what
your firearms are worth in the most reliable source book ever
published. A comprehensive volume that covers rifles, hand
guns, and shotguns, it contains more than 3500 listings. Only
$5.95 postpaid. REDBOOK, Dept. HG, 591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108."

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $4,00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00 Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. Box 882, New York,
NY 10150.

"SURVIVALIST" Book Catalog. loo's of titles covering
many subjects. Rush $1.00 Cash: I'll send free if you're broke,
BUT GET IT NOW. To: Ken Hale (205), McDonald, OH
44437-0395.

UNUSUAL BOOKS. Silencers, lockpicking, survival, knife
fighting, undercover investigations, weapons, fake ID, crime,
police manuals, more! 500 titles in huge illustrated catalog.
$2.00: Loompanics, Box 1197-F, Port Townsend, WA 98388.

SHOOT A HANDGUN reveals the expert's way to use your
handguns safely, effectively and within the law. Learn how
and where to shoot, firearms responsibility, what ammuni
tion to purchase, and more. Special chapter on defensive
pistol shooting, plus a gloasary of handgun terms. Only $9.95
postpaid. GUNS BOOKS, Dept. SH, 591 Camino de la Reina,
Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108."

1983 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ANNUAL. Includes ~e
ports on New Handguns for 1983, Airgun Review, Self·De
fense Hangunning, 500 Best Places to Shoot Across the U.8.
plus much more! Only $4.95 postpaid. HANDGUNNER
ANNUAL, Dept. HG-3, P.O. Box 85201, San Diego, 92116."

IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME by Maasad Ayoob. How
and when to use a gun, authoritively written by an active
duty policeman. For your copy, send $7.95 (includes postage)
to: GUNS BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino de la Reina, SUIte
200, San Diego, CA 92108."

TRACKING by Jack Kearny. A blueprint for learning how
by an unchallenged authority and author of the U.s. Border
Patrol course. His skills have led to scores of people lost in the
wild and solved criminal cases. $8.95 + $.75 post. HAND
GUNNER BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino Reina, San
Diego, CA 92108."

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER by Bill Jordan. A fascinat
ing book about gun fighting and the equipment to use, from
loads to leather. $8.50 + $1 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/
Dept. CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108."

1984 GVNS ANNUAL AVAILABLE NOW! Exciting articles
for the guns enthusiast including: Black Powder Review, Ac
cessories for Military and Assault Riftes, a Book Length Re
port on How to Buy Used Guns, Airgun Review, plus a com
prehensive Handgun, Rifte and Catalog section. Only $4.95
postpaid. GUNS ANNUAL, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, Dept. GA-4, San Diego, CA 92108."

USED WESTERN paperback books. Great selection. Send
Stamp for catalog. Howling Wilderness, Dept. W, Box 242, El
Toro, CA 92630.

Shooting Handguns Safely and Accurately. Excellent 28
page manual. Proven techniques. Instructive photographs.
$2.50: Seitzer Publications, Dept. AH, Box 4414, Albany, GA
31706.

INCREDIBLE PUBI-cations catalog. Supressed inventions,
survival, superbrain function secret, etc. (stamp). Fry's Pub
lications, 22511 Markham, Perris, CA 92370.

SWITCHBLADE KNIFE BOOK-Latest edition, over 80
photos, where to buy, prof. printed; $8.00 ppd: TANZ, Box
14221, Pittsburgh, PA 15239.

THE LUGER PISTOL: Complete step by step disaasembly
procedure booklet. Facts and drawings. Parts listing and
helpful information for German Luger Lovers. $4.75
postpaid. Bunnell Systems, Box 426B, Dalton, PA 19414.

HOMEMADE MACHINE GUN PLANS. Comprehensive,
detailed, easy to follow 24-page oversize booklet. Machine
shop unnecessary. Send $6. WILDCAT PUBLICATIONS,
Dept. XA, 7 Michigan, Dundee, IL 60118.

FEDERAL GUN LAWS-Covers machineguns, silencers,
rules and regulations pertaining to all aspects of dealing in
firearms and ammo-2O pages $3.95. CONCEALED
WEAPONS PERMIT BOOKLET, How to receive one
...... $2.50. YOUR OWN STATE GUN LAWS, Know the
regulations and laws in your state . . $1.75. STATE GUN
LAWS for all FIFTY STATES, A very detailed booklet

$4.95. S.G.S.E., P.O. Box 780-AH, Mocksville, NC
27028.

TRANSPORTING PERSONAL FIREARMS. Traveler's
handbook of state regulations for carrying handguns, long
guns by private vehicle-Federal restrictions-Bus, train,
airline policies, requirements-Mailing rules-Laws of
Canada, Mexico. Revised edition. $4.95 postpaid. Sparrow
Publishing House, Dept. GM, P.O. Box 817, Boulder City, NV
89005.

New updated catalog every two months! The best new books
on weaponry, the martial arts, self-defense, survival, and
creative revenge. $1.00. Paladin Press, P.O. Box 1307-BC,
Boulder, CO 80306.

REMINGTON 1100 EXOTIC WEAPON SYSTEM is now
available. Seventy close-up photos illustrate how to convert
your 1100 semi-auto into a selective-fire assault shotgun.
9 x 12, softcover, 96 pages, $14.00 postpaid. Paladin Press,
P.O. Box 1307-BA, Boulder, CO 80308.

GUN OWNERS-KNOW YOUR RIGHTS. Your State Gun
Laws, all published City Ordinances, selected Federal Laws,
nationwide toll free telephone numbers. Send $4.95. Inter
state Enterprises, Dept. AH, Box 19466, Houston, TX 77224.

LUGERS WORLD'S finest quality; listing: $1.50; subscrip
tions: $5.00. R. Shattuck, 6661 Castle, Birmingham, MI
48010.

OUT-OF-PRINT Books Found. Send Wants. BookLook, 51
Maple Avenue, Warwick, N.Y. 10990.

FREE WHOLESALE CATALOG, Guns, Scopes, Reloaders,
Supplies. ALPINE RANGE SUPPLY, Rt. 7, Box 356, Ft.
Worth, TX 76119.

MANUALS For Sale: FM 90-10 Military Operations on Ur
banized Terrain (MOUT), 15, Aug. '79. The Army's Manual
on combat in built-up areas, house to house fighting, street
clearing-all aspects of combat in cities, the ultimate in
SWAT type operations. Manual is the new "How to Fight"
type, 3 ring loose leaf binder type with camouflage plastic
covers, $10.00. (includes postage). Over 800 others in my list,
list still goes for $1, over 27 pages long. Check or MO; Camgo,
P.O. Box 2641, Dublin, CA 94568.

FULL-AUTO! Complete illustrated manual on selective fire
conversions for the following weapons .... HK 91/93, AR·15,
Mac 10-11, Mini-14, MI Carbine. Only $10.00 postpaid. J.
FLORES, Box 14·S, Rosemead, CA 91770. Free Catalog.

"HOME IS WHERE You Park It;' new revised edition, is a
must for those considering RVing as a lifestyle. Send $8.95 to:
Kay Peterson, Box 2870-MCCAG, Estes Park, CO 80517,
Money-back guarantee.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

"LEARN GUNSMITHING." Yavapai College is a fully ac
credited community college with V.A. approval. Excellent fa
cilities, experienced instructors, great mountain climate
makes this the place to learn gunsmithing. Write to Yavapai
College, Attn: GUNSMITHING INSTRUCTOR, 1100 E.
Sheldon, Prescott, AZ 86301, 602-445-7300.
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MAKE MONEY AS PART-TIME GUN DEALER ... How
to receive your Federal Firearms License . .. $2.00 75-Top
Gun Wholesaler's .Directory. $2.00. Your State Pistol Laws
... $2.00. How to receive a Concealed Weapon Permit. $2.00.
All four Publications $5.00 ppd. Moneyback Guarantee.
KEVCO HA, Box 1630, Bakersfield, CA 93302.

BE A GUN DEALER, Official Federal Firearms License Kit,
Application Forms, Instructions, Wholesale Sources of Fire
arms, Ammo & Accessories. The Most Complete kit
Available. You can Start Selling Guns & Ammo for Full or
Part-time Income Today. Send $4.95 to: S.G.S.E., P.O. Box
7SO-AH, Mocksville, NC 27028.

WILDLIFE Hat Tacs, over 400 available. Realistic Money
Maker, wholesale only, $3. for two samples and price liat;
CIC, Box 1006, Decatur, IL 62525.

BECOME A GUN DEALER: Profeaaionally prepared kit
includes official fortI15, covers licensing, purchasing, records
everything! List hundreda of top wholesalers. Guaranteed!
$4.95. Buainesa Conaultanta, Dept.-H, P.O. Box 1232, Union
town, PA 15401.

BE A LICENSED FIREARMS DEALER. Full or part time
income. We tell how to start your own Firearms Business at
home. No cash outlay for inventory. You take gun ordeN,
then buy one gun or many wholesale by mail. We send SAME
DAY your order received: LATEST Official Federal APclica
tiona Forms, complete instructiona. UPDATED Who esale
Directory, 800 Numbers, practical dealer tips, discounts on
business cards, rubber stamps, dealer supplies, diamonds, and
more. Most complete kit available. PLUS FREE GIFT
Burglar Alarm Warning Decala. Send $5.00. Interstate En
terprises, Dept. AH6, Box 19466, Houaton, TX 77224.

BY NEXT WINTER you can be establiahed in busin...,
making good money. Private Security is a prestigious, reces
mon-proof profession, not a get-rich.quick seheme. Every
thing needs guarding today-everywhere-cities, small towns,
boondocks. We'll show you how to start and operate a suc
cessful guards/patrolmen agency, even though you have
little caah and no diploma. Others have done it; you can do it
too. Complete step-by-step manual only $6.95. SecuriTech
H, Box C, Vaahon, WA 9S070.

BE A FIREARMS DEALER-Buy wholesale-No
investment needed-Full or part-time. Send for OFFICIAL
FFL KIT with BATF application and our carefully
researched 1983 GUN DEALERS GUIDE with: Complete
instructions/requirements, BATF numbers, Valuable hints,
150+ wholesalers, Manufacturers, Gunsmiths, etc. Be as
sured our publication is no "rip-off." It's all you will need.
Send same day. $7.50. Thank you. RK ENTERPRISES,
2616 Las Positas, Santa Barbara, CA 93105.

Turn discarded tires into cash! Five proven methods,
Guaranteed. Detaila; Browns Diversified, Box 53, Fishers, IN
46038.

BE A PROFESSIONAL BONDSMAN! Exciting, lucrative.
No investment, training, work from home full/part·time.
Free report: THE BAILBOND GUIDE, Box S02-A1, Baton
Rouge, LA 70821.

FARM, RANCH jobs. New listings, All phases, all areas.
Guaranteed. Information: Agri Jobs, Dept. AH, P.O. Box 6,
Indiahoma, Okla 73552.

WOODWORKERS-Turn U Material into $39.95. Ideal
Home Business. Free Brochure! Pine Shop, 78-AH, West
Peterboro, NH 03468.

Synthetic oil dealershipa available. We have regional ware
houses across the U.S. and Canada. For more information
including info on synthetic lubricants write: Performance
Synthetics Corp., 3771 Hamill Dept. 6C, Riverside, CA 92503.

FULL-AUTO CONVERSION LICENSE KIT-Includes
ALL Federal forms. complete instructions necessary for
LEGAL Conversion. Convert your semi now! $4.95 ...
SURVIVAL CONSULTANTS, P.O. Box 1232 (H), Union
town, PA 15401.

TATTOOING EQUIPMENT. Colors, Machines, deaigns,
everything needed to startJOU in buain.... Send $1.00 for
catalog to: S & W TATTOOING, Box 263 AH, Eaat
Northport, NY 11731.

COLLECTORS

ATTENTION COLLECTORS-RARE FIND: Brand new
Prolite Pro-2 flaahlights made for MODEL 10-B High Stan
dard Police Shotgun, each serial numbered in manufacturer'a
box, $49.95, free shipping; No CODa, only bank checks ac
cepted. Large supply, 20% discount on five or more dealers;
K&M Enterprises, 2950 S.E. Ocean Blvd., Bldg 4-5, Stuart,
FL 33494. (305) 283-8049.

FAMOUS WEAPONS OF THE OLD WEST. Collector's
Print Series. Beautiful 8W'x11" full color printa of 8 of the
most famous weapons owned by some of the best known out·
laws and lawmen of the old west. Only $24.95 including at
tractive portfolio or $4.95 for sample print (can apply toward
1st order). Satisfaction guaranteed. Texas residents please
add 5% sales tax. Make check or MO payable to: Mega Media,
Dept. AH-9, 2104 E. Randol Mill Rd., Arlington, TX 7S011.
Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Authentic Indian arrowheads, artifacta. We have the beat.
Free list. Large S.A.S.E.: Morris', Box 4771, Anaheim, CA
92803.

Ranger and Pathfinder School Diplomas. Vietnam service
certificates. Military and civilian awards. Send SASE for il
lustrated list: G. Ewing, Box 993, Montpelier, VT 05602.

INDIAN ARTS and crafts and mountain man supply cata
log. 100 pages, fantsatic, illustrated, $3.50 postpaid. Flathead
Indian Museum, Box #480, St. Ignatius, MT 59865.

Badges & Pstches send $1.00 for liat or $6.00 for 12 monthly
list ... Baird's Collectables, Dept. AH683, Box 444, Los
Alamitos, CA 90720.

Soldier, Chess, Cannon molds and castings, Illustrated cata
log $1.00. With metal soldier $2.00. Coastal, Box 44-H, Cedar
Grove, NJ 07009.

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIA

TOP QUALITY ALL-FABRIC PATCHES FOR YOUR
JACKET OR CAP! Guns Team Member Patch: $3.50,
American Handgunner 1st Patch: $3.50, 25th Anniversary
Guns Collectors Patch, $5.00. Special-all 3 patches only
$11.00 poatpaid. GUNS Patches, Dept. HP, 591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108."

OFFICIAL SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA all-fabric
patch and decal-$3.00 postpaid! GUNS Patches, Dept. APS,
291 Camino de la Reina, # 200, San Diego, CA 92108."

QUALITY PATCHES, DECALS, custom made. Low prices,
FREE Catalog. Universal Emblems, Box 7271, North
Bergen, NJ 07047. 201/669-9316.

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS-Badges, Pins &
Medallions. FREE Catalog and price quotes. Highest
quality-Lowest prices, NO Minimum. Money Back
Guarantee. Send Sketches to: Stadriah, 61 Jane Street, New
York, NY 10014.

EMBLEMS CUSTOM EMBROIDERED: loom, hand
made, or bullion. minimum ten. Handgunner Embroidery
Corporation, 1929 E. 52nd, Indianapolis, IN 46205,
(317) 257-1424.

THE BELT Buckle Busin..., Dept. "A;' Box 4170, Jackson,
MS 39216. (SOl) 353-9239. Solid Brass, Sterling, Gold. Illus
trated catalogue $1.00 (refundable).

"I LOVE GUNS." Bumper Sticker. $2.00. P.W., Dept. AH, Rt.
2, Box 125-A, Prudenville, MI 46651.

FIREWORKS

List of ChineBe and Domestic Fireworks sources, supplieB,
plus formulas, instructions and sample safety fuse. Send
$5:00. DALTON, Box 2162, Williamsport, PA 17703.

FIREWORKS-Fun, safe, top quality, lowest prices.
Illuatrated cstalogue $1.00; Pyro-Sonic Devices, Box 711
AH3, Grand Haven, MI 49417.

FIREWORKS Supplies, DISCOUNT LOW! LOW! prices.
Tubea, plugs, ahella, mortars, tooling, much more. SAMPLE
KIT $3.98 or SASE for price liat. NORMICO INDUS
TRIES, 1025 Jefferson Street, Suite 100, Santa Clara, CA
95050.

GREAT LAKES FIREWORKS Company Brings fireworks
to your door!!! New Illustrated catalogue with many
wholesale prices. Send $1.00 Refundable to: GREAT LAKES
FIREWORKS COMPANY, P.O. Box 5324, Cleveland, OH
44101.

Fireworks-Order direct, Send $2.00 for a catalog to: Spark
Fireworks, 8689 Lake Road, Seville, OH 44273.

MAKE YOUR OWN-complete fireworks supplies. $5.00
catalogue. Empire Supply House, 2320 West Blood, East
Aurora, New York 14052.

SILVER SALUTE-apecial! $22.00 per grosa, Kit. Empu:.,
Supply House, 2320 West Blood, East Aurora, New York
14052.

FOR SALE

COLT .45 AUTO PISTOL. COMPLETE MANUAL. More
than 100 pages, SO photos and illustrations. Detaila on
disassembly, repair, construction. and marksmanship. $6.50
Catalof $2.00. MONEY ORDER or CREDIT CARD ONLY.
SURV VAL BOOKS, llloo Magnolia Blvd., North Hol
lywood, CA 91601. (213) 763-0804.

FREE BROCHURE. Pistol-lighters, pistol-lighter
flaahlight. Authentic looking styles. From $3.95. Selmer,
Dept. B, Box 239, Stratford, CT 06497.

Alaaka-We now have in-stock bonded core .375 and 9.3mm
bullets. Send 20¢ atamp to: C.H.P., Box 3147, Kenai, Alaska
99611.

SUNFJ.OWER DISH cloths, soft, knit, absorbent, 100%
cotton cloths, in six different colored stripes, for your own use
or to use as money makers for your club. Sangamon Mills
Inc., Cohoes, NY 12047.

CYPRESS WOOD slabs for clocks, tables, $1.96 each. 100
minimum. Jim's P.O. Box 46-HG, Otter Creek, FL 32663.

The Perfect Gift. Hand Carved, Hand Painted, Real Wood
Ducks. Free Information. JnG Products, 485 Calle Higuera,
Camarillo, CA 93010.

GUN PARTS

MAKE YOUR OWN HI VELOCITY lead alloy CAST
BULLETS, the only practical way; with 2 copper 30 cal
rotating bands you make yourself. Jacketed velocities,
SILHOUETTE PISTOLS, at 14 cost. Send SASE & 25¢ for
literature and sample band from a Barnes Die: Barnes
Driving Bands Die Co., P.O. Box 3343, Eacondido, CA
92025-0590.

GUNS FOR SALE

We will sell ANY gun at 10% above wholesale cost. We also
pay caah for used guna. For quotes, call (evenings/weekends)
or write: BULLSEYE ARMS, 701 N. 20th Street, Banning,
CA 92220 (714) 649-3235.

COLLECTORS ITEM one pre-war P.A.F. 6.35MM. "Junior"
Made in South Africa. Whst offers? Write to: Mr. M.
Borstlap, P.O. Box 5740, Durban, 4000, SOUTH AFRICA.

1921 Colt Thompsons and other fine automatic weapons for
sale. $1.00 for list. Selective Fire, Box llll, Conyers, GA
30207-11ll; 404/922-4207.

ANTIQUE ARMS LIST: Colts, Remingtons, S&W's;
Holsters, gripa, parta, misc., $2 for list of 300 pieces; Douglas
R. Carlson, 1379-73 St., Des Moines, IA 50311.

ADULT AIRGUNS. World's beat models. Great for hunting,
match ahooting and plinking. Guaranteed lowest prices. Send
$1.00 for catalog to: Wild Bill's Imports, P.O. Box 5206-H,
Huntington Beach, CA 92615.

GUNSMITHING

OCTAGON BARRELS, rifle or pistol. All centerfire calibers.
Custom tapered or half octagon-half round. Chambering for
any cartridge. Write KOGOT, John T. Pell, 410 College,
Trinidad, CO 81082.

GUNSMITHING Inc. quality work, fast delivery; SPE
CIALTY WORK PERFORMED, 111 Marvin Drive,
Hampton, VA 23666, Ph. (804) 636-8091.

LATHES-MILLS-TOOLS Attention Pistolsmiths: the
compact 5" lathe has 13%" between centers, 5" swing, full
range of thread pitcheB and with the vertical attachment,
milling is performed right on the lathe. Other selections:
Unimat 3", Compact 8", Compact 10" and Super 11" lathes.
Jet lathes and milia. Sherline bench top mill. Meaauring and
cutting trola. Tell us your requirements. Catalog $1.00. Blue
Ridge Machine and Tool, P.O. Box 536-N, Hurricane, WV
25526, (304) 562-3536.

THE PROTECTOR: .22 cal pen-type pistol you construct
from hardware store materials and only basic tools. New
copyrighted design, only $4.95. Write now: Entium (AH),
Box 1650, Carolina, P.R. 00626-1650.

SMITH AND WESSON obsolete firearms-repairs,
restorations, original parts, barrel-lining: Complete services
form the PROFESSIONAL: Send SASE to: Liberty Antique
Sixgun, Dave Chaicoine, P.O. Box 364AH, Cos Cob, CT 06807.
(203) 357-1893.

INSTRUCTION

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. N.P.I.
is now accepting applications for the instruction of qualified
students in the basic practical skills of modem defensive
pistolcraft. For information and applications, send $1.00 to:
Northeast Pistol Institute, Dept. 714C, PO Box 453, Union,
NJ 07083.

WHOLESALE! Federal
(forms, suppliers, instruc-

""~~ilM(~S~::::'F~,PN'ii

VIDEO TRAINING TAPES BY TWO-TIME NATIONAL
SHOOTING CHAMPION JOHN SHAW. "Handgun Train
ing;' $59.95. "Shotgun Training;' $49.95. VHS/Beta. $2.00
shipping per tape. Shaw's book "You Can't Miss;' $9.95
postpaid. Other topics avsilable, $1.00. MASTER VIDEO,
Dept. AH, 7947 Carol Elaine Cr., Memphia, TN 36134.

U.S. ARMY MARKSMANSHIP UNIT: Used To Train
Army Pistol Shooting Teams. A Great "How to Shoot
Manual." $5.00: GROUND ZERO, P.O. Box 335, Croton,
Ohio 43013.

Ruger 10/22 Selective fire conversion plans, complete with
eaay to follow instructions. $10. Campbell's, Box 900923,
Dallaa, TX 75390-0923.

KNIVES & SWORDS

SURVIVAL KNIVES!! Extravagant selection, superlative
quality, premium grade, factory production, swordcanes,
push daggers, commandos. hollow-handles, hideouts,
throwers, razors. icepicks, whetstoneB, and more. 100% Satis
faction-Guaranteed, sliding scale Quantity DISCOUNTS
to 35%, expeditious AIRMAILED shipments, FREE
Itemized invoices, plus FREE "Surprise" GIFTS!
Photographic (40+ page) Discount/Reference/Catalogue,
$2.00 (Airmailed!). SELECTLINE, (establiahed 1977), Box
391AHGX, P.C., HI 96782-Q391.
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GERBER LEGENDARY BLADES, Canadians send $2.00
for catalog to Porter Enterprises, Dept. AHG#l, Oxford Jct.
Cumberland N.S. BOM1RO.

WHOLESALE PRICE list of gun parts and accessories.
Send $2.00 to: Texas Armament, P.O. Box 220, Brownwood,
TX 76801.

SERIOUS SURVIVALISTS needed for community minded
organization. $1 for information, application. AOCS, 16437 El
Camino Real #4, Houston, TX 77062.

Apache Arrowheads, 10 for $5.00. Free catalog only with
order. Councel, 1239 HM, Apache Junction, AZ 85220.

KNIVES: All types, all sizes. Also Historic Knives, swords
and general weapons. Unbeatable prices. $2.00 for color
catalogs. Delntinis, 107 Summit Avenue, Staten Island, NY
10306.

30% OFF ALL GERBER KNIVES! GUARANTEED Super
Low Prices! Send SASE for Catalog. Knives, Dept. AH, 52
Edmund, Uniontown, PA 15401.

LEATHERCRAFT

NEW LEATHER COMPANY has craft supplies. Send $1.00
for complete catalog (Refundable). The Leather Factory,
Dept. AH 983, P.O. Box 2430, Chattanooga, TN 37409.

Hatcher's formula of Relative Stopping Power for handgun
cartridges-Simplified! Calculate stopping power for your
own gun and loads with these simple Instructions. Indispen
sable for the handloader. $2.00 Post Paid from: FireFall, P.O.
Box 247, Walled Lake, MI 48068.

KNUCKS: Genuine bra88 paperweights, not cheap alumi
num, sameday delivery. $7. prepaid: Mathews Police Supply,
P.O. Box 1754, Mathews, NC 28105.

FREE BOOK CATALOG! Privacy, Tax, Credit, Divorce,
Employment problems? Our books have solutions, Write:
Eden Press, 11623 Slater, Box 841O-GC, Fountain Valley, CA
92708. -

Value your privacy? Use our confidential mail receiving
forwarding service. For details write: Security Mail Service,
8935 North 2nd Way, Phoenix, AZ 85020.

SURVIVAL BOOK dealers wanted! Discounts to 60%! Book
list $2.00 (refundable with $10.00 purchase) to: Technology
Group, P.O. Box 93124, Pasadena, CA 91109.

"WARNING, GUN SECURED PROPERTY, STOp, NO
TRESPASSING." Stop sign decals to stop theft. 5 all
weather for doors, signs, etc. $4.95, 12 to sheet for windows,
home, RV, etc. $4.95. SAVE all 17 for $7.95. Order today,
checklMO to: Colwar Industries Inc., P.O. Box 281, Dept.
HM3, Bayonne, NJ 07002.

NUCLEAR WAR Survival Skills, $10.95. Radiation dose
calculator and ten personal record cards $2.50 newsletter and
catalog, $2.50. Postpaid. RadEx, 4109 Graf Drive, Louisville,
KY 40220.

HOMESTYLE BEEF jerky recipe, $3.00 S.A.S.E.... Bev
erly, Box 2855, Scottsdale, AZ 85252.

WANT TO PURCHASE

WANTED: Old Toy Trains and Buddy L. Top Values paid.
Thomas Sefton, P.O. Box 1871, San Diego, CA 92112.

SHOOT

HANDGUNNER BOOKS 591 Camino de la
Reina Suite 200 Dept.AH-11San Diego,CA 92108
____ Send me a copy of SHOOT A
HANDGUN. Enclosed find $8.95 plus $1.00 for
postage and handling.
__ Charge my Credit Card __ Visa __
MC
Number Exp. Date_ Initials__
NAME::-::c,---- _
ADDRESS _
CITY STATE__ZIP__
Califorina residents, add 6% sales tax. Allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery.

SURVIVAL

NAZI War souvenirs and daggers! Illustrated catalog $10, bill
(refundable). Disco, Box 331-H, Cedarburg, WI
53012-0331.

REMOTE LAND: 40, 80, 160 acre parcels in British Colum
bia. Mountain creeks, remote lakes, abundant moose and
deer. Good fishing. $8000 and up. Further info: NIHP Land
Ltd., 789 W. Pender # 790, Vancouver, British Columbia,
CANADA V6C 1H7.

REAL ESTATE

DEALERS WANTED: BUCKLES, 44 INSERTS, SEND
SASE to: B & J, P.O. Box 140090HG, Nashville, TN 37214.

RESEARCHING SITTON (Sutton) family. Have much
information, will exchange; R.C. Bentley, 6541 Jaffe Ct. #12,
San Diego, CA 92119.

"SECRET AGENT LICENSED TO KILL" Fool your
friends with this authentic looking detailed diploma, great

~Zn:~~~~:t~~:e~h:,fI~~:g~niJ88eh Hawaii, 45135

ALTERNATE IDENTITIES, Name Changes (materials),
Badges. List 42. C.W.L., Box 93221, Pasadena, CA 91109.

MERCENARY. Could YOU do it? To find your potential,
send $8.95 to: AZRAEL SERVICES LTD, P.O. BOX 543,
STREATOR, IL 61384.

LEE Jeans. Factory outlet work clothes, shoes. Bargains on
new shirts (low as $5.95), jackets, boots, gloves, coveralls.
Send $1 for catalog. SARA GLOVE CO., 16 Cherry Avenue,
Dept C-121, Waterbury, CT 06704.

Inventions, ideas, new products wanted for presentation to
industry and exhibition at national technology exposition.
Call toll free 1-800-528-6050. In Arizona call 1-800-352-0458
Extension 831.

GUNSITE INC. Self-Defense Center. Indoor Underground
Siwoting Range. 12 Firing Positions-.22-.44 Mag-Guns &
Supplies' Armed and Unarmed courses' Security Training
Upon Request . Personal Protection Services . Certified
N.R.A. Pistol Instructors· Certified Black Belt Instruction'
2458 Boston Post Road, Guilford, CT 06437. (203) 453-1570.

NEW! BURGLAR ALARM WARNING DECALS. Protect
your guns and valuables. Designed by us. Custom made for
us. Available only from us. Beautiful quality. 4 Decals $2.00.
Interstate Enterprises, Dept. AHD, Box 19466, Houston, TX
77224.

CORN Cob Pipes, Free Catalog. Corn Cob Capital Mail
House, P.O. Box 261, Washington, MO 63090.

THE FLINTKNAPPER of WEST GERMANY Manufac
turer of superior quality cut and milled agateflints. 11 sizes
available from .47"x.55" up to .95"x1.18". DEALERS send $1
cash for price list and sample. THE FLINTKNAPPER,
Dept. AH, D-5441 Trimbs, WEST GERMANY.

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA-Free catalog. Blue Ridge
Mountain land, farms, homes. Wetherbee Realty, Box 84-H,
Woolwine, VA 24185. (703) 930-2155.

BALLISTIC TYPE FABRIC woven from Dupont's Kevlar
Fibers, is now available. For full details and order forms, mail
$1.00 (Refundable on first order) and a self-addressed
envelope to: Comber Eng., Dept. A, P.O. Box 161, Campbell,
CA 95008.

FALLOUT! Report your area. Prepare to survive, $4:
Survival Specialists, 18437 E. Camino Real # 4, Houston, TX
77062.

BUILD A COMBAT RANGE for I... than $20. Details &
instructions plus target catalog. Send $2.00 to: FIRST SHOT
CONFIDENCE, P.O. Box 19030, Dept. 123AH, Houston, TX
77224.

SURVIVALIST BOLAS: Take game, large or small, like the
Argentine Gauchos. Silent, powerful, effective. A unique
hunting or defensive weapon. Finest quality materials. Send
$19.95 plus $3.00 shipping & handling to: BOLAS, P.O. Box
1521, Ypsilanti, MI 48197. Not sold to anyone under 18 years
of age.

Discount s~cial forces manual. Explosives-boobytraps
su rvivaI-m cendia ries-si lencers- machine gu ns
demolition-unconventional warfare, many other titles. Send
$1.00 for descriptive brochure. CASSADAY PRESS, 6690
Aero Drive, Suite MIA-I84, San Diego, CA 92123.

ATTENTION GUKDEALERS & SURVIVAL STORE
OWNERS-Sell SOLDIER OF FORTUNE & SURVIVE.
Inquire about our quantity discounts on these two adventure
magazines. Write to: Dealer Program, P.O. Box 693, Boulder,
CO 80306. Or call 1-800-525-0504.

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALTY. SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE,
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

NINJA EQUIPMENT CATALOG-Nightsuits, handclaws,
footspikes. calthrops, blowguns, shuriken, reference materi
als for the "shadow warrior:' Send $1.00 to Ninja, Box 282221
AHC, Atlanta, GA 30328.

JEEPS, CARS, pickups from $35. Available at local govern
ment Auctions. For Directory Call 805-687-6000. Extension
921, call refundable.

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY." 950,000
items (including Jeeps) . .. low 88 1¢ on dollar! Most complete
information available-$2.00 (guaranteed). DISPOSAL, Box
19107-MY, Washington, DC 20036.

FREE! World's Leading Novelty Catalog. Things You Never
Knew Existed. 1600 Novelties, Jokes, Tricks, Science, Sports,
Hobbies. Johnson-Smith, C-6522, Mt. Clemens, MI 48043.

COLT SINGLE ACTION, Pre-War parts & repair Services.
Hammers & Triggers rebuilt. Blk. Powder replacement parts
available. Parta correctly fitted. Send STAMP for free list.
John Kopec, P.O. Box 157, Whitmore, CA 96096.

WANTED: GIANT BINOCULARS WWII, ·10.80, 25xIOO,
25x150, also handheld Binoculars; Write: Binoculars, Box
541-H, Scranton, PA 18501.

Military Surplus-Chemical/biological warfare eq"uipment,
military clothing and equipment, SASE for catalog; JR
Sales, Box 4253H, Lancaster, CA 93535-4253.

MISCELLANEOUS

MILITARIA

UNEXPECTED RELEASE Beer and Beef Chili with
mouthwatering variations plus special gift! Send $1.00 to: A.
Bellamy, Box 549, Lancaster, CA 93534.

MILITARY SURPLUS

PASSPORTS, DUAL CITIZENSHIPS available from Cas
tellania. Information package $5.00. Box 40201, Pasadena,
CA 91104.

Solid Bronze Oval "CSA" Belt Buckles. $12.95 each Postpaid.
Three or more, $10.95 each Postpaid. Baxendale's, 4114HG
Sneed, Nashville, TN 37215. (615) 297-1975.

"WARNING ANYONE UNLAWFULLY ENTERING
THESE PREMISES WILL BE SHOT" Display this bold all
weather decal to show intruders and undesireables you mean
busin...! Order 4 for just $2.75 plus .2M S&H. CJC Products,
P.O. Box 497, Sicklerville, NJ 08081.

MEN, NOW it's your wife's turn! A top quality custom fitted
holster with separate thigh and shoulder harn...es. Thigh
unit has a built in money pocket and does not show under
dr.... For more information send S.A.S.E. to: Flatbush
Country Leather, Box 116, Inoe, WA 99139.

MILITARY & MARTIAL ARTS-I.D. Cards & Certificates.
Airborne, Special Forces, C.I.A., Police, etc. Brochure $1
Kenwood, Box 66, Dept. H, Long Green, MD 21092.

MILITARY INSIGNIA SPORTSWEAR-catalogue as
advertised in (solider of fortune, gung-ho, leatherneck, new
breed, combat illustated, shotgun news) illustrating our
complete selection on (t-shirts, sweatclothing, jackets)-we
also feature "Knives for Life" from Cold Steel Inc., and
military/civilian achievement certificates-only $1.00
Military Graphics, Box 228HM, Dunkirk, MD 20754.
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ROGERS PLAXCO
HOLSTER

$40.45

NEW!
SAW COMBAT SIGHTS
:.-..I 3 Dot
..... Night Sights

$34.95 set
Without Sights

$24.95 set

Q

,

your order as personal checks must clear before
order is sent.

If amount for shipping and handling is not ade
quate, the balance will be sent COD (Cash Only).

o

DISCOUNTS!
ON ALL PRODUCTS

Aimpoint Auto Ordance
Gerber Choate
HKS Bushnell
MGW Sights B-Square
MTM Selenta
Norton Rogeffi
Combat PPC Guns
.45 Custom Pachmayr

Work

Gunamfthlnll ., 'h. IIn.all Have your Colt Auto or
ours customized as only King's can do it! We've been
,satisfying our customers nationwide for over 30
years! Inquire for prices.

-E

CUSTOM
~tNa~.,,"~~~!!

SINCE 1949 Micro, Bomar front sights 18.85
B. King's Bushong Wrench 3.00
C. King's White Outline Blade will fit Ruger, Colt,

Micro sights 5.50
D. King's Recoil Buffer & Heavy Duty Plug Set for

Colt 45 Auto; 416 stainless steel, RC 30-35 (spec-
ify Government or Commander) 28.50

E. Magazine Base Pad 1.25
F. King's Wide Combat Grip Safety-no alleration to

frame (specify Gov't or Commander) 28.00
G. King's Recoil Spring Guides: 416 stainless steel,

ground, heat treated finish (specify Government
or Commander) 28.00

H. King's Trigger Boot for Colt 45 Auto, acts as stop,
Gold Cup Width 12.50

I. King's Target Bushing (bluE'd), 45, 38, 9mm 9.95
J. King'sN.M. Bushing: 416 stainless steel RC30-35:

45, 38, 9mm 16.50
K. King-Tappan Combat Sight, the famous original

for Colt 45 Auto
~ ~~

L. King Hard Ball Sight Set 20.00
King's Hard Ball w/white Outline Set 23.00

M. King's Combat Speed Safely 1'.50
N. King's Extended Slide Stop 30.00
O. King's Recoil Compensator-with National Match

Bushing, machined from one pi!i'ce .416 stainless
RC30-35 for 45 Autos.
Must be fitted 34.00

P. Kit will do 50/60 inserts, glass mixing bowls.
dropper, and detailed instructions included

13.50
Q. King's Custom Narrow Slot Grips Screws .416

stainless 1.35
(Also available in blue finish)

Gunsmiths inquire about quantity prices

Please give street address for shipping as we pre
fer to ship UPS although we will ship by U.S. Postal
Service if necessary.

A cashier's check or money order will speed up

30% OFF
GALCO LEATHER

(formerly Jackass) SSII
For.45 Autos & f.l P.o. BOX 140845 ale
Most Revolvers .'.' NASH~~~L~~~EE~~~;S~~K;7214 CATALOG

$55.95 SHOP: (6151889-0862 $1.00

INFORMATION (615)889-0862 - ORDERS ONLY(Toll Free) 1-800-251-6007

For Inquiries, send self-addressed stamped envelope to:

KING'S GUN WORKS 1837 W. Glenoaks Blvd.· Glendale,
CA 91201 (213) 956-6010

COD (Cash Only). MASTER CARD, VISA ACCEPTED.
*CA. RESIDENTS ADD 6%. SHIPPING & HANDLING 1.50.

M

. MUZZLE
BULLET POWDER QlAROE VELOCITY

.284-115 HP H335 30.5 2246 fps

.284-130 SP BLC2 31.0 2173 fps
&BT
.284-145 SP H322 275) 2129 fps
&BT
.284-160 SF. Re7 21.0 1681 fps
BT,MT&GS
.284-175 8380 29.0 1764 fps
MT&GS

(I) True.
(2) True.
(3) False. Substitute Ted Blocker with
Michaels of Oregon.
(4) False. It was Super Vel.
(5) False. They're tough!
(6) True.
(7) True.
(8) False. There are times when point
shooting is best.
(9) True.
(10) True. They're available from Fu
ture Sports USA, Dept. AH, POB 5118,
Ridgewood, NJ 07450.

QUICK QUIZ
ANSWERS

(Continued from page 53)

Note: All loading data was furnished
by Omark-Speer Corp. An accompany
ing note from the company stated that
these loads (1) had not been pressure
tested, (2) some might be excessive in
certain guns (although maximum loads
have not been shown here), and (3) com
mercial reference ammunition was not
available at time of testing.

Those ofyou who engage in home hand
loading, as well as manufacturers and
dealers, are urged to take part in this col
umn. May we have your contributions, for
publication? Letters with questions about
handloading cannot be answered unless
accompanied by a SASE. Our address is:
Handloading, POB 222, Pinon Hills, CA
92372. Let's hear ~

from you! ~

on-the 7mm T.C.U. sheet, and vice versa:'
Hail to the Speer people for their dedi

cation in serving handloaders with ac
curacy, conscience-and safety! Here are a
few 7mm T.C.U. loads (the ones listed on
the corrected table are included):

HANDLOADING
Continuedfrom page 12
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SllHOUETIE GUN SPECIALIST

While we're on the subject of new guns,
word has come from Bill Grover (Texas
Longhorn Guns, 6833 S. Gessner,
Houston, TX 77036) that he will soon be in
production with his right-handed, single
action revolvers. What's a right-handed
single-action? According to Bill, his
revolvers have the loading gate, ejector rod
and housing on the left side of the gun.
Again, according to Bill, this means that
when you load, fire, and eject, the gun
never leaves your right hand!

Bill is offering three models: the Texas
Border Special with a 31,1 inch barrel and
bird's head grip, the South Texas Army
with a 43,4 inch barrel, and the West Texas
Flat Top with a 71,1 inch barrel. Calibers
run from .32-20 to .44 Magnum. Only
1,000 of each model will be made, and the
price for each gun is $1,500.

Exterior ballistics is the science that
treats the free flight of a bullet between
the gun muzzle and the target. Many
factors affect a bullet's flight-muzzle
velocity, weather conditions, altitude
above sea level and the bullet's shape,
to name a few.

INFO 'QUICKIE'

MODEL 19 CONVERSION
Some time ago, I mentioned a cylinder

conversion of the S&W M 19 that
permitted the use of .357..38, .380, 9mm,
and 9mm Win. Mag. cartridges inter
changeably. We have been informed that
the conversion is now in production, and
you can have your MI9 converted for
about $250.

Full information is available from
Phillips and Bailey, POB 21253, Houston,
TX 77218. We will have a test report on this
conversion in a forthcoming issue.

We have one of the new Dan Wesson
M40 revolvers in the field, being tested.
This is the big frame model chambered for
the .357 Maximum cartridge. Several fea
tures of the gun will be covered in more
detail in our test report. For example, the
gun comes with several warnings about the
possibility of the hot gasses cutting the top
strap and the forcing cone. The topstrap
cutting seems to be no problem. It looks
heavier than any other we've seen. Dan
Wesson has an answer to the forcing cone
problem, too. When it begins to effect ac
curacy, simply install the extra eight-inch
barrel, which comes with the gun'
Look for our test report soon. ~

CHINESE HANDCANNONS
Visitors to the IWA (international weap

ons exhibition), held earlier this year in
Nuremberg, Germany, saw many of the
pistols banned from U.S. import by the
Gun Control Act of 1968; the Baby Brown
ing, the original Walther PPK, and others
which are still available to the Europeans
but not to us. On exhibit at the booth of the
Peoples' Republic of China was a variety
of firearms, including some interesting
handguns. The target pistols looked sur
prisingly like some of the Soviet models;
the familiar lines of the WWII Tokarev
7.62mm auto pistol were seen in a new ver
sion, and the Makarov 9xl8 double-action
pistol was shown in a Chinese look-alike.

While some of the Chinese long guns
and ammo are going to be imported by a
midwest firm, there is no word yet on the
availability of the handguns.

JERRY RAKUSAN

T om Campbell, the Smith & Wesson
combat shooter, has been scoring well

in a number of matches with what has
been dubbed a "mystery gun." Every time
he, or another S&W official, was asked
about the chances of the gun going in pro
duction the answer was something like:
"We have no plans ..." (See feature in this
issue.)

Well, S&W may have no plans, but my
scouts tell me that they do have two guns
being shown to dealers that may take the
mystery out of Tom's guns. Both are .45
caliber; one is a double-action with fixed
sights, the other is a single-action version
accurized for IPSC competition (rumor
has it that the SA version is based on the
M52).

If you are tired of the round top on your
Colt MK IV auto pistol, we've just dis
covered a pistolsmith who is reworking the
top of these slides into a good-looking, oc
tagon shape. From the photos I saw, it ap
pears that the workmanship is excellent,
and it sure gives the Colt a handsome look.
Frank Kriegbaum is the pistolsmith, and
he's at 126 Onondaga Ave., Buffalo, NY
14220.

The proprietor of a local gun shop
picked up an interesting auto the other
day. I did not see it, but from the descrip
tion it appears to be a Browning Hi-Power
9mm, with an alloy frame, in double
action. Stamped only with the FN logo, it
could be something that slipped out of the
military tests, or perhaps a gun that is just
not becoming available in Europe. We'll
try to have more details on this gun as soon
as we can get our hands on it.

DAN WESSON'S NEW .357 MAXIMUM
COMES WITH EXTRA a·INCH BARREL

INDUSTRY INSIDER

(817)265-0118

SASE l.r Calli"

King Tube Sight, XP Conversions, SUhlueUe Rilles,
Royal Hunter

~®.

itt ; ~II.' ~l ~

Makes removing dents In shotgun barrels

n~.10~~easy Use our one bronze expanding plug in·
stead of several expensive solid ones. Won't
mar or jam bore. Center dia. is about .020"
less than standard dia. of corretponding bore

(~~~~:tohg 50NEW GUNSMITH CATALOG sUO
FRANK MilJ t~MtlEH. INC. (Eal.1113C1)

Dept. AH-l1 3577 East Tremont Avenue, New York 10465

Arlingt.n, TX 76015

3005 Monties lane

S.ld 51.00 for I.W Br"h•.,
.,flldable .. finf porchu•.

r--"";:"'IwE TERN GUNSTOCK MFG. CO.
550 ValenCia School Road.

Dept. AH. Aptos. California 95003
Phone: 408-688-5884

-FREE CATALOG-
Of Scope Mounts
And Gun Tools

PISTOL BULLET SWAGING DIES
AND COMPONENTS

Swage half fadet and vnc base bullets 10 caliber 30. 91010,
357,44 and 45. llOc base bullet~ may be fired at jackefed
bullet velocJtl~s and at a fraction of the cost.
For IOformauon and prices contact SPORT FliTE MFG.. INC.

2520 INDUSTRIAL ROW, TROY. MI 48084
1313) 280-0648.

IPSC. ,PC" SERVICE GUlIS
tailored to your needs

W. R. MOORE
P.O. Box 17252

Pittsburgh. PA 15235
(send sese for prieN)

Big opportunities. Big
profits. Earn quickly.
Full or part time. Learn
at home. it's easy. Do
real jobs: All Tools
- Malerials Supplied.
Lic. State of NJ 
Appd. for Veterans. Send
Name and address for
FREE book.

Locksmilhillf: Inslilul., Dept. 091-113
n.v TechnICal HOllie Study SChIlOls, little Falls, N. J. 01424

M~OO CHRONOGRAPH
-VELOCITY TEST ~YOUR RELOADS _ _ _ •

$79
i~

,. -
• FROM _•• ::~ :.:

-WRITE FOR FREEl ,.. • _~' -
TEST REPORT:

Cusl. Chr. Co. Box 1061 Brewster WA 98812

I_Abeautiful collector', Item. I
,... Complete Kit-Easily assembled includes: Quality

machined brass key assembly; investment cast steel

L
- hammer and trigger. Full instructions. Free information. J

Fernwood Gun Supply, Inc.
1341 Camino Tassajara, Dept. AH-l1, Danville, CA 94526
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AimpGint Electronic ...
the one sight for all shooting systems
Brought to position for firing, whether
handgun, rifle, shotgun or bow - simply
put the red dot on your target and shoot.
You can forget about critical eye-relief,
aligning crosshairs or centering the post
within the notch. Properly mounted and
bore-sighted, the placement of the MARK
III dot is the point of impact. And, you can
leave your eyes wide open to see all the
action. Regardless of prevailing light or
personal preference, adjustable spot
intensity lets you determine just how
much sight you need. Even during twilight,
if you can safely see the target with the
naked eye, your AIMPOINT can quickly
pickup the point of impact you wish to hit.

Aimpoint
AIMPOINT U.S.A.
Dept.AH-11
203 Elden St. - Suit 302
Herndon, VA 22070

To extend the range of the MARK III, there
are two optional telescopic sight attach
ments available: the fixed 3 power or new
variable 1.5 to 4 power zoom. Point of
impact remains the same with or without
either attachment. Should you remove the
telescope attachment, there is no need to
reposition the sight-eye relief and position
of the dot within the tube will not affect
point of impact.

To handle the wide range of sporting arms
available, look forthe new selection of ver
satile AIMPOINT MOUNTS that make an
AIMPOINT ELECTRONIC the one sight
for all your shooting sports.

CIRC\.~

BIANCHI CUP
'83'

8 of the Top Ten
Won with AIMPOINT

The 1983 BIANCHI CUP - some of the
fiercest handgun c(lmpetition found
anywhere in the world. For 8 of the TOP
10 finishers, an AIM POINT was part of the
success. Finishing #1, #2, #3, #4, #6, #7,
#8 and #10 in the individual competition;
#1 Ladies Challenger; #1 Mens Chal
lenger and #1 Team.
Where every shot counts - whether iI's
on the range or after trophy game, the
AIMPOINT red dot delivers the per
formance that makes the difference.

CAMP PERRY
'83'

For the 3rd Year
In ARow

#1
We're proud and pleased to have been
selected to be the sight to go with the
Winners to the Winner's Circle.

AIMPOINT Canada, Inc.
ao Barbados Blvd.
Scarborough, Ontario
Canada MIJ 1K9



It about time
discovered
qUlIIty? You

nlearn lIOII
why

scrlllinating
pOl1lmen choose

HKby undlng
S3.00 for our full
color 24 page
catalog.
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